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ABSTRACT
Organic solar cells (OSCs) have attracted a significant attention during the last decade due to their 
simple processability on a flexible substrate as well as scope for large-scale production using role to 
role technique. Improving the performance of the organic solar cells and their lifetime stability are 
one of the main challenges faced by researchers in this field. In this thesis, work has been carried 
out using a blend of Poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) and [6,6]-Phenyl C6i butyric acid 
methyl ester (PCBM) as an active layer in the ratio of (1:1) (P3HT:PCBM). The efficiency and 
stability of P3HT:PCBM-based solar cells have been examined using different methods and 
employing novel materials such asl-[N-(2- ethoxyethyl) pent-4-ynamide] -8 (11), 15 (18), 22 (25) - 
tris -{2-[2-(2-ethoxyethoxy) ethoxy] -l-[2-((2- ethoxyethoxy) - ethoxy) methyl] ethyloxy] 
phthalocyaninato zinc (II) (ZnPc) to construct a ternary hybrid as the active layer. Controlling the 
morphology and crystallinity of P3HT:PCBM active layer was carried out using different solvents 
including chloroform (CF), chlorobenzene (CB) and dichlorobenzene (DCB) and their co-solvents 
in the ratio of (1:1) to dissolve the P3HT:PCBM blend. Optimum morphology and crystallinity 
were achieved using a co-solvent made of CB:CF with the obtained solar cell exhibiting the highest 
performance with PCE reaching 2.73% among other devices prepared using different solvents. 
Further device performance improvement was observed through optimization of active layer 
thickness with studied thickness falling in range 65-266 nm. Measurements of the PV 
characteristics of the investigated OSC devices have revealed optimum performance when active 
layer thickness was 95 nm with PCE=3.846%. The stability of the P3HT:PCBM-based devices on 
optimisation of the active layer thickness has shown a decrease in PCE of about 71% over a period 
of 41 days. Furthermore, P3HT has been blended with different fullerene derivatives (PC60BM, 
PC6iBM, PC70BM and PC71BM) and the active layers were processed using the optimum solvent as 
well as optimum film’s thickness.
These PCBM derivatives have different lower unoccupied molecular level (LUMO) and different 
higher occupied molecular level (HOMO) positions, which subsequently influence the PV 
parameters of the OSCs such as the device open circuit voltage ( V oc) and its built-in potential (V b i). 
P3HT:PC6iBM-based blend has exhibited the highest device performance with PCE reaching 4.2%. 
Using the above mentioned optimum parameters, the P3HT:PCBM-based devices have been 
subjected to post-deposition annealing at different temperatures in the range 100-180°C. Efficient 
device performance was ascribed to P3HT:PCBM layers being subjected to post-deposition heat 
treatment at 140°C with PCE=5.5%. Device stability as a result of post-deposition heat treatment 
has also been shown to improve with PCE degrading by about 38% after 55 days.
The use of interfacial layer is found to play a key part in modifying the solar cell performance; 
using electron transport layer (ETL) such as aluminium tris(8-hydroxyquinoline) (Alq3) as a 
solution processable layer has contributed in increasing PCE to 4.25%, while, using PEDOT:PSS as 
a hole transport layer (HTL) doped with metal salts has significantly contributed in increasing PCE 
to reach 6.82% in device when PEDOT:PSS was doped with LiCl aqueous solution. Stability study 
for the device based on HTL has shown degradation in the PCE from 6.82% to around 1% over 96 
days. Using ETL and HTL simultaneously in a complete device has shown a further enhanced PCE 
reaching 7%. In a further study, doping the P3HT:PCBM with the novel ZnPc hybrids (SWCNTs 
and reduced graphene oxide (rGO) are covalently and non-covalently functionalised to ZnPc) with 
the weight ratio of (1:0.01) has significantly altered the solar cell device properties. The best 
performance is based on P3HT:PCBM blended with ZnPc-SWCNTs-co bonded as a ternary active 
layer demonstrating device PCE of 5.3% compared to a reference device based on bare 
P3HT:PCBM blend with PCE of 3.46%.
Ill
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ZnPc-S W CNT s-co Single wall carbon nanotube covalently bonded to ZnPc
ZnPc-S W CNT s-non-co Single wall carbon nanotube non-covalently bonded to ZnPc
PCE Power conversion efficiency
V o c Open circuit voltage
FF Fill factor
Jsc Short circuit current density
HOMO Higher occupied molecular orbital
v
LUMO Lower unoccupied molecular orbital
v bi Built-in potential
Ef Fermi levels
EFn Fermi level on the n type semiconductor
Efp Fermi level on the p-type semiconductor
SCLC Space-charge-limited conduction
n Ideality factor
Barrier height
Rs Series resistance
R sh Shunt resistance
Ld Carrier diffusion length
CT Charge transfer
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HTL Hole transport layer
ETL Electron transport layer
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 General background
Due to the rapid developments in societies and the increase in energy consumption in line 
with industrial development and climate change, energy demand is considered as one of the 
major problems that the world community will face [1]. Nowadays, the energy 
consumption is extremely dependent on fossil fuel resources such as petrol, natural gas and 
coal. The greatest challenge for the world community is to reduce the fossil fuel 
consumption specifically by switching partly and gradually to renewable energies, which 
therefore require major developments in the energy infrastructures. Several projects have 
been carried out by scientists who have specifically identified renewable energy from 
different resources such as water, wind, bio-materials and solar radiation [2]. Among all 
these renewable resources, solar energy draws an increasing research interest [1 ,3 ] mainly 
because the rate of solar radiation intercepted by the Earth is about 20,000 times greater 
than the amount of energy consumed by all human being [4]. Additionally, solar resource 
exceeds all other renewable alternatives, but breakthrough in energy generation remained 
limited so far because of the high cost and the intermittent nature of solar radiation [2]. 
Solar energy technologies are experiencing rapid growth and possibly during the next 40 
years it will be one of the major global energy providers [2]. The solar radiation comes in 
the form of electromagnetic radiation of a wide spectrum. The electromagnetic radiation 
ranges from high-energy (short wavelength) to low-energy (long-wavelength). The solar 
spectrum covers ultraviolet (UV) radiation ranging from (100-400) nm, the visible radiation 
ranging from (400-700) nm and the infrared (IR) radiation (700nm and above). The 
ultraviolet, visible and infrared radiations are significant parts of the solar spectrum which 
play an important role in global solar energy application including solar thermal and 
photovoltaic (PV). Fig. 1.1 shows the solar spectral irradiance as a function o f photon 
wavelength. The amount o f solar radiation incident on a square m eter o f Earth’s 
atmosphere or Earth’s surface is known as irradiance and is measured in watts per square 
meter (W.m~2).
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The solar irradiance before entering Earth’s atmosphere is about 1,366 W .m ' 2 which is 
known as air mass zero (AMO) [5] When solar radiation passes through the Earth’s 
atmosphere, the intensity of solar radiation is attenuated by ozone layer (O3), water 
molecules, nitrogen molecules, CO2, and dust. By the time the incoming solar radiation 
reaches the Earth’s surface (sea level), the solar irradiance is reduced to lOOOW.m'2 or 
lOOmW.cm ' 2 which is known as air mass 1.5 (AM 1.5) (ASTM G -173-03 International 
standard ISO 9845-1, 1992) is the standard defined for terrestrial use [6].
AMO (ASTME490)
AM1.5 Globale (ASTMG173)2 .0 - - 2.0
Ec
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Fig. 1.1: The solar spectral irradiance as a function of photon wavelength [6].
Up to date, different types of solar cells have been demonstrated as three different 
generations; the distinction between these generations is basically in the kind o f materials 
used. The first generation consists of cells prepared by using crystalline silicon (Si) which 
is doped with Phosphorus (P) or Boron (B) whereas the second generation solar cell is 
based on semiconductor thin film technology; these include amorphous silicon (a-Si), 
polycrystalline silicon, copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS) and cadmium telluride 
(CdTe) based solar cells. The third generation of solar cells is based on a range of new 
materials, such as organic polymers, small molecules, nanotubes, quantum dots, silicon 
nanowires, and organic dyes [7].
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Fig. 1.2: Solar cells efficiency table (NREL) [8]
The main parameter used to determine the solar cell performance is the cell power 
conversion efficiency (PCE). The latter is known as the percentage of the solar energy 
which is converted by the solar system to an external electrical power. The highest certified 
efficiency of 46±2.2% for the multi-junction solar cell of GalnP/GaAs and 
GalnAsP/GalnAs with an active area o f 0.0520 cm2 was developed by Soitec and CEA- 
Leti, France, together with the Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems ISE, Germany 
and certified by AIS [9, 10]. In general, lower band gap materials are required in order to 
achieve high-efficiency solar cells. Such materials have the ability to produce more charge 
carriers and thus increase the photo-generated current as a result of light absorption, which 
in turn results in higher PV efficiencies. Furthermore, due to the energy distribution of the 
solar spectrum (see Fig. 1.1), 43% of the total spectrum falls within the visible range, 
therefore the band gap of the semiconducting material plays a critical role in determining 
the solar cell performance. Fig. 1.2 shows the best-certified efficiencies until 2016 including 
all types of solar cells according to the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NERL).
1.1.1 First generation solar cell
The first generation solar cell is based on crystalline Si (see Fig. 1.3). This generation is 
dominating the solar cells market by up to 90% of the commercially available cells [11].
□ sp0^ *5
FW5«{117*)
UaDwcts
Hongkong UST
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The Si-based solar cell has higher efficiency, longer lifetime and stability than the other 
two generations. One of the main issues with this generation of solar cells is their 
manufacturing cost; highly pure Si is required to produce this type of solar cell as well as 
the associated high processing cost. According to Shockley-Queisser limitation, the highest 
efficiency for the material with indirect energy band gap of l .le V  (such as Silicon) is found 
to be 32%; this is because the absorption of light by a material with such band gap 
corresponds to infrared light [12]. In other words, photons of red, yellow and blue light will 
all contribute to power production, whereas other wavelengths such as radio waves and 
microwaves will not. This places an immediate limit on the amount of energy that can be 
extracted from the sun [12]. Therefore, there is a limitation for the efficiency of the solar 
cells based on the band gap of the material.
Front contact
Emitter
Back contact
Fig. 1.3: First generation solar cell based on crystalline Si
The highest recorded efficiency for crystalline-Si solar cells is 25.6±0.5% according to 
Panasonic HIT with an active area of 143.7 cm ; this result has been certified by the 
Japanese National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (NIST) [10, 
13]. However, increasing the active area to 778 cm has reduced the efficiency to 
22.9±0.6% according to UNSW /Gochermann, a result that has been certified by Sandia test 
centre [10, 14]. Furthermore, smaller module crystalline-Si solar cells have shown an
9 •efficiency of 25.1±0.5% with an active area of 4.01 cm which has been certified in 
Fraunhofer-Institut fur Solare Energiesysteme (FhG-ISE) [10, 15]. Using light concentrator 
Si solar cell has achieved 27.6%±1.2% with an active area of 1cm2 under light concentrated 
of 92.3sun [10, 16].
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1.1.2 Second Generation
In order to accommodate new materials and reduce the production cost of solar cells, a 
significant volume of research has been concentrated on improving and developing cost- 
effective processes towards producing the second generation of solar cells. The latter 
encompasses III-V semiconductor cell technologies such as Gallium Arsenide (GaAs), thin 
film technology such as a-Si based thin film solar cells, Cadmium Telluride/Cadmium 
Sulfide (CdTe/CdS) solar cells and Copper Indium Gallium Selenide (CIGS) solar cells as 
demonstrated in Fig. 1.4. Alta Devices has recorded the highest certified efficiency of 
28.8±0.9% with an active area of 0.9927 cm 2 tested by National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NERL) for thin film GaAs-based solar cell according to the final progress in 
PV report [10, 17]. On the other hand, an efficiency of 29.1±1.3% has been recorded for a 
concentrator GaAs-based solar cell with an active area of 0.0505 cm2 for Fraunhofer ISE 
[10]. Additionally, CIGS solar cell efficiency has achieved 21.0±0.6% for Solibro tested by 
Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy system (FhG-ISE) with a similar active area [10].
Front contact (0.5 pm)
Ohmic (p-GaAs) (0.3 pm)
Window (p-lnGaP) (0.2 pm)
Emitter (p-GaAs) (0.5 pm)
Base (p-GaAs) (3.5 pm)
BSF (n-GaAs) (50 nm)
Buffer (n-GaAs) <0 2 pm)
Substrate (n-GaAs) (350 pm)
Back contact (0.3 pm)
FTO substrate
n-CdS
p-CdTe
Back contact
G aA s-based solar cell C dT e-based so lar cell
ITO substrate Glass substrate
n-CdS Front contact
p-CIGS a-Si
MO ZnO
Back contact Back contact
C IG S-based so lar cell a-S i-based so lar cell
Fig. 1.4: Second generation solar cell based on GaAs, CdTe, CIGS and amorphous Si
A significant improvement towards higher efficiency CIGS-based solar cells with PCE of 
21.7% with a smaller active area of 0.4972cm has been recorded for Zentrum fur 
Sonnenenergie and W asserstoff-Forschung (ZSW) [18]. On the other hand, CdTe-based 
solar cells have achieved 21.0±0.4% efficiency with an active area of 1.0623 cm
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developed by First Solar and tested by Newport test centre [10]. Further improvement in 
CdTe solar cells has been reported with an efficiency of 21.5±0.4% by reducing the active 
area to 0.3455 cm based on First Solar and certified by Newport [10]. On the other hand, 
an efficiency of 10.2±0.3% has been recorded for a-Si based solar cells with an active area 
of 1.001cm2 as tested by Japanese National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and 
Technology (AISY) [10, 19]. For the same type of solar cells, TEL Solar, Trubbach Labs 
have achieved 12.2±0.3% with device active area of 1.4m as certified by European Solar 
Test Installation (ESTI) [10].
1.1.3 Third Generation
This generation of solar cells is mainly based on a range of new materials, which include 
conducting polymers, small molecules, nanotubes, quantum dots, silicon nanowires, and 
organic dyes [7]. The polymer or organic solar cells (OSCs) are mainly fabricated from thin 
films with a thickness of typically 100-200 nm of organic semiconductors as shown in 
Fig. 1.5 (a) for a mini module organic solar cell. Over the last 20 years, so many different 
organic materials have been examined to produce the absorber layers including polymers, 
dyes and small-molecule as p-type semiconductor materials whereas n-type semiconductor 
materials are mostly carbon-based materials such as fullerene and its derivatives [20]. Their 
low-cost production as well as the viability of operating using flexible substrates, thus 
requiring less capital investment, provides them with a significant competitive advantage 
over the conventional silicon solar cells [21]. OSCs are suitable for large manufacturing 
such as roll-to-roll printing process (see Fig. 1.5 (b)), which potentially leads to low cost 
and large scale flexible production [22]. Another advantage is ascribed to the diverse and 
versatile range of materials used, which can offer a wide range of properties including 
tailored band gap and therefore a varied range of light harvesting efficiency and ability to 
cover a broad range of the solar spectrum [21]. The relatively low efficiency and stability 
issues are considered as the main obstacles for this generation of solar cells to compete with 
the conventional technology. The history of OSCs goes back to 1958 when Kearns and 
Calvin reported a photo-voltage of 200 mV for magnesium phthalocyanine (MgPc) disks 
coated with a thin film of air-oxidized tetramethyl p-phenylenediamine (TM())D) [23].
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(C)
1TO__________
PEDOTiPSS 
Organic active layer 
ETL 
Back contact
Fig. 1.5: Third generation solar cell based on organic materials; (a) Mini module and (b) 
Large production using roll to roll technology, and (c) Organic solar cell structure
In 1974, Ghosh et al have observed a maximum power conversion efficiency o f 0.01% 
using Al/MgPc/Au cell structure [24]. In 1986, PCE of 1.0% has been achieved by Tang 
using copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) and a perylene tetracarboxylic derivative and under 
simulated illumination of AM2 [25]. Since then, significant improvement in OSCs has been 
achieved through the development of bulk heterojunctions (BHJ), junction engineering and 
materials purity and control. In 2005, Yang et al [26] have achieved PCE of 4.4% for a 
OSCs based on a bulk heterojunction of polymer poly (3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and 
methano-fullerene. Since then, P3HT system became a standard in OSCs and acting as a 
basis for most attempts to commercialise OSCs. In 2013, Hosoya et al [10] have reported an 
efficiency of 11.0% for OSCs with a cell area of 0.99 cm2.
Recently, Heliatek R&D teams reached a record conversion efficiency of 13.2% for an 
OPV multi-junction cell, setting a new world record for the direct conversion o f sunlight 
into electricity using organic photovoltaic (OPV); the latter was independently confirmed 
by Fraunhofer CSP [27]. The world-record cell is a multi-junction cell combining three 
different absorbers; each one of them is dedicated to efficiently convert green, red or near- 
infrared light of the wavelength range between 450 and 950 nm into electricity. These 
absorber molecules have been developed and are patented by Heliatek. The new record 
efficiency was measured at simulated AM 1.5 illumination and was confirmed by the 
Fraunhofer-Center for Silizium-Photovoltaik-CSP in Halle.
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According to the latest table of solar cell efficiency, Toshiba has claimed an efficiency as 
high as 11.2±0.3% with open circuit voltage (Voc) of 0.78V, fill factor (FF) of 74.2% and 
short circuit current density (Jsc) of 19.3mA.cm’2 with an active area of about 1cm2 [10]; the 
latter efficiency has been certified by AIST for a sub-module measured under the global 
AM 1.5 spectrum (1000 W .m '2) at a temperature of 25°C. Increasing the active area to
26.14cm2 for a mini-module has resulted in decreasing the efficiency to 9.7±0.3% and
2 • 2 decreasing the Jsc to 16.47mA.cm’ [10]. For a module with an active area of 802cm ,
Toshiba has reported an efficiency of 8.7±0.3%, Voc of 17.47V, FF of 70.4% and J sc of
0.569A [10, 28]. An efficiency of 10.7% for OSCs based on a series of
difluorobenzothiadizole (ffBT) and oligothiophene-based polymers with the oligothiophene
unit being quaterthiophene (T4), terthiophene (T3), and bithiophene (T2) was achieved by
Hong Kong UST with a cell active area of 0.0429 cm2 tested by Newport [29]; they have
demonstrated that a polymer based on ffBT and T3 with an asymmetric arrangement of
alkyl chains assists the fabrication of efficient thick film OSCs without using any
processing additives. The higher occupied molecular (HOMO) and the lower unoccupied
molecular (LUMO) levels of the polymers have been reduced by reducing the number of
thiophene units per repeating unit, and the absorption onsets of the polymer films are also
slightly red-shifted. These positive changes contribute to higher V oc and Jsc values for the
T3 polymer than for the T4 polymers [29].
In the current research, the 3rd generation of solar cell, organic solar cells (OSCs), have 
been investigated. The main motivation of this research is to produce highly efficient OSC 
with good stability. OSCs have different advantages such as simple technological processes 
for devices fabrication, the use of flexible substrates, low cost, and potentially large scale 
manufacturing. It can include a possibility of tailoring the band gap. W hereas some 
drawbacks such as short life time, instability, and relatively low efficiency are still under 
consideration.
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1.2 Aims of the research
The principal aim of this research is to investigate strategies and explore venues of 
improving the performance of organic solar cell based on BHJ of poly (3-hexylthiophene) 
(P3HT) and [6,6]-Phenyl C6i butyric acid methyl ester (PC61BM) (P3HT:PCBM ). The 
research programme is firstly focussed on investigating P3HT:PCBM  blend properties. The 
main contribution of this research consists of two parts; firstly, P3HT:PCBM  blend being a 
well-known OSC material, and in order to increase device efficiency, requires a 
comprehensive understanding of the active layer morphology as well as electron transport 
properties pertained to the interface properties within the blend itself as well as those 
related to the metallic charge collecting electrodes. Also, it is essential to understand the 
morphological and structural properties of P3HT:PCBM  active layer by using different 
solvents and their co-solvents in order to control the active layer morphology and 
crystallinity. In order to achieve this goal and to attain the highest proposed performance 
for P3HT:PCBM -based solar cells, the following objectives are to be realised:
1) Optimisation of the P3HT:PCBM active layer parameters using different solvents, 
different thicknesses, and post-deposition annealing treatment;
2) Using different fullerene derivatives as acceptor in the active layer;
3) Optimisation the hole and electron transport layers;
4) Employing the proposed optimisation parameters and combining them in one device
in order to achieve highly efficient solar cell;
5) Investigate the stability of the prepared solar cells.
The second contribution focuses on employing novel hybrids materials based on graphene 
or single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc), either 
covalently or non-covalently functionalized to SW CNTs and reduced graphene oxide (rGO) 
as additives to the main P3HT:PCBM blend with the aim of enhancing the light harvesting 
properties, the charge carriers transport properties as well as improving the conductivity of 
the active layer and therefore the PV properties. The main challenge in this part is to 
modify the ratio of the carbon-based hybrids and to control the other parameters m entioned 
earlier to achieve as high as possible PCE.
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2.1 PN-junction
Diodes and transistors are fundamental devices in the field of solid-state electronics, which 
form the back bone of complex electronic circuits, including LED and solar cell devices. 
These devices are based on the formation of PN-junction structures, which consist of two 
types of semiconducting materials, p-type and n-type, coming into contact, as shown in 
Fig.2.1. The region which separates the two semiconductors is known as the depletion 
region or the junction. The latter region is formed as a result of diffusion of some electrons 
and holes which diffuse across the junction on each side of the junction and eliminate each 
other's charge. This diffusion of holes and electrons across the junction continues until an 
equilibrium condition is reached in which a potential difference (usually described as a 
potential barrier) is formed across the junction, and prevents further charge diffusion. By 
applying an external voltage, this barrier is either increased or decreased depending on the 
polarity of the applied voltage (reverse or forward) as illustrated in Fig.2.1 [1]. In the case 
of applying forward bias, the positive terminal of the DC source is connected to the p-type 
region and the negative terminal is connected to the n-type region of the junction, as shown 
in Fig.2.1. This configuration permits the flow of current across the PN-junction, where the 
holes are repelled by the positive terminal and the electrons by the negative terminal and 
both will be driven towards the junction leading to the diffusion of excess minority carriers. 
The potential barrier at the junction is lowered by applying forward bias (Vf) from  the 
equilibrium potential at the junction (V0) to a smaller value (V0 -Vf). Large current flows 
due to a lower potential barrier across the depletion region thereby allowing m ore current to 
flow through the junction. On the other hand, applying reverse bias (V= -Vr) the opposite 
occurs; the potential barrier at the junction becomes higher (V0+Vr) with opposite 
configuration to that of the forward bias and will thereby prevents the recom bination of 
holes and electrons in the depletion region. The diode current is therefore negligibly small 
due to increased potential barrier at the junction [2].
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The electric field within the depletion region can be assumed from the potential barrier. The 
potential barrier decreases with a forward bias voltage since the applied electric field 
opposes the built-in potential. On the application of reverse bias, the potential barrier at the 
junction is increased by the applied voltage, which is in the same direction as the 
equilibrium field [3].
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Fig.2.1: The variation of the depletion width of a PN-junction under applying forward and
reverse bias
The change in the electric field at the junction is due to the change in the depletion region 
width (W). The height of the electron energy barrier is simply the electronic charge times 
the barrier height. Therefore, the bands are separated less under forward bias [q(V0-Vf)] 
than that at equilibrium, and more under reverse bias [q(V0+Vr)]. Assuming that Fermi 
level depth inside each neutral region is essentially at the equilibrium value; therefore, the 
shifting of the energy bands under bias implies a separation of the Fermi levels on either 
side of the junction. Under forward bias, the Fermi level on the n side (Epn) is above ( E f p) 
by the energy (qVf); for reverse bias, Epp is qVr higher than Epn [3].
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2.2 Metal-semiconductor junction
Generally, solar cells require two electric contacts on both sides to collect effectively the 
photo-generated charge carriers and carrying them to the external circuit. Such contacts are 
formed as semiconductor/metal (MS) contacts, and are either of ohmic or rectifying nature 
(Schottky contact) [3,4]. In solar cell devices, the front contact is either a grid to reduce 
shading effects or transparent electrode to permit incident light passing through it [5]. 
W hen a metal with a work function (4 > m )  *s brought into intimate contact with an organic 
semiconductor with an electron affinity (xs ), two possible contacts (junction) are formed. 
The contact could be of ohmic nature; in such a contact, the I-V characteristics exhibit a 
linear behaviour in both biasing directions [3]. Ideal m etal-semiconductor contacts are 
ohmic when majority carriers provide the charge induced in the semiconductor in aligning 
the Fermi levels. For instance, when cf)m <  cj)s (cj)mand  cj)s are the metal and semiconductor 
work functions, respectively) for an n-type semiconductor, the Fermi levels are aligned at 
equilibrium as a result electrons transfer from the metal to the semiconductor. This lowers 
the potential barrier relative to the metal at equilibrium. In this case, the barrier to electrons 
flow between the metal and semiconductor is small and can easily be overcome by 
electrons with applying a small voltage. Similarly, in the case of cj)m >  (|)s for p-type 
semiconductor which results in easy flow of holes across the junction. Unlike the rectifying 
contact, no depletion region occurs in the semiconductor in these cases since the potential 
differences required aligning the Fermi levels at equilibrium [4]. The metal-semiconductor 
junction might be rectifying (denoted as Schottky junction) as described in Fig.2.2. In the 
case of metal/n-type semiconductor contact when cj)m >  (J)s, where the Fermi level in the 
metal is at a lower potential than in the semiconductor. W hen the junction is formed 
between the two materials, Fermi level should line up at the junction and remain flat in the 
absence of any current. To ensure the continuity of the vacuum level and keep the Fermi 
level flat, Fermi level must move deeper into the band gap of the semiconductor at the 
interface region. This involves electrons moving out from the semiconductor to the metal 
side. Since the metal has enormous electrons density, the metal Fermi level or band profile 
does not change when a small fraction of electrons are added or taken out [4].
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In an ideal Schottky junction, the barrier height (c|)B) at the junction defined as the 
difference between the semiconductor conduction band (LUMO) and the metal Fermi level, 
and is represented in the following equation [3,4]:
=  — Xs (2-1)
The electrons coming from the semiconductor to the metal face a potential barrier provided 
by the built-in potential (Vbi) of the junction; where Vbi is given by the following equation 
[3,4]:
Vbi =  4*m — 4>s (2.2)
The height of Vbi can be altered by applying an external bias, as in the case of PN-junction 
and the junction can rectify [3,4]. Usually, the Schottky barrier height for n or p-type 
semiconductors depends on the metal and the semiconductor properties [4].
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Fig.2.2: Energy level alignments for metal/n-type semiconductor before and after the
contact
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In the case o f a non-ideal surface, the defects region leads to a distribution of electronic 
levels in the band gap at the interface. If the density o f band gap states near the neutral level 
(4>o) is very large, then the depletion of electrons to the semiconductor does not alter the 
Fermi level position at the surface and the Fermi level is said to be pinned [4]. The most 
important and expected mechanism of current flow across the Schottky barrier is due to 
thermionic emission. In this case, by assuming the absence of tunnelling effect, the 
electrons that cross the junction must have energies greater than the barrier height at the 
junction, and therefore, the current is limited by the barrier height [4]. If electrons in the 
semiconductor are distributed according to Boltzmann statistics, therefore, the density o f 
electrons with energies higher than the barrier height o f (V bi-V ) is given by:
n =  n0e x p [ - 2 ^ p 2 ]  (2.3)
where, V is positive for the forward bias and negative for the reverse bias. n0 is the electron 
density in the neutral region and n is the electron density across the barrier. n0 is given in 
terms of the effective density o f electrons Nc as:
n0 =  Nce x p [ - S ^ ]  (2.4)
where barrier height on the metal side is:
q^B =  qVbi +  Ec -  EFs (2.5)
Therefore:
n =  Ncexp [— iSiszSXlj (2 .6)
If the electrons are considered to be moving randomly, the average flux of electrons 
imposing on the (J)B is approximately ( ^ )  where S is the average speed of the electrons. 
The corresponding current is, therefore:
Ism = ^ N ce x p [ - ^ ]  (2.7)
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where A is the device active area. When the applied bias is zero, the current flow from the 
metal to the semiconductor (Ism) must balance the current flow from the semiconductor to 
the metal (Ims):
ms =  Is m = 3r N ce x p [ - ^ ]  (2.8)
When a voltage (V) is applied, the barrier seen by the electrons from the metal side is 
unchanged and Ims remains constant (=IS). Therefore, the net current at an applied bias is:
I =  U - I m s  =  I s [ e x p @ - l ]  (2.9)
Substituting for the effective conduction band density N c, then Is =  Ism at (V =  0):
]s = A & ) T 2 M - qi r \  (2 -i°)
The quantity is called Richardson constant and is denoted by A*, therefore,
equ.2.11 becomes [4, 6, 7]:
Is = A A *T 2 e x p [ - ^ ]  (2.11)
Most practical Schottky barriers show deviation from ideal thermionic emission behaviour. 
A dimensionless parameter called the ideality factor (n) is usually included in the I-V 
relationship to take into account non-ideal diode behaviour, represented by the following 
equation [8,9]:
I = h [exP ( ^ )  -  i]  (2-12)
For sufficient forward bias (V »  kT /q), n and (J)B can be determined through the following  
relations, respectively [7]:
" = & < &  p -13)
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(2.14)
Cheung and Cheung [10] have developed another method to determine n and 4)B values by 
considering the series resistance (Rs); Rs is an important factor that has a significant effect 
on the electrical properties of a diode, and therefore when R s is taken into consideration the
I-V relation is described by the following equation [10, 11]:
where IRs is the voltage drop across the series resistance of the device.
2.3 Capacitance-Voltage characteristics
In many applications of PN-junction structures, the capacitance is a limiting factor. The 
junction capacitance of a diode is easy to visualise from the charge distribution in the 
depletion region. The uncompensated acceptor ions on the p-side provide a negative charge 
and equal positive charge results from the ionised donor in the n-side of the depletion 
region [3], where the depletion region width in equilibrium is expressed by the following 
equation [3]:
where Na represents the acceptor concentration in the semiconductor and Nd is the donor 
concentration. Under applied bias, W must be altered by the barrier height; W  is described 
by the following equation [3]:
Herein, the applied bias can be either positive or negative to account to forward (Vf) or 
reverse (Vr) bias, respectively.
(2. 16)
(2. 17)
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The width of the depletion region is increased by applying a reverse bias and is decreased
by applying a forward bias as depicted in Fig.2.1. Generally, Mott-Schottky analysis is 
applied to capacitance-voltage measurements which are known as a simple method to 
determine several important parameters o f Schottky or p-n junctions, such as the built-in 
potential (Vbi), the doping density, the position o f Quasi-Fermi level within the band gap
the Schottky barrier formation at the metal/semiconductor interface which can also be used 
to estimate the doping density (Na) as in the following equation [13]:
Furthermore, c|)B can also be determined from the C-V measurements using the following 
equation [15]:
density and mobility o f charge carriers, we need to discuss in more details the mechanism  
of space charge limited conductivity (SCLC). SCLC is similar to the transport conduction 
of electrons in a vacuum diode. The current density-voltage (J-V) characteristic o f a 
vacuum diode is ruled by the Child’s law. In a solid material, such as thin films, SCLC is 
produced by the injection of charge carriers at an ohmic contact. A typical J-V 
characteristic plotted in a log-log scale for SCLC is shown in Fig.2.3.
(Ep) and the barrier height (c|)B) [12]. The linear region of the (1/C2 versus V) plot indicates
(2. 18)
Another important parameter is the position of Fermi level (EB) within the band gap which 
could also be estimated using the following equation [14]:
(2. 19)
— Vbi +  Ef (2.20)
2.4 Space charge limited theory
Since the main focus of this research is in organic materials which typically have low
19
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The space charge limited conduction (SCLC) current has a noticeable effect on the 
electrical properties of semiconductors and insulators because they are normally 
characterised with a low density of free carriers. Very large effects can be produced by the 
use of ohmic contacts, which facilitates injection of charges into the thin film. The 
character and magnitude of SCLC effects are determined largely by the presence of 
localised states, which can trap and store charges in equilibrium with the free charge. If an 
electron-injecting contact is applied to a perfect trap-free thin film, electrons will travel 
from the metal into the conduction band of the thin film and form a space charge [16]. The 
presence of traps generally reduces the current by capturing most of the injected carriers. 
As the injection level (applied voltage) is raised, all the traps will eventually become filled 
and the current will rise sharply back to the trap free value (see Fig.2.3). For trap-free 
semiconductors, such current is predicted to exhibit a quadratic dependence on the applied 
voltage, as described by M ott and Gurney [16]. However, early data [17, 18] exhibited an 
initial slow rise followed by a sharp power-law rise. Rose [18] has viewed the slow rise in 
current as a function of applied voltage as an Ohmic current which is ascribed to the 
intrinsic carriers whereas the sharp rise in current is attributed to the injected carriers which 
are trapped by deep-level defects. Injected carriers get trapped and generate a pushback 
voltage until all traps are fdled (trap-filled limit or TFL); at the TFL, the pushback voltage 
is overcome and the current rises sharply (see Fig.2.3).
Trap Filled Limited
log(V)
Fig.2.3: Double scale of J-V characteristics represents SCLC
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The Mott-Gurney limit is approached at higher voltages when the traps have no further 
effect. Interesting features of the J-V characteristic are limited within a "triangle" in the 
logJ-logV curve bounded by three limiting curves: Ohm's law (JaV), Child's law (JaV2), 
and a trap-filled-limit (TFL) curve which has a voltage threshold and an enorm ously steep 
current rise [19]. Generally, at low applied voltage, charge transport is ascribed to ohm's 
law (JaV), and it is represented by the following equation [20]:
J = p q p ^  (2 .21)
where p is the hole concentration, p is the mobility, V is the applied voltage and d is the 
active layer thickness. At the second region when Child’s law (JaV2) dominates, charge 
transport can be ascribed to trap-controlled space charge limited conduction (SCLC) with 
traps located at a single energy level inside the band gap; this mechanism is represented by 
the following equation [13]:
JTFL“ g GGo0F - J  (2- 22)
where e is the dielectric constant of the polymer, e0=8.854 x lO 12 F/m is the perm ittivity of 
free space and 0 is the trap-limiting factor, which represents the ratio of free to trapped 
charges and is given by [20]:
0 =  ( ^ ) e x p ( ^ )  (2. 23)
where Nt is the trap concentration at energy level E t and Nv is the effective density o f states 
in the semiconductor [21]. At higher applied voltage range when the gradient becomes very 
steep, the J-V characteristics can be associated with trap filling limit beyond which trap- 
filled SCLC (TSCLC) mechanism is observed. This is evident by the onset of trap-free 
space charge limited conductivity (TFSCLC) and the J-V dependence is described by 
Child's law [22]:
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This happens when the injected carriers from the electrodes exceed the thermally generated 
carriers and there are no traps in the space charge region or all traps are filled and the 
current density increases quadratically with the applied voltage [13]. Using the data o f this 
region (TFSCLC) in the logJ-logV dependence, the charge carrier mobility in the active 
layer can be estimated by plotting J vs. V2/d3 (see equ.2.24). Usually, charge carrier 
mobility in organic thin films is very low, mainly due to structural disorder in the films
[23]. This approach of mobility measurements will be used in this work for evaluation of  
charge carriers' mobilities o f the organic layers.
2.5 Solar cell characterisation
It is well known that solar cells operate without an external power supply and relies on the 
optical power to generate current and voltage. In the solar cell conversion, it is important to 
note that photons that have energy hv smaller than the semiconductor bandgap (Eg) will not 
produce electron-hole pairs. On the other hand, photons with energies greater than Eg will 
produce electron-hole pairs, regardless of how large the difference between the two 
energies is (hv-Eg) [4]. This difference in energy is simply dissipated as heat. Therefore, 
solar cell efficiency depends critically on how the semiconductor band gap (Eg) matches the 
solar energy spectra. To calculate the parameters o f a solar cell, the equivalent circuit o f a 
solar cell shown in Fig.2.4(a) is considered. Under open circuit condition, where 1=0, this 
gives [4]:
I =  0 =  IL -  Is [exp -  l ]  (2.25)
The open circuit voltage (Voc) is derived from eq. 2.28 as shown in the following equation 
[4, 24]:
Voc =  - f - l n  ( l  +  ^ )  +  IRS (2.26)
q \  is /
Furthermore, Voc could also be determined as a function of the quasi Femi level Ep using 
the following relation [25]:
Voc =  .Epn~EFP (2.27)
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where Epn and Epp are the quasi-Fermi levels of electrons and holes under open circuit 
condition. Under short circuit condition:
I =  IL =  Isc (2-28)
where Isc is the short circuit current. A plot of the measured I-V characteristics represents 
the superposition of the solar cell diode under illumination as shown in Fig.2.4(b). The 
parameters of Vmax and Imax are defined as voltage and current values which deliver the 
maximum power (Pmax) as illustrated in Fig.2.4(b). The power conversion efficiency (PCE) 
of solar cells is defined as the ratio of the output electric power to the input optical power. 
W hen the solar cell is operating under maximum power conditions, PCE is defined as 
follows [4, 26]:
PCE =  x  100% =  I^ x--ma- - x  100% (2.29)
The fill factor of a solar cell is the ratio of the solar cell out power output (Vmax x  Imax) to 
its ideal power (Voc x  Isc) [26]:
FF =  max max (2.30)
I < ;r V n r
This is a key parameter in evaluating the performance of solar cells, where an ideal solar 
cell would have a FF value of 100%, however, a typical commercial solar cell have a value 
of 70% or little larger. This significance of this parameter will be discussed in further detail 
in section 2.5.3.
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Fig.2.4: (a) equivalent circuit of a solar cell and (b) I-V curve for the solar cell under
illumination
2.5.1 Open circuit voltage
In the organic solar cell, excitons are generated when light is absorbed by the organic active 
layer, and those will be separated into holes and electrons at the donor/acceptor interface 
within the active layer. These charge carriers will be forced to drift to their respective 
electrode under the internal electric field whereby they provide power to an external circuit
[27]. Under open-circuit condition and stable illumination, the generated carriers will 
accumulate on both electrodes, creating a voltage difference, which cancels out the built-in 
potential (Vbi). At this point, no clear current occurs inside the device because the charge 
carriers' generation and recombination rates are exactly balanced. Therefore, the device is 
under the quasi-equilibrium condition and the voltage difference between the cathode and 
the anode represents Voc. The latter is known as the maximum output voltage provided by a 
solar cell [27]. A direct relation holds between Vbi, Voc and the Fermi level (Ep) because of 
the energy level alignment.
2.5.2 Short circuit current density
The current provided by a solar cell plays an important role in determining the final 
performance of the solar cell. Increasing the current can noticeably increase the PCE of the 
solar cell. Several parameters affect the production of high current within the solar cell,
24
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such as, the light absorbing material (active layer). This layer has the ability to convert light 
to charge carriers as described earlier in this chapter and therefore provide current to the 
external load. Four different processes are expected to take place to ensure high current 
density and hence high PCE; these are [28]:
1- Absorption of photons from incident light by employing an appropriate absorbing 
material, taking into consideration the light absorption properties o f the material, the 
band gap and the energy level alignment o f donor/acceptor molecules in the case o f  
organic solar cells [29].
2- Generation of charge carriers (holes and electrons); in the case o f OSCs excitons are 
generated due to light absorption and subsequently conversion of these excited state into 
free negative- and free positive-charge carrier pairs.
3- Charge transport mechanism drives the free charge carriers to the respective electrode by 
the aid of the internal electric field.
4- Finally, the free carriers will be collected by properly selected electrodes, which are 
mainly ruled by engineering the contact between the electrodes and the active layer.
If any one of these routes is hindered, poor PV performance is expected. Therefore, in order 
to obtain high current, a proper choice should be made regarding the absorbing material 
with an appropriate bandgap. Moreover, it is essential that the blend morphology should be 
controlled towards achieving a nanoscale interpenetrated networks, which therefore 
facilitates charge carriers separation and transportation where the exciton diffusion length 
for the organic system is typically as high as 10-20nm as in the case o f P3HT:PCBM  
blends as an example [30, 31]. It is more common to use the short-circuit current density 
(Jsc in mA.cm'2) instead of the short-circuit current to express the magnitude o f the solar 
cell current due to the significant effects of the cell active area on the photogenerated 
current. Furthermore, the current density highly depends on the power o f the incident light 
source standardised to the AM 1.5 spectral irradiance.
25
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2.5.3 Series and shunt resistance
The series resistance (Rs) and shunt resistance (RSh) are effective parameters which 
influence the solar cell behaviour. Fig. 2.4(a) depicts the widely used equivalent circuit 
solar cell model. It deconstructs the solar cell J-V behaviour into four constituent parts: a 
photocurrent source, diode, series resistance (Rs) and shunt resistance (RSh)- The 
photocurrent source (Iph) is simply the result of converting absorbed photons to free charge 
by the solar cell, the diode represents electron-hole recombination at the p-n junction, Rs 
accounts for the internal resistance of the cell to current flow, and R Sh models leakage 
current through the cells (e.g., via pinholes). Mathematically this model is represented by 
the following relation [32]:
I =  II — Is [eq(v“ IRs)/nkT -  l ]  -  (2.32)
^sh
Shen and co-authors have argued that a dark I-V characteristic is an efficient method to 
determine the Rs using equ. 2.35 [33]. On the other hand, RSh represents cell leakages, 
under dark conditions when the photocurrent is zero. W hen RSh— the shunt current 
approaches zero which is desirable, since it is a parasitic current. In optimized solar cells, 
including OSCs, the shunt current is often negligible [32], therefore it could be presumed 
that RSh is large enough to ignor the last term in eq. 2.32. Therfore, the dark I-V 
characterisitics can be presented in equ.2.25. Therefore, at higher applied voltage when 
I » I 0, equ 2.25 becomes:
I — =  IRS +  —  (2.33)
dl q
Using the latter equation, Rs could be extracted from the slope at the high current region of 
I(dV /dI) vs. I plot as shown in Fig.2.6(A). Moreover, the determination of R Sh and Rs from 
the illuminated J-V curves by using the slope as shown in Fig.2.6(B)
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Rs= 1/slope
RSh= 1/slope
Voltage (V)
The slope represnts Rs
o>
x
I (Ampere)
Fig.2.5: (A) The dark J-V relation as represented in equation 2.37 to calculate Rs, and (B) 
Determination of Rs and Rsh from the J-V curves.
2.5.4 Fill Factor
It has been shown earlier that the solar cell fill factor (FF) is a key parameter, which 
determines the maximum power (Pmax) extracted from a solar cell in conjunction with Voc 
and Jsc. Graphically, FF is represented as the largest rectangular area fitted in the J-V curve 
as shown in Fig.2.4(b). FF indicates in general how the photo-generated carriers are 
extracted out of solar cell device with an ideal value of 100% (see Fig.2.5 (a)). It is well 
known that the FF represents the efficiency of charge carrier collection before they 
recombine inside the cell, which basically depends on the charge carrier’s mobility, built-in 
potential and the carrier recombination rate [34], The maximum FF values reported for 
inorganic solar cells is about 90% while in OSCs the FF value is typically in the range of 
50-70%  [35-38]. Among several other factors, the fill factor is mainly determined by the 
series resistance (Rs) and shunt resistance (RSh) of the solar cell. The series resistance of the 
solar cell mainly results from charge carriers’ movement through the device and the 
resistance occurring at the contact between the electrodes and the active layer, as well as 
the resistance of the two electrodes themselves. Rs has a significant effect on the FF, while 
extremely high values of Rs leads to a reduction in Jsc. A high FF requires large shunt 
resistance (RSh) to prevent leakage current, as well as lower Rs (see Fig.2.5(b)) [39], For 
high RSh and Rs, the FF is reduced as shown in Fig.2.5(c). While, in the case o f low Rs and 
RSh, the FF is represented in Fig.2.5(d).
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Fig.2.6: J-V characteristics of a solar cell with different FF; (a) ideal FF, (b) FF with high 
RSh and low Rs, (c) FF with high Rs and high RSh, and (d) FF with low RSh and Rs
In OSCS, the improvement in FF and the device performance could only occur once the 
photo-generated carriers are extracted without recombination loss. Hence FF of the solar 
cell is limited by the carrier diffusion length (Ld) for both electrons and holes; the latter is 
described by the following equation [40]:
Ld =  \ i tE  (2.31)
where p is the charge carrier mobility, x is the carrier recombination lifetime and E is the 
electrical field. Due to poor carrier mobility in organic materials and high recombination 
rate, which hinder the efficient collection o f photogenerated carriers in OSCs, it is essential 
to develop a method to solve this issue. Ray and Alam [34] have shown that FF of the 
OSCs made produced using low-mobility materials can be enhanced up to 80% by 
introducing a “fixed charge layer” at the donor/acceptor interfaces to minimise the 
interfacial recombination. This could be achieved by increasing the charge carrier mobility 
of the organic semiconducting layer. Chu et.al. [41] have verified that controlling the 
polymer nanoscale structure and increasing the crystallinity o f the organic phase-separation 
of P3HT:PCBM by thermal treatment have resulted in efficient OSCs with PCE o f -3.8% . 
The improvement in Jsc and FF after solvent annealing with thermal treatment compared to 
a reference device without treatment is ascribed to increased absorption in the red region of 
the spectrum and improved charge transfer properties.
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3.1. Organic solar cell configurations
Organic solar cell (OSC) consists of different configurations, such as single-junction and 
tandem structures. The single-junction solar cells are either of inverted type structure as 
shown in Fig.3.1(a) or a conventional structure (Fig.3.1 (b)); both structures are similar in 
principle while the tandem structure has different mechanism.
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Fig.3.1: The main structures of OSCs; (a) inverted structure and (b) conventional structure
Generally speaking, organic materials have a small dielectric constant and the absorption 
characteristics are governed by Frenkel-excitons with binding energy around 0.3 eV and a 
lifetime of the order of ns [1]. A critical step in the operation of a photovoltaic device is the 
charge separation of the excited electron-hole pairs (excitons) created upon photon 
absorption. This charge separation occurs at the donor/acceptor interface [2]. A schematic 
description of the electronic structure of a donor/acceptor blend is illustrated in Fig.3.2. The 
offset of the electronic levels, the highest occupied molecular level (HOMO) and the lowest 
unoccupied molecular level (LUMO) of the donor and acceptor, is the main requirem ent to 
induce exciton dissociation.
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The voltage provided by the solar cells is known as the open circuit voltage (Voc) which is 
limited by the difference between the LUMO of the acceptor and the HOM O of the donor 
materials [3] as shown in Fig.3.3. Due to the properties of the organic semiconductors, 
OSCs are facing several limitations. Although Shockley and Queisser lim itation has 
considered the spectral losses, and thus gives the solar cell a peak theoretical efficiency of 
48% with band gap materials of 1.1 eV, materials with lower band gaps are thought to 
exhibit a decrease in Voc while materials with higher band gaps than 1.1 eV are limited by a 
decreased Jsc. The theoretical maximum efficiency decreases to 30% by taking into account 
the effects of blackbody radiation and radiative/non-radiative recom bination of charge 
carriers [4]. Therefore, for mono-junction organic solar cells with a donor band gap of 1.5 
eV, an efficiency of approximately 11% could be achieved according to the assumption 
made by Ameri and co-authors [5] considering a loss of 0.6 eV in V oc (accounting for the 
minimum required LUMO level offset and contact losses), taking into account 
absorption/internal quantum efficiency (IQE) limitations (assuming EQE of 65%) and 
charge carrier transport losses (assuming FF of 65%).
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Fig.3.2: A schematic description of the electronic structure of a donor/acceptor blend; 
exciton generation, separation and collection in organic solar cells
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To make high-performance OSCs ready for the market, significant research and 
development are required. In this respect, various strategies are under investigation at 
different levels of development. Among these strategies, the well-known model of tandem 
solar cells is one of the most encouraging approaches to tackle the main losses in single 
junction OSCs and improve the device performance [5]. Tandem solar cell tackle 
simultaneously absorption and thermal losses by absorbing the higher energy photons in a 
wide band gap based cell (higher voltage and lower photocurrent) and the lower energy 
photons in a smaller band gap based cell (lower voltage and higher photocurrent) [5]. 
Furthermore, different structures are also considered to improve the OSCs performance; 
these are bilayer and bulk heterojunction structures.
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Fig.3.3: Determination of Voc by the donor/acceptor energy level alignment
3.1.1. Bilayer heterojunction
In a bilayer heterojunction, the charge separation occurs at the planar donor/acceptor 
interface as shown in Fig.3.4(a) [6,7]. The bilayer structure is sandwiched between two 
electrodes which match the donor HOMO and the acceptor LUMO for effective extraction 
of the corresponding charge carries. It is well-known that the formation of the classical PN 
junction requires doped semiconductors with free charge carriers to form the electric field 
in the depletion region. In the bilayer structure, the charge transfer between the un-doped 
donor and acceptor materials is correlated to the differences in the ionisation energy and 
electron affinity of the materials. Upon photon absorption in the donor site, excitons are 
generated and once they reached the donor/acceptor interface the electron is excited from 
the HOMO to the LUMO (S ^ S 1) levels [8].
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Afterwards, the electron is transferred to the LUMO of the acceptor. This charge photo­
induced transfer only happens under light illumination. The main advantage of the bilayer 
structure is the monomolecular charge transport; after the excitons are dissociated at the 
interface, the holes travel through the donor material and the electrons through the acceptor 
material. Therefore, holes and electrons are efficiently separated from each other which in 
turn reduce the charge carrier's recombination where the latter occurs due to the presence of 
traps. Moreover, the photocurrent is linearly depending on the light intensity and high fill 
factor can be achieved [6,7,9].
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Fig.3.4: Organic solar cell structures; (a) bilayer structure and (b) bulk heterojunction
structure
3.1.2. Bulk heterojunction structure
The main principle of bulk heterojunction (BHJ) is through the intimate mixing of the 
donor and acceptor materials together so that each donor/acceptor interface is within a 
distance less than the diffusion length of the generated exciton [8]. Fig.3.4(b) shows the 
bulk heterojunction OSC structure. The BHJ device is similar to the bilayer device with 
respect to the Donor/acceptor concept, but it shows a largely increased interfacial area 
where charge separation occurs. Ideally, all excitons are dissociated due to the interface 
distribution throughout the BHJ within their lifetime; therefore, no loss due to too small 
exciton diffusion lengths is expected. This results in reducing the recombination due to the 
percolation pathways for the hole and electron transporting phases to the contacts [10]. In 
other words, the donor and acceptor phases have to form a continuous and interpenetrating 
network. Consequently, BHJ devices are considerably sensitive to the nanoscale 
morphology within the blend.
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3.2. Operation principles of OSCs
Once absorption of a photon occurs, an electron in the organic semiconductor is excited 
from the HOMO to the LUMO energy level (see F ig.3.1). This is similar to exciting an 
electron in the inorganic semiconductor from the valence to the conduction band. 
Nevertheless, due to the low dielectric constant and localised electron and hole wave- 
functions in the organic semiconductors [11], strong coulomb attraction exists between the 
electron and hole pairs and the resulting pairs are called excitons as shown in F ig .3 .1 [12]. 
Generally, absorption coefficient in organic materials is high (~ 1 0 5cm ~1) [13]. The active 
layer thickness plays an important role in the solar cell performance; thicker active layer 
results in higher absorption intensity; however, thickness affects the bulk resistance, 
whereby resistance increases in thicker films and therefore limiting the charge carrier 
transport [14,15]. To achieve improved light absorption using thin films with an optimal 
film thickness of several hundred nanometers, it is necessary to reduce the transport time 
for the charge carriers to reach the electrodes [16],
The main concern with the organic materials is the large band gap and the small absorption 
spectral range, which results in low absorption efficiency in the long wavelength region. It 
has been reported that ~ 7 7 %  of the solar light is absorbed by materials with a band gap of
l .lE v  [17], whereas the benchmark material of OSCs, P3HT, has a band gap of 1.9eV and 
most of the other organic materials have ~ 2  eV [8]. P3HT has the possibility to harvest up 
to 22.4% of the available photons giving a maximum theoretical current density of 
14.3mAcirf2 (Note that this may increase if  the polymer is applied in a bulk heterojunction 
device, due to the absorption of the acceptor, i.e. PCBM) [18]. In reality, most OSCs are 
not efficiently capable of harvesting the light energy below 350-400 nm due to absorption 
in the substrate and front electrodes (i.e. glass, ITO) but fortunately, this part of the 
spectrum contains very little intensity [18]. In organic materials, excitons are normally 
localised as Frenkel or charge transfer (CT) excitons, whereas they are delocalized as 
W annier excitons in crystalline silicon [19]. Fig.3.5 shows the different excitons in organic 
and inorganic semiconductors. The Frenkel exciton in the donor may relax to the CT 
exciton at the donor/acceptor interface while the electron moves to the acceptor LUMO 
level (see Fig.3.6).
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In this case, phonons are released due to molecular vibrational energy. Further release of 
phonons causes the CT exciton to dissociate into free charge carriers. Excitons could reach 
the interface within its lifetime and diffusion length, which are limited by the active layer 
thickness [20].
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Fig.3.5: The different types of excitons; Frenkel, charge transfer and W annier excitons
Therefore, organic materials having a long exciton diffusion length and high carrier 
mobility are desirable for improving PCE. Furthermore the PCE and diffusion length are 
strongly dependent on the molecular stacking in the active layer [6]. Finally, to complete 
the OSC operation, the charge carriers will be extracted via two selective contacts [21]; 
Transparent Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) electrode is usually used in OSC fabrication, as it is 
suitable to match the HOMO of the conjugated polymer as the hole collecting electrode. 
Furthermore, ITO is commonly modified by the hole transport layer Poly(3,4- 
ethylenedioxythiophene)-poly(styrene sulfonate) known as PEDOT:PSS. On the other side 
of the device, evaporated aluminium (Al) electrode acts as the electron collecting contact, 
which typically matches the LUMO of the acceptor or the electron transport layer [21]. 
Using the chemical potentials of electrons and holes (quasi Fermi levels of the doped 
phases), a gradient is formed in a donor-acceptor junction. This gradient is determ ined by 
the difference between the HOMO level of the donor (quasi Fermi level of the holes) and 
the LUMO level of the acceptor (quasi Fermi level of the electrons), which in turn 
determines the open circuit voltage (Voc) as depicted in Fig.3.3 [22].
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OSCs have received significant attention during the last few decades due to their low cost 
processing which is compatible with flexible substrates, high throughput and thus requires 
less capital investment [23]. As has been mentioned in chapter one, OSCs are diverse and 
versatile, and can offer wide range of properties including tailored band gap and thus varied 
range of light harvesting efficiency covering a broad range of the solar spectrum. In many 
organic solar cell devices, polymers have been used as essential parts of their structure 
(main matrix). For instance, conjugated polymers are often participated as electron donors 
in the active layer of OSCs and it assists as hole conductors within the donor/acceptor blend 
[24]. Furthermore, conjugated polymers such as poly (3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and 
fullerenes such as (6,6)-phenyl-C61 butyric acid methyl ester (PC61BM) are usually mixed 
together to form a bulk heterojunctions (BHJ) structure.
LUMO interface interface
donor acceptor
HOMO
donor acceptor
Fig.3.6: Dissociation of excitons into free electrons and holes
The concept of BHJ has been introduced to address the limited exciton diffusion length in 
OSCs, which had been a problem for previous organic solar cells [25,26]. In a BHJ 
structure, an interpenetrating network between the donor and acceptor domains with large 
interfacial areas for efficient exciton dissociation is desired. Heeger and co-workers [26] 
have introduced the first BHJ structure for polymenfullerene blends, which has been 
employed to overcome the early carriers recombination in OSCs. Moreover, BHJ system is 
used to enhance the charge transfer across a donor-acceptor interface. The power 
conversion efficiency in bilayer heterojunction devices is limited by charge separation, 
which takes place at the donor/acceptor (D/A) interface only [26]. Consequently, the photo­
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generated excitons produced far from the D/A interface in a bilayer device recombine 
before reaching the interface. Although charges are separated efficiently at the D/A  
interface, the conversion efficiency is restricted by the carrier's collection efficiency [26]. 
Therefore, BHJ with an interpenetrating network of D/A blend is essential for organic 
photovoltaic applications [27]. To achieve a large interfacial area within a BHJ system, 
controlling the blend morphology is desirable [10]. Several reviews have been dedicated to 
the progress made in the field o f organic solar cells performance [28-34]. The mechanism 
of BHJ is mainly described in four step [34] as shown in Fig.3.7 (a):
I. Light absorption and generation of Frenkel excitons (highly localized, tightly bound 
electron-hole pairs)
II. Excitons diffusion to the D/A interfaces
III. Excitons dissociation at the interface leading to creating CT states followed by 
dissociation into free charge carriers
IV. Charge transport and collection.
V. Charge recombination
There are two key mechanisms of carriers' recombination in OSCs as illustrated in Fig.3.7: 
geminate pair (see Fig.3.7(b)) and bimolecular recombination (see Fig.3.7(b)) [35]. An 
electron-hole pair initially undergoes dissociation at the interface of donor (with positive 
charge) and acceptor (with negative charge) materials regions, but the pair typically 
remains bound at the interface due to the electron-hole Columbic attraction, i.e. the 
geminate pair binding energy. In order to proceed to the electrodes, the two charge carriers 
must therefore overcome this barrier. There are three competing processes at this moment: 
complete dissociation of the geminate pair (i.e., overcoming the Columbic barrier), 
relaxation of the initial Franck-Condon vibrational energy in the geminate pair, and 
recombination at the D/A interface. Later on, after the geminate pair has completely 
dissociated into free charge carriers, the bimolecular recombination might occur (see 
Fig.3.7(b)) either by directly (electrons and holes colliding) or via recombination centres 
(impurities and defects). In OSCs, the photocurrent yield is typically reduced due to 
geminate pair recombination [35].
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Fig.3.7: (a) Events of generation exciton and dissociated to electron hole pair (b) Geminate 
pair dissociation and bimolecular recombination loss mechanisms in OPVs
3.3. Materials used in organic solar cells
3.3.1. Early development of donor materials
Generally, the conjugated polymer represents the main matrix of the BHJ blend. Several 
phases of developing donor polymers have been carried out, among them, three early 
classes of polymers are worthy of discussion [34] (see Fig.3.8):
I. Poly(phenylenevinylene) (PPV) derivatives such as MEH-PPV
II. Poly[2-methoxy-5-(3,7-dimethyloctyloxy)]- 1,4-phenylenevinylene (M DM O-PPV)
III. Poly- (thiophene) derivatives, mainly poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)
In 1995, Heeger and co-authors [26] have announced the first BHJ OSCs based on a donor 
material Poly[2-m ethoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-l,4-phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PV) mixed 
with an acceptor material (PC6iBM) with PCE of 1%. This approach has m otivated other 
researchers to develop new PPV polymer derivatives such as Poly[2-m ethoxy-5-(3',7'- 
dimethyloctyloxy)-l,4-phenylenevinylene] (MDMO-PPV) with better processability; PCE 
of 3% has been recorded for the first time based on this polymer blend [36]. This 
improvement in PCE was due to enhanced light harvesting, charge transfer and enhanced 
active layer morphology [36].
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Furthermore, the interaction between the ^-conjugated polymer and fullerene as well as 
polymer interchain interactions might result in the improvement of the blend's morphology 
and hence resulting in enhanced device performance [37]. Controlling the morphology 
modifies the energy levels o f the polymer via modification of the side chain or introducing 
substituents on the polymer backbone [37]. Reynolds and co-workers [38] reported the 
introduction o f cyano groups (-C N ) to the vinylene moiety of PPV polymers cyano- 
substituted poly[2,5-bis(dodecyloxy)-p-phenylenevinylene] (CNPPV). The electron- 
withdrawing CN group has shifted down both the HOMO and LUMO levels by 0.5 eV  
without changing the band gap (2.1 eV). A LUMO level of -3.8 eV has been measured for 
the polymer CNPPV, which is very well matched to the LUMO level o f the acceptor 
(PC6iBM) [38].
P3HT MEH-PPV MDMO-PPV
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Fig.3.8: The three early class polymers, P3HT, MEH-PPV and MDMO-PPV.
Moreover, they also have revealed that replacement o f the dialkoxybenzene unit to more 
electron-rich dialkoxy thiophene units raised the HOMO level o f CNPPV with a slight 
variation in the LUMO level of CNPPV, resulting in a narrower band gap. Even though, 
PPV-based polymers have been the main materials used at the early stage o f OSCs 
research, their large band gaps (>2 eV) and low photocurrent hindered any further 
developments. Research attention rapidly shifted to polythiophene polymers, particularly 
P3HT [39,40].
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3.3.2. Poly (3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)
It could be said that P3HT is one of the well-known Ti-conjugated polymers. It has attracted 
significant attention due to its outstanding properties including solution processability, 
excellent electronic properties, relatively high charge mobility (10 4-10_1 cm 2 V '1 s '1), 
excellent environmental stability and a strong trend towards creating a self-organized thin 
film that facilitates charge transport [41-44]. P3HT has a band gap of about 1.9 eV, and can 
be further reduced by increasing the quinoidal character in the polymer [45,46]. Generally, 
P3HT-based OSCs exhibit high external quantum efficiency (EQE), which is defined as the 
number of the measured charge carriers generated per photon incident on the device. EQE 
can reach as high as 88% and PCE reach >5% after modifications, such as increasing the 
polymer’s regioregularity and use o f thermal or vapour annealing during device fabrication 
[34, 47-49].
The regioregularity of the P3HT chains plays an important role in the fabrication of OSCs. 
Three different regioregularities of P3HT have been discussed by M auer and co-authors 
[50]. They have investigated the effects of regioregularity on the charge transport in 
regiorandom, medium regioregular and very high regioregular P3HT. Firstly, the 
absorption spectra of the pristine P3HT have shown typical features for the medium and 
very high regioregular P3HT which indicate that P3HT has exhibited lamella structure, 
whereas the regiorandom P3HT has shown very disordered and featureless absorption 
spectra. In P3HT:PCBM  blend, the electrons and holes mobilities are found to be sim ilar in 
the case of very high regioregular P3HT-based devices and the charge transport is, 
therefore, balanced. However, devices prepared using both medium and very high 
regioregular P3HT have exhibited similar PCE of 2.5%, suggesting that very high 
regioregularity might not substantially increase the structural order and charge carrier 
transport within P3HT:PCBM  blends [50]. The degree of regioregularity is well-known to 
improve the optical [51] and charge transport properties [52] of pristine P3HT films. The 
degree of regioregularity is defined as the percentage of monomers adopting a head-to-tail 
(H-T) arrangement instead of head-to-head (H-H) [49]. The regioregularity o f the P3HT 
chains has a tendency to stack into planar arrangements known as ‘lamella structure’, which 
are usually oriented perpendicular to the substrate (see Fig.3.9).
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The P3HT regioregularity indicates the degree of the crystallinity with a perfect alternation 
of alkyl and non-alkyl sites on the thiophene rings. Basically, it might lead to the formation 
of head-to-tail (H-T), head-to-head (H-H), and tail-to-tail (T-T) isomers (see Fig.3.9) 
[53,54]. Fig.3.9 (a) shows the molecular structure of P3HT and Fig.3.9 (b, c, d, and e) show 
the ordering coupling structure of P3HT with H-T to H-T, H-H to T-H, H-H to H-H and T- 
T to H-T, respectively. Preferably, P3HT organised in head-tail to the head-tail orientation 
as shown in Fig.3.9 (f) offers a higher degree of crystallinity related to the lamella structure 
with two different orientations, edge-on and face-on, as shown in Fig.3.9 (g and h), 
respectively [55,56]. The edge-on orientation is the structure where the side chains are 
perpendicular to the substrate for high H-T regioregularity and low molecular weight 
whereas in the plane-on orientation the side chains are parallel to the substrate for low 
regioregularity and high molecular weight [55,56].
H H T H HHTT
•tacking direction
Fig.3.9: (a) poly(3-alkylthiophene) (P3HT), (b) HT-HT, (c) HH-TH, (d) HH-TT, (e) TT- 
HT, (f) a schematic of interdigitation of regioregular P3HT chains forming lamellar 
structures, (g) edge-on arrangement and (f) plane-on orientation of P3HT with respect to a
surface
The ratio of thiophene units in the conjugated polymer with H-T orientation is known as the 
degree of H-T regioregularity. This ratio has a significant impact on the P3HT properties 
and therefore their behaviour in the molecular devices. For instance, highly regioregular H- 
T oriented P3HT has high crystallinity, high hole mobility and an extended absorption 
range up to 650 nm which shows that regioregular H-T P3HT has more extended 
conjugation than regiorandom P3HT.
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Several observations have addressed the orientation of the P3HT-based thin film. As an 
example, Fell and co-authors have detected for the first time a molecules arrangement in 
P3HT film which have oriented with their side chains parallel to the substrate [57]. 
DeLongchamp and co-workers have studied the relation between the P3HT molecules 
orientation with respect to the substrate as a result of varying spin coating speed [58]. P3HT 
is subjected to different evaporation rates of the used solvent, which was shown to depend 
on the rotation speed o f spin coating. The edge-on orientation is achieved by slower 
rotation and thus slower evaporation rate throughout the deposition. This type of orientation 
has resulted in a higher charge carriers' mobility due to the preferential molecular ordering 
via 7t-stacking of the polymer chains. The partial overlap between 7i-orbitals supports the 
charge transfer between P3HT chains [58].
3.3.3. Other polymers used in OSCs
Recently, new 7i-conjugated polymers with the capability of increasing Voc have been used. 
However, increasing Voc requires several approaches such as controlling the energy levels 
of these new materials as they may reduce Jsc due to the potential drop at the heterojunction 
interfaces [59]. F ig.3.10 shows a number of donor materials that have been used in OSCs. 
One of the new polymers that have been designed for OSCs is (Poly[N-9'-heptadecanyl- 
2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(4',7'-di-2-thienyl-2',l',3 '-benzothiadiazole)],Poly[[9-(l-octylnonyl)- 
9H-carbazole-2,7-diyl]-2,5-thiophenediyl-2,l,3-benzothiadiazole-4,7-diyl-2,5- 
thiophenediyl] which is known as PCDTBT. W hen this polymer is blended with a suitable 
electron acceptor such as PCBM, a PCE with values higher than P3HT-based devices has 
been recorded [60,61]. The higher PCE is attributed to a closer alignment of m olecular 
orbital energy levels between the donor and acceptor, leading to higher Voc. M oreover, 
PCDTBT has a low band gap of 1.8 eV compared to P3HT which also improves the light 
harvesting at longer wavelengths [62]. W hile the polymer P3HT is a semi-crystalline 
material, PCDTBT is a largely amorphous polymer and is characterised by weak 
intermolecular interaction resulting from n-n stacking between the conjugated backbones 
[63]. Several investigations have been carried out using PCDTBT as a donor material in 
OSCs [64-71] One of the most interesting results for PCDTBT-based OSCs has been 
reported by Heeger and co-authors [60]; they have reported a highly efficient OSCs
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employing PCDTBT:PC7oBM blend and using a simple processing method to produce the 
active layer with a thickness of 80 nm. Even without the use o f thermal annealing or any 
additives to the active layer their OSC has recorded a PCE of 6.1%, with Jsc of 10.6 mA.cm' 
2, Vqc of 0.88V and FF of 66% under A M I.5 G irradiation of 100 mW.cm'2 [60]. They 
have reported internal quantum efficiency (IQE) o f about 100% suggesting that all the 
photons have been absorbed, separated to charge carriers and collected at their respective 
electrodes. A recent report from nature scientific reports reveals that PCDTBT-based OSCs 
have shown a one year lifetime of operation under "real-world conditions" [70].
PCDTBT
PTB7 ch,
w>c—
PCPDTBT
PBTTPDPBDTBO-TPDO c‘Hs'y' C*H'3
H,C- ■CH,
PDTSTPD ° '  'N'
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PFO-DBT
Fig.3.10: A number of polymers used in OSCs with different HOMO and LUMO level
positions
A stable device has been fabricated using PCDTBT:PC7 iBM blend as an active layer from 
three different solvents and the final device was encapsulated with an epoxy glue and glass 
slides. The findings have revealed that the edge o f the device has degraded faster than the 
centre part o f the device which has been attributed to the access o f water and oxygen 
through the encapsulation epoxy, leading to photo-oxidation of the active layer [70]. 
PCDTBT:PC7 iBM based OSCs have shown better solubility using 
chloroformxhlorobenzene co-solvents with a ratio of 1:1 [72], which in turn have resulted
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in PCE as high as 6.82%. The improvement in the FF and Jsc were correlated to the 
formation of nanoscale phase separation and well-connected percolation pathways for both 
phase-separated materials (donor and acceptor) [73]. The latter observation is in agreement 
with the observed increase in charge carriers’ mobility due to the favourable domain size 
which also leads to an increase in short circuit current [72]. It has also been suggested that 
increased surface roughness provides further advantage in enhancing light multiple 
reflection when passing through the active layer leading to improved light absorption and 
thus increased Jsc [72]. The effects of different solvents (chloroform, chlorobenzene and 
dichlorobenzene) as well as different blend ratios o f the PCDTBT:PC7 iBM blend prepared 
by spin coating and their effects on the morphology and subsequently on OSCs 
performance have been investigated [74].
Different surface morphologies based on the blend ratio and the used solvents have been 
observed. Best device performance was associated with active layers prepared using 
dichlorobenzene solvent and an optimum blend ratio of 1:4 with V oc o f 0.9V, Jsc of 
8.41mA.cm‘2, FF of 55%, and PCE of 4.15%. The variation in Jsc due to the used solvents 
was obvious with the lowest value recorded for the chloroform-based device and the 
highest for the dichlorobenzene-based device. This variation is due to the improved 
nanoscale morphology and good interpenetrating network in the dichlorobenzene-based 
device [75]. Moreover, using spray coating method to prepare PCDTBT:PC7 iBM active 
layer has been carried out [75]. A direct relationship between the active layer’s morphology 
and device performance has been established after optimising different parameters such as 
the nozzle to substrate distance, choice of used solvent and different weight ratios which 
directly influence the active layer thickness [75]. Smoother surface has been obtained for 
PCDTBT bare film, increasing PCBM ratio in the blend has resulted in uniformly dispersed 
aggregates within PCDTBT matrix. The results have revealed that chloroform and 
dichlorobenzene provide the optimum co-solvents to achieve PCE of 5.8% [75]. In 2013, 
Chang and co-workers [76] have reported that the introduction of P3HT within 
PCPDTBT:PC6iBM system has altered the optoelectronic properties o f the layer, as was 
evaluated by measuring the absorption spectra and charge carrier mobility.
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The addition of 1 wt% of P3HT in PCPDTBT:PC6iBM blend was shown to induce a 
significant increase in the photoabsorption intensity in the wavelength range from 450 to 
650 nm, which was attributed to light absorption by the main chain of P3HT and 
intermolecular n-n  stacking therein. Hence, an increase in the photocurrent is expected [77]. 
The change in the blend morphology has indicated favourable phase separation with proper 
domain size after adding l% w t of P3HT to PCPDTBT:PC6iBM blend. This in turn 
facilitates charge transport [78], and consequently increases PCE from 2.9% to 3.4%, while 
FF has increased from 51.6% to 54.3%, with a slight increase in Jsc from 9.5m A.cm '2 to 
10.2mA.cm ' 2 while Voc remained unchanged at 0.61V.
Poly[2,6-(4,4-bis(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta[2, l-b;3,4-b']dithiophene)-alt-4,7-(2,1,3- 
benzothiadiazole)] which is well-known as PCPDTBT, is a low band gap polymer used as 
an alternative to P3HT in OSCs [79-83] It has an optical band gap Eg of 1.4eV, thus it is 
more suitable candidate as light-harvesting materials compared to the state of art P3HT in 
OSCs [84]. In addition, electrochemical studies specify that PCPDTBT has appropriate 
deep HOM O/LUM O levels that result in a high Voc in OSCs, when fullerene derivatives are 
used as electron acceptor [84]. In 2006, Miihlbacher and co-workers [85] have reported 
PCPDTBT polymer as a novel low donor material with improved charge-transport 
properties as well as appropriate electronic energy levels and good processability. The 
performance of the PCPDTBT-based device has revealed an EQE limited to 38% which is 
due to the morphology induced loss mechanisms. Overcoming these deficiencies could 
results in PCE over 7% for PCPDTBT-based device [85]. Another approach of enhancing 
OSCs is the incorporation of low band gap polymer (PCPDTBT) into the P3HT:PCBM  
blend with different ratios of 0%, 5%, 10% and 20% [77]. The light harvesting o f a 
P3HT:PCBM  blend is extended into the near IR region by adding PCPDTBT to the blend, 
which results in higher photocurrent densities after adding low band gap material to 
P3HT:PCBM  blend. Enhancing the photosensitivity of the ternary blend is due to the 
efficient photoinduced charge transfer, where the transfer of a positive charge from 
PCPDTBT to P3HT is dominant; PCPDTBT acts as the sensitizer and P3HT as the charge 
transporting matrix [77].
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An optical modelling by Albrecht and co-authors has proposed that using 
P C P D T B T : P C 7 i B M  BHJ in an inverted device architecture is advantageous, because of the 
favourable optical field distribution, when compared to conventional device architecture 
[80]. It has been shown that the incorporation of a few volume percent of alkane dithiols as 
a processing additives into the P C P D T B T : P C 7 i B M  active layer solution can increase the 
efficiency of conventional OPV devices from 2.8% to 5.5% [86]. This improvement has 
been attributed to the improved morphology due to the additives, however, no increase in 
the hole mobility has resulted from these additives. In addition, no crystalline phase has 
been observed for the P C P D T B T :  P C 7 1 B M  films either with or without dithiol processing 
[86]. Lee and co-authors [87] have also shown that such enhancement in the device 
performance is due to controlling the active layer morphology by controlling the solubility 
of the fullerene component within the BHJ layer using high boiling point processing 
additives. The latter is thought to rearrange the D/A networks, which influences the charge 
separation, recombination and charge transport [88].
Another low band gap polymer which has been recently used in OSCs applications is 
Poly({4,8-bis[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]benzo[l,2-b:4,5-b']dithiophene-2,6-diyl}[3-fluoro-2-[(2- 
ethylhexyl) carbonyl] thieno [3,4-b]thiophenediyl}) (PTB7) [89-93] Foster and co-authors 
[94] have reported a certified efficiency of about 10% based on a single-junction device 
with PTB7 :PC7iBM as an active layer. This has been achieved by employing the low band 
gap polymer PTB7 with a deep HOMO level correlated with a reduced tail state density 
below the LUMO level of the electron acceptor and the disorder degree of the blend [94]. 
Zhou and co-authors [95] have achieved - 8% efficiency for PTB7:PC7oBM-based OSCs 
via methanol treatment. Such treatment has resulted in an increase in Vbi across the device 
by about lOOmV, which is similar in magnitude when Ca/Al used as a cathode in OSCs. 
This increase in Vbi is thought to cause an increase of the Voc as a result o f methanol 
treatment [95,96]. Impedance measurements has confirmed that such treatment has induced 
a passivation of surface traps, a lowered series resistance, an increased hole mobility, an 
increased charge extraction and a reduced charge recombination due to the high V bi and/or 
reduction of trap density [95].
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Increasing the charge generation rate and the electron mobility as well as decreasing the 
recombination rate have been observed in PTB7:PCBM-based solar cells [97]. This has 
been attributed to the addition of solvent additive 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO) to the blend, 
which has caused an increase in PCE of PTB7:PCBM-based solar cell by almost three 
times from 3.3% to 9.1%, while an increase in FF from 49.7% to 71.5% and Jsc from 8.5 to 
17.1 mA cm-2 was observed [97]. The latter enhancements have been associated with 
improving blend morphology after adding DIO compared to the blend without DIO 
treatment which has shown a clear large clusters o f fullerene embedded within PTB7 
matrix, resulting in a smaller effective interface area between PTB7 and PCBM  
components [98].
Chen and co-workers [99] have demonstrated high-performance single-junction OSCs with 
efficiency over 10% by employing a patterning structure to increase the light absorption 
correlated with optimum charge extraction. This approach was found to be advantageous 
and compatible for large-area, flexible, and low-cost electronic devices. The enhancement 
in the light harvesting in the patterned nanostructured OSCs has achieved 18% increase in 
Jsc from 16.51mA.cm‘2 to 19.47mA.cm'2 and an improved PCE from 8.46% to 10.1%. This 
was ascribed to the increase in light trapping with broad spectral response; the performance 
enhancement is also explained by the self-enhanced absorption by including the pattern- 
induced anti-reflection, light scattering as well as surface plasmonic resonance and 
minimized recombination possibility [99]. Several other polymers have been investigated 
as donor materials in OSCs system; Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 illustrate some o f these 
polymers and their photovoltaic performance.
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Table 3.1:  PV characteristics for different donor/acceptor blends used in OSCs
Active layer Voc (V) Jsc (mA.cm'2) FF % PCE % Ref.
P-DTS(FBTTH2)2:PC7iBM 0.711 12.63 59.74 5.4 [100]
PID2:PC7iBM 0.86 5.29 44.3 2.01 [101]
DTffBTrPCBM 0.91 12.2 56.5 6.26 [102]
DTPyT:PCBM 0.85 12.8 58.1 6.3 [102]
P3HT75-a?-EHT25:PCBM 0.675 7.96 59 3.16 [103]
PBTADN:PC7iBM 0.83 6.9 53.1 3 [104]
PDPP3T:PCBM 0.67 8.82 67.07 3.96 [105]
PBDT-TS1 :PC7!BM 0.81 15.66 62.56 7.89 [106]
PBDTTPD:ICBA 1.09 5.1 48 2.7 [107]
PBDTTPD :PCBM 0.94 11.2 69 7.3 [107]
CuPc/C60 0.49 3.6 62 1.1 [108]
PBDTTT-C:PC60BM 0.75 11.49 55 4.76 [109]
P3HT:ICBA 0.84 10.61 72.7 6.48 [110]
P3HT:PC61BM 0.55 13.78 54 4.1 [HI]
P3HT:PC6iBM 0.62 10.88 67 4.52 [112]
PTB7:PC7iBM 0.74 14.5 68.97 7.4 [89]
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Table 3. 2: A list of polymers studied and summarised in Table 3.1 with their full name
Abbreviations Materials' names
p-DTS(FBTTH2)2
7,7-(4,4-bis(2-Ethylhexyl)-4H-silolo[3,2-b:4,5-b']dithiophene-2,6-
diyl)bis(6-fluoro-4-(5'-hexyl-[2,2'-bithiophen]-5-yl)benzo-[c]
[l,2,5]thiadiazole)
PID2 poly-3-oxothieno[3,4-d]isothiazole-l,l-dioxide/benzodithiophene
(DTffBT) poly-(benzodithiophene-dithienyldifluorobenzothiadiazole)
(DTPyT). poly(benzodithiophene-dithienylthiadiazolopyridine)
(P3HT75-CO-
EHT25)
poly(3-hexylthiophene-co-3-(2-ethylhexyl)thiophene)
(PBTADN)
poly((5,5-E- a-((2-thienyl)methylene)-2-thiopheneacetonitrile)-alt-2,6- 
[(l,5-didecyloxy)naphthalene]))
PDPP3T
poly[{2,5-bis(2-hexyldecyl)-2,3,5,6-tetrahydro-3,6-dioxopyrrolo[3,4- 
c]pyrrole-1,4-diyl} - alt -{[2,2’:5’ ,2” -terthiophene]-5,5” -diyl} ]
PBDT-TS1 benzodithiophene (BDT)-thieno[3,4-b]thiophene (TT) backbone,
PBDTTPD
(poly[[5-(2-ethylhexyl)-5,6-dihydro-4,6-dioxo-4H-thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole- 
1,3-diyl] [4,8-bis[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]benzo[ 1,2-b:4,5-b']dithiophene-2,6- 
diylll)
CuPc Copper phthalocyanine
ZnPc Zinc phthalocyanine
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3.4. Carbon-based materials in organic solar cells
Throughout the human history, carbon materials played a significant role mainly in the field 
of energy production. There are however a few drawbacks in using carbon-based materials 
as energy source, mainly due to the release of carbon dioxide, which results in adverse 
greenhouse effect [113]. In addition, carbon materials such as coal and fossil fuel are non­
renewable sources. During the last 50 years, renewable and green energy technologies such 
as solar cells and fuel cells have been developed with the use of carbon nanomaterials 
including fullerene, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene due to their remarkable 
mechanical, electrical, optical and thermal properties [114]. Specifically, fullerene 
derivatives are still the best electron acceptor in organic solar cells; CNT and graphene are 
promising candidates of the next-generation of transparent conductive films in solar cells 
[113]. Fig.3.11 shows the three different carbon-based materials used in renewable energy 
field.
Fig.3.11: Mother of all graphitic forms. Graphene is a 2D building material for carbon 
materials of all other dimensionalities. It can be wrapped up into 0D buckyballs, rolled into
ID nanotubes or stacked into 3D graphite.
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3.4.1. Graphene
Graphene, a single layer of carbon atoms bonded together in a honeycomb crystal lattice, is 
the fundamental structure in the carbon world. As shown in Fig3.11, graphene is the mother 
of all graphitic forms including Fullerene, SWCNT and Graphite [115]. Generally, 
graphene is a single carbon layer of graphite structure, while reduced graphene oxide is 
prepared from reduction of graphene oxide by thermal, chemical or electrical treatments. So 
in the reduced graphene oxide there is always some defects and even though we try to 
reduce the graphene oxide, there are still some oxygen functional groups in or on the 
reduced graphene oxide surface [115]. One of the main uses of graphene film  is replacing 
PEDOT:PSS in the OSCs as HTL [116,117]. However, the low electrical conductivity of 
(GO) film results in high series resistance when it is used as HTL. In order to increase the 
charge carrier transport, butylamine-modified GO sheets have been used to reduce the 
recombination effect in the organic active layer [118]. To enhance the electrical 
conductivity of HTL in OSCs and reduce the series resistance, sulfated GO has been used 
to produce a PCE of 4.37% [119]. The strong acidic groups (-SO3H) in the carbon basal 
plane of GO sheet and -C O O H  groups at the edges enhance the doping effect of the donor 
polymer. Recently, GO has been discovered with an appropriate energy level alignment, 
high solubility and good film-forming property, which make it suitable for hole extraction 
[120]. In general, such GO nanoribbons have been synthesised by unzipping SW CNTs 
using KM n04  as the oxidant in a concentrated H2SO4. The produced GO has been also used 
to enhance the photovoltaic performance as both electron and hole transport layers [121].
3.4.2. Carbon nanotubes
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been widely studied for transparent conductive electrodes 
[122]. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), which are carbons with a cylindrical nanostructure, have 
unusual properties, which are valuable for nanotechnology, electronics, optics and other 
fields of materials science and technology. Owing to the material's exceptional strength and 
stiffness, nanotubes have been constructed with aspect ratio (length-to-diameter ratio) o f up 
to 132,000,000:1 [123], significantly larger than any other material. Thin film of CNTs has
1 * 1  r* 1 2  1a high surface area (about 1600 m g" ) and excellent electron-accepting properties [124].
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In OSCs, CNTs can attractively fit the requirement of a wide conductive network as well as 
offer a remarkable opportunity for exciton dissociation. For these reasons, CNTs are 
expected to get a prominent position in electro- and photoactive nanocomposites in 
association with semiconducting polymers [125]. An improvement in PCE and FF has been 
reported for P3HT:PCBM -based OSC by the insertion CNTs in the electron transporting 
layer (Ti0 2 ) [126]. PCE of 3% and FF of -61%  have been associated with the addition of 
0.1 %wt SW CNTs concentration to TiCE in comparison with PCE of -1 .6%  and FF of 
-42%  for the pure TiC>2 based device. The 0.1%wt single-walled carbon nanotubes 
(SWCNTs) concentration was found to be the optimum concentration as increasing its 
value above that has reduced PCE to -1.2% . Similar performance has been reported for 
M ulti-walled carbon nanotubes (MW CNTs) [126]. These improvements have mostly been 
attributed to the intrinsic physical and chemical properties of CNTs such as high surface 
area, electron-accepting properties and excellent carrier mobility [126].
Polythiophene and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are considered as a strong candidate hybrid 
material for photovoltaic applications because SW NTs acts as an electron acceptor and/or 
as electron transportation paths [124]. The electrical conductivity of such hybrids could be 
explained by the percolation theory; by gradually increasing the conducting filler content 
(CNTs) within the main polymer matrix, conduction behaviour of the final composite is 
altered. The electrical conductivity of such composite might increase several times due to 
the generation of conducting network or continuous electron paths [127]. It has been shown 
that the dispersion of functionalized SWCNTs in the photoactive layer has resulted in an 
improved efficiency o f OSCs with PCE reaching 3.02% using a 0.3wt% concentration of 
SW CNTs with an improvement of about 10% over the reference device [128]. The 
performance enhancement by incorporating functionalized SW CNTs is mainly attributed to 
the extension of excitons dissociation area and improved charge carriers transfer across the 
active layer [128, 129]. As an example, M W CNTs have been added to the polythieno[3,4- 
b]thiophene/benzodithiophene/PC7iBM active layer to achieve a high PCE of 8 .6 %. This 
enhancement has been attributed to the extra exciton dissociation centres and efficient 
charge transport channels by the aid of CNTs network [130],
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3.4.3. Fullerenes
In polymer bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells the electron accepting materials have 
similar influence as that o f the electron donor polymers. Up to date, fullerene based 
material such as [6,6]-phenyl-C-61-butyricacid methyl ester (PCBM) is the most studied 
electron acceptor material for solution processed OSCs. The offset between the energy 
levels o f the donor and acceptor in the BHJ system determines the open circuit voltage of 
the device as discussed earlier in section 2.5.1. The up shifted LUMO level o f a fullerene 
derivative such as ICBA compared to PCBM has resulted in a higher open circuit voltage 
(Voc) after blending with P3HT [131]. Generally, PCBM and its derivatives have a low  
absorption coefficient in the visible spectral range which in turn results in low contribution 
in the photogeneration process [132]. It has however significant effects on the OSC 
electrical parameters such as Voc as well as the interface properties at the organic 
semiconductor/metal junction [133].
In a published study, we have investigated the effects o f fullerene ratio o f both PCBM and 
Indene-C60 Bisadduct (ICBA) which were varied in the range of 1-3 in the P3HT-based 
solar cells under ambient environment [134]. The absorption spectra have shown a decrease 
in the intensities by increasing the fullerene ratio and the peaks have exhibited a blue shift, 
which have been attributed to the reduction in the interchain interaction between P3HT 
molecules. Moreover, a strong reduction in the crystallinity o f the P3HT-based films has 
been observed by increasing the ratio of fullerene within the blend, where the fullerene 
molecules are thought to interrupt the P3HT crystallinity during the film growth [134]. 
Another study has been carried out using different fullerene derivatives, where each 
fullerene has different HOMO and LUMO energy levels which in turn results in different 
Voc value [135]. The best device performance based on PC6iBM has resulted in PCE of 
4.2%, FF of 62%, V oc o f 0.65V and Jsc o f 10.4 mA.cm'2 [135].
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Fig.3.12: Energy level alignment of different fullerene; the values of ITO, PEDOT:PSS, 
P3HT, PC71BM and PC61BM were cited from Sigma-Aldrich. PC60BM [136], and PC70BM
are cited from the literature [137]
Fig.3.12 shows an example of different fullerenes included in a conventional structure of 
P3HT:PCBM -based solar cell. Different barrier heights at the metal/organic interface have 
been evaluated using both I-V and C-V measurements [134]. Small variations in the 
estimated values from I-V and C-V measurements were attributed to the excess capacitance 
and inhomogeneity of barrier heights [138]. The organic/metal interface barrier varies with 
the BHJ blend arrangement, depending on which fullerene is used, which leads to the 
formation of different cathode/PCBM  interface properties [139]. Yakuphanoglu and co­
workers [140] have studied the inhomogeneity o f Schottky barrier in organic solar cells. 
The interfacial states at the organic/metal interface affect the barrier height, charge 
extraction and the carrier transport inside the acceptor/donor blends, which therefore 
determines the overall performance of OSCs [139,141]. In general, the surface disorder of 
the active layer induces extra energy levels into the band gap, where this is thought to 
control the charge transport properties in the organic blend [142].
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3.5. Optimisation of OSCs' performance
OSCs in general suffer from low power conversion efficiency and limited time stability, 
and in order to overcome these essential difficulties several device processing and 
engineering aspects have to be considered when OSCs are designed. These aspects have 
direct impact on the performance and final output of these devices. The following sections 
describe some of these areas of development OSCs and supported by some examples.
3.5.1. The use of different solvents
The effects of solvents used to fabricate the organic active layers have received significant 
attention [10, 143-148], as they have a direct influence on the active layer's m orphology 
and structure and therefore OSCs performance. Higher PCE could be achieved by 
optimising the active layer's fabrication process, such as using different solvents with 
different evaporation rates [51] to enhance the formation of a nanoscale interpenetrating 
network. The latter is resulted in high interfacial area which assists the exciton dissociation 
efficiency as well as the ordered stacking structure of the polymer chains and thereby 
enhances the charge carrier mobility [149]. The effects of the solvent type on the 
morphology and crystallinity of the P3HT:PCBM  blend have been discussed by M otaung 
and co-workers [149].
P3HT:PCBM  films prepared using non-aromatic solvents have shown an improvement in 
the absorption intensity. This enhancement specifies that an improvement in the chain 
ordering and morphology of P3HT have been realized using the non-aromatic solvents [52]. 
Different solvents and their co-solvents with different evaporation rates have been used to 
control the surface composition of P3HT:PCBM  organic active layer [150]. High boiling 
point solvents such as tetralin, chloronaphthalene and acetophenone, have been m ixed with 
chlorobenzene. Using co-solvents with higher boiling point than the initial solvent as well 
as with better PCBM solubility assists the PCBM molecules to diffuse upwards after the 
initial solvent has evaporated. The slow evaporation process of film formation provides 
enough time for PCBM to diffuse upwards during the evaporation of the second solvent 
[150] (see Fig.3.13).
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With the solvents having similar evaporation rate, the PCBM molecules has lower 
concentration at the surface of the P3HT:PCBM  film whereas in the case of co-solvents 
with different evaporation rates has shown a better composition on the film surface which 
indicates that the co-solvents have induced better distribution of both donor and acceptor 
and therefore better interpenetrating network exist [150]. Jang and co-authors [151] have 
investigated the optical, morphological and electrical properties of P3HT:PCBM  blended 
by different solvents. They have shown that the purity and the type of mixed solvents have 
significant effects on the device performance. Jsc has improved from 5.5 m A.cm ' in 
Toluene solvent to 10.4 mA.cm' in dichlorobenzene:chlorobenzene co-solvent with an 
increase in FF from 31% to 45.5% and PCE from 1% to 2.9% whereas Voc has remained 
unchanged around 0.6V. This improvement in the device performance by the aid of co­
solvents has been attributed to the rougher surface, enhancement in the light absorption and 
the improvement in the crystalline structure of the active layer. Reisdorffer and co-authors 
[ 10] have pointed out the use of co-solvents of chlorobenzenertoluene with different ratios 
on the morphology and structure of the P3HT-based blends; these two solvents have been 
selected due to their close boiling points and different polarities. They have revealed that 
the key factors are the PCBM solubility and distribution within the organic blend
Fig.3.13: Using co-solvents with two different boiling points to control the active layer
morphology
[152,153].
Evaporation o f  2nd solvent with high boiling point
acceptor
donor
2nd solvent with high boiling point
(a) (b)
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3.5.2. Employing different interlayers
In BHJ organic solar cells, open circuit voltage is mainly determined by the difference 
between the LUMO of the acceptor and the HOMO of the donor, provided that an Ohmic 
contact is created between the active layer and both cathode and anode electrodes [34]. The 
Ohmic contact can be established by choosing the anode electrode with work function 
higher than the HOMO of the donor and the cathode electrode with work function lower 
than the LUMO of the acceptor [154]. On the other hand, the formation of a Schottky 
barrier with any of the contacts (cathode and/or anode) can significantly reduce V oc [34]. In 
this section, different HTL and ETL have been illustrated in order to give brief information 
about their importance. Transparent conducting electrodes have been investigated 
comprehensively due to their variety of application in display and in photovoltaic devices 
[155]. One of the most attracted electron transport layer in photovoltaic devices is ZnO thin 
film, due to its promising properties such as stability, wide band gap, high optical 
transmittance, electrical conduction, and low material cost, (Eg= 3.3 eV) [156-159]. 
Compared to Ti02  semiconductor as an electron transport layer, ZnO has higher electron 
mobility that can result in a lower series resistance in the OSC device [160]. Furthermore, 
the method of fabrication of ZnO films is simpler than that of Ti0 2 , which is important for 
industrial applications [161]. For both materials however, a high-temperature annealing is 
often required to in order to achieve good electronic properties. This treatment step hinders 
the use of ZnO thin films on flexible substrates and low-cost roll-to-roll processes [162]. 
Therefore, interest is growing in developing low-temperature growth methods to obtain 
high quality ZnO layers [163]. Nowadays, Al-doped ZnO (AZO) is widely used as a 
conductive substrate in OSCs [164-166] as an alternative to ITO conductive substrate, 
which has some stability issues [167], or to modify the ITO electrode to be suitable for 
electron collection since the energy level of the acceptor (generally PCBM ) does not align 
properly with the ITO energy level in an inverted architecture [168]. A significant 
improvement in the P3HT:PCBM -based device efficiency of about 14% has been obtained 
as a result of incorporating A1 into ZnO films (AZO) as electron transport layers (ETLs) 
[168]. This increase is due to improvement in Jscfrom 10.73 to 11.12 mAcmf and FF from 
53.7% to 60.8%. Doping A1 into ZnO layer has resulted in increasing the carrier 
concentration and conductivity of the electron transport layer (ETL) [168].
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The use of an inverted BHJ solar cell has been carried out employing ZnO layer as electron 
transport layer [169]. The ZnO morphology is found to be a crucial param eter in the 
inverted OSCs to improve PCE from 2.36 to 2.73 associated with an increase in Voc from 
0.6 to 0.65 [169]. The use of a polar solvents such as 2-methoxyethanol or ethanolamine 
treatment as a surface treatment of ZnO layer has been reported to reduce the barrier height 
between the ZnO conduction band and the LUMO level of the acceptor and therefore, 
increase PCE from 6.71% to 8.69% in PTB7 :PC7iBM-based solar cells [170]. In 2011, Cao 
group [171] have developed a new alcohol-soluble polymer called "Poly[(9,9-bis(3'-(N,N- 
dimethylamino)- propyl)-2,7-fluorene)-alt-2,7-(9,9-dioctylfluorene)]" (PFN) which acts as 
electron selective material. PCEs as high as 9.2% are achieved using inverted OSCs based 
on PTB7 :PC7iBM with PFN as ETL [90]. A thin layer o f PFN (10 nm) deposited on the 
ITO surface has contributed to the efficiency enhancement by two times; it has tuned the 
cathode work function from 4.7eV to 4.1eV which has resulted in higher Voc. Furthermore, 
it was found to improve the electron collection by establishing an ohmic contact with the 
active layer [90]. OSC with a PFN/A1 cathode has shown PCEs up to 6.07%, which was 
attributed to the obvious enhancement in Jsc and FF, in comparison to devices prepared with 
A1 and Ca/Al cathodes [172]. The existence of PFN as a polymer interfacial layer has 
decreased the series resistance by establishing better interfacial contacts, resulting in 
improved electron collection at the cathode and decreased the possibility of hole-electron 
recombination [172].
It has been argued that organic-organic interface is more favourable interface for charge 
transport in comparison with the organic-metal interface [173]. T ris(8-hydroxyquinoline) 
aluminum (Alq3) has frequently been used as ETL in OSCs [174, 178, 179]. Although the 
Alq3 LUMO level is not fully matched with the active layer, electron transport can take 
place through damage induced trap states created by the evaporation of hot metal atoms 
onto the Alq3 surface [175]. Song et al. [176] have ascribed the improved performance in 
OSC devices using Alq3 layer to its effect as a blocking layer which prevents the cathode 
atoms from diffusing into the active layer during the evaporation process. Likewise, 
employing hole transport layer (HTL) is another crucial factor, which influences the 
performance of OSCs. Poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) doped with poly(styrene 
sulfonate), abbreviated as PEDOT:PSS is one of the most promising conductive polymers
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due to its simple film processing, high transparency, high conductivity and high stability 
[177-180]. The PEDOT:PSS films can be influenced by a variety of factors during the 
drying processing; those include the fraction of solid content, the particle size, the fraction 
of PSS and the viscosity which could lead to a different morphological and electronic 
properties [181]. Graphene oxide (GO) is another alternative to PEDOT:PSS as a solution- 
processable HTL layer [34]. Li and co-workers [116] have used 2nm thick GO as the HTL 
in P3HT:PCBM -based OSC, which showed comparable PCE to that of OSCs in which 
PEDOT:PSS was used as the HTL. M urray and co-workers [182] have demonstrated 
enhancement in device lifetime of PTB7-based OSCs under extended thermal and humid 
ambient conditions using GO flakes rather than PEDOT:PSS layer. The GO work function 
has been altered by chlorination process which has resulted in improved energy level 
matching with the donor polymer PCDTBT and therefore increased PCE from 5.49% for 
the PEDOT:PSS-based device to 5.59% for the GO-based device and to 6.56% in the Cl- 
GO -based device [182].
It has been reported that the conductivity of PEDOT:PSS film has dramatically improved 
from 0.2 S.cm ’1 to 103 S.cm ’1 after treating the layer with different organic solvent such as 
ethanol, dimethylsulfoxide, acetonitrile, or tetra-hydro-furan [183], This enhancement in 
conductivity has been ascribed to the preferential solvation of PEDOT:PSS with a co­
solvent comprising water and an organic solvent, which solvate the hydrophilic PSS and 
hydrophobic PEDOT chains, respectively. The co-solvent has induced the phase-separation 
of the insulator side (PSS) from the conductive side (PEDOT) and resulted in 
conformational change of the PEDOT chains from being coiled to linear [183]. Conductive 
PEDOT:PSS layer can assist in enhancing PCE by providing fast charge transfer with small 
resistance as well as enhanced surface or interface properties [184]. Ko and co-authors 
[185] have reported a decrease in the resistance of PEDOT:PSS by doping with organic 
solvents which has resulted in improving organic solar cell performance [186]. Xiao and 
co-workers [187] have suggested that enhancing the OSCs performance can also be attained 
via increasing the light absorption within the active layer, which could be achieved by 
improving light scattering and by obtaining high surface area with solvent-treated 
PEDOT:PSS [188],
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Lastly, improvement of interfacial properties between PEDOT:PSS and the active layer 
could be another factor that facilitates greater device performance; this was ascribed to the 
formation of rougher PEDOT:PSS surface for domains of P3HT and PCBM to be better 
aligned this resulting in enhanced excitons dissociation [189,190]. Polyanilines on the other 
hand are classical conducting polymers that have been used in several methods and can be 
easily doped to obtain high conductivity [34]. As an example, poly(styrene sulfonic acid) 
(PSSA) doped graft copolymer PSSA-g-PANI has been used as the HTL for 
P3HT:PC6IBM -based devices. A 20% enhancement in PCE has been achieved compared 
to PEDOT:PSS-based device, which has been attributed to the high transparency over the 
P3HT absorption range and its high conductivity [191]. Self-doped sulfonic acid 
polyaniline (SPAN) has been used as HTL for inverted P3H T:PC6IBM -based OSC [192]. 
The device based on this HTL has exhibited an improvement in PCE over that with 
PEDOT:PSS from 3.3% to 3.54% which has been ascribed to higher conductivity and 
better film quality of SPAN relative to PEDOT:PSS. Zhao and co-authors [193] have 
applied a water-soluble hydrochloric acid doped polyanilines (HAPAN) as an ultra-thin 
HTL for highly efficient OSCs. HAP AN work function has aligned well with the used 
polymers and the transparency was found much higher in comparison to PEDOT:PSS film. 
A PCE as high as 9% has been achieved for the PBDTTTEFT:PC7iBM -based device when 
HAP AN is used as THL. This enhancement has been attributed to the suitable energy 
levels, high transparency, and low film roughness [193]. The following table shows OSCs 
performance using different cathode and anode configurations.
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Table 3. 3: OSCs performance using different cathode and anode configurations.
Active layer Anode Cathode
V0C
(V)
Jsc
(mA.cm'2)
FF
PCE
( % )
Ref.
P3HT:PCBM ITO/PEDOT :PSS Ca/Al 0.61 10.62 0.67 4.37 [51]
P3HT:PCBM ITO/SPDPA Ca/Al 0.6 10.33 0.68 4.2 [194]
MDMO-
PVP:PCBM
ITO/TFB :TPDSi2 A1 0.89 4.62 0.54 2.23 [195]
P3HT:PCBM ITO/CNT/PEDOT :PSS A1 0.59 21 0.51 4.9 [196]
P3HT:PCBM ITO/CF3-SAM LiF/Al 0.6 13.87 0.38 3.15 [197]
P3HT:PCBM ITO/PTFE A1 0.52 7.40 0.49 2.27 [198]
P3HT:PCBM ITO/M0O3 Ca/Al 0.60 8.94 0.62 3.33 [199]
P3HT:PCBM ITO/NiO LiF/Al 0.64 11.30 0.69 5.16 [200]
P3HT:PCBM ITO/AgOv/PEDOT :PSS Ca/Al 0.60 12.70 0.63 4.80 [201]
APFO-5:PCBM FTO/PEDOT :PSS PEO/A1 0.90 4.00 0.51 1.84 [202]
P3HT:PCBM ITO/PEDOT :PSS F-PCBM/A1 0.57 9.51 0.70 3.79 [203]
P3HT:PCBM ITO/PEDOT :PSS TiOx/Al 0.61 11.10 0.66 5.00 [47]
PCDTBT:PC7iBM ITO/PEDOT :PSS TiOx/Al 0.88 10.60 0.66 6.10 [60]
P3HT:PCBM ITO/PEDOT :PSS TiOx:Cs/Al 0.58 10.76 0.67 4.20 [204]
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3.5.3. Different OSC layers Fabrication conditions
In order to produce an organic solar cell, different conditions should be considered for its 
fabrication such as choice o f temperature of heat treatment, spin coating parameters, blend 
ratio between the donor and acceptor materials and using complementary materials to 
enhance the light harvesting properties. Generally, the organic active layers have 
amorphous nature and relatively low charge carriers' mobility. Therefore, strong 
temperature dependence has been observed in organic thin films, which directly affects the 
current density by influencing the electronic transport properties [205]. A reduction in the 
current density could be observed in the organic active layers by reducing the temperature 
due to charge trapping effects and the reduction in charge carriers’ mobility [206]. 
Furthermore, the temperature-dependent series resistance has also been observed in organic 
materials, which directly impacts on the device FF [205]. Motaung and co-authors [207] 
have investigated the performance and the morphology change in P3HT:PCBM-based 
OSCs with different temperature treatment. An increase in PCE from 0.79% to 2.88% has 
been observed corresponding to an increase in the device FF from 0.49 to 0.60 which was 
the results of heat treatment of the active layer at 150°C. This improvement has been 
associated with the enhanced interfacial area, increased light absorption and the improved 
charge transport [208]. The changes in the films’ morphology and phase separation 
between P3HT and PCBM domains with PCBM assuming a needle-like feature has been 
found to increase with increasing temperature. The light absorption has also improved after 
thermal annealing corresponding to a quenching in the PL intensity when samples were 
heat-treated at 150°C. The latter is ascribed to the fact that PCBM is known to quench the 
PL intensity o f P3HT, hence, an increase in the PL intensity suggests a higher phase 
separation between P3HT and PCBM is taking place [209]. During the annealing 
treatment, PCBM molecules diffuse away from P3HT chains resulting in a reduced 
interaction between the two domains, therefore, a recovery o f the PL emission of P3HT 
[207,2010]. Further investigation suggests that thermal treatment affects the morphology 
and the thermal conductivity of the P3HT, PCBM and their blends [211]. Furthermore, 
P3HT:PCBM OSCs have shown an increase in PCE from 1.5% to 3.4% after annealing the 
active layer at 100°C associated with a decrease in the series resistance and an increase in 
the Jsc and Yoc [2 1 2 ].
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This enhancement has been attributed to improved blend structure and the formation of 
better-percolated network with improved electron transport [213]. Another type of 
annealing treatment applied to P3HT:PCBM  active layers is the solvent treatment [51]. The 
suggested approach of solvent annealing is used to improve the organic thin film 
morphology by controlling the solidification rate during polymer growth. This is also 
shown to control the self-organization of the polymer chains, leading to better morphology
[214]. It has been shown that using proper solvent annealing or thermal annealing followed 
by solvent annealing results in improving the OSCs based on IDT- 
difluorobenzothiadiazole-based D-A oligomers with different spatial symmetry core units, 
different conjugation lengths, and different amounts of electronegative fluorine atoms (4, 6 , 
8 , and 10 fluorine substituted backbone, respectively) [215]. This treatment has led to a 
significant improvement in the OSC efficiency to 9.1% with a very high FF of 0.76 using 
medium-sized oligomer BIT6F with the improved morphology. On the other hand, devices 
prepared from the shortest oligomer BIT4F have exhibited an impressively high FF of 0.77. 
The change of chain-length has indicated alteration of energy levels, charge transport and 
the blend morphology, which in turn had a significant influence on the device performance
[215].
Xie and co-authors [216] have observed a 0.246V loss in Voc after solvent annealing in (p- 
DTS(FBTTh2)2):PC7iBM solar cells which have been recovered by post-annealing 
treatment. The use of thermal annealing subsequently after solvent annealing has not shown 
any recovery to the devices Voc. This was ascribed to the small change in the film 
morphology, crystallinity and absorption properties. However, using post-annealing 
treatment after all the layers of the device are completely deposited (complete device) has 
resulted in the recovery of 0.225V to Voc on average [216]. The post-annealing treatment 
has also resulted in reducing the recombination and increasing the charge collection rate, 
which is probably originating from good interface contact as well as the low density of 
defects. Another factor which influences the active layer morphology and therefore the 
OSC performance is the donor-acceptor blend ratio. Several attempts by Chen and co­
authors [217] have been carried out to investigate the effect of the blend ratio correlated 
with the solvent annealing process on the morphology and the performance of 
P3HT:PCBM -based OSCs.
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The use of different blend ratios of P3HT and PCBM have shown that 1:1 is the optimum 
ratio for P3HT:PCBM  blend with PCE of 3.66%. No significant change has been observed 
in the Voc due to variation in the blend ratio. This enhancement in OSC efficiency has been 
attributed to the improved morphology of the BHJ layer using 1:1 ratio under solvent 
annealing process [218]. However, increasing the ratio from 1:1 of P3HT:PCBM  to 2:1 has 
resulted in increasing the absorption intensity as well as enhancing PCE from 1.42% to 
3.09% as demonstrated by W u and co-workers [219]. They have recom mended that any 
further increase in the P3HT ratio has resulted in reducing PCE which was due to the 
irregular distribution of P3HT and PCBM within the blend [219]. Further investigation of 
the BHJ blend ratio has been carried out using P3HT-based OSCs with ICBA and PCBM  
with a wide range of blending ratio (0-100%) [220]. The results show that there is a 
significant impact on PL intensity of P3HT pristine film after adding ICBA and/or PCBM  
which reflects that the excitons have higher possibility to survive and approach the 
heterojunction interface, and therein dissociate efficiently [220].
Moreover, increasing the acceptor ratio within the blend has resulted in a red shift and less 
pronounced shoulder due to the increased disorder of P3HT [221]. PCE has experienced 
different values due to the blend ratio of P3HT with either ICBA or PCBM; the best- 
performed device is found to be with the acceptor ratio of 41% in the blend; this ratio has 
demonstrated PCE of 4.325% and 4.5% for P3HT:PCBM  and P3HT:ICBA blends, 
respectively. However, Voc has shown higher value (0.86V) in the case o f the ICBA-based 
device compared to the PCBM -based device (0.62V). Additionally, the use of different 
composition ratios in a ternary blend OSC has revealed a direct influence on the light 
harvesting properties of the blend as well further improved the performance o f the OSCs
[222]. The device Voc has also shown to be influenced due to the presence of two different 
donors [223] or two different acceptors [224] in such blends. Device performance has 
exhibited an increase when ICBA has been used instead of PCBM; Voc increased by about 
6%, FF in about 40% and J sc in about 28% whereas PCE of 4.7%has been obtained for 
P3HT:ICBA-based device in comparison to 3.31% for P3HT:PCBM -based device. This 
increase in the device performance as the ICBA ratio increases within P3HT:PCBM  blend 
is attributed to the energy difference between PCBM and ICBA in about 0.2eV.
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Therefore, once the excitons are dissociated at the P3HT/PCBM  interface, the electrons 
drop from the LUMO level of P3HT to the LUMO level of PCBM  and because o f the 
LUMO level of ICBA is higher, therefore, less energy is lost and higher Voc is provided 
with higher ICBA ratio [224]. The ternary blends are also employed to enhance the light 
harvesting properties of the active layer by using different materials; each material covers a 
specific range of the solar spectrum [225]. In a ternary blend OSC, an IR sensitizer is 
basically incorporated into the host blend of a polymer blended with a fullerene derivative. 
The ternary approach would expand the photon harvesting resulting in higher Jsc, therefore, 
higher PCEs [226]. The incorporation of tetramethyl substituted copper (II) phthalocyanine 
(CuMePc) nanocrystals into a P3HT:PCBM  blend with different weight ratios has resulted 
in enhancing the device performance to exhibit PCE of 5.3% compared to reference device 
with PCE of 3.3% [225]. This enhancement in the photovoltaic performance is attributed to 
the highest carrier mobility and a broader absorption range of the new composite blend
[225].
(a) (b)
P3HT PCPDTBT PCBM P3HT PCPDTBT PCBM
Fig.3.14: The charge separation mechanism in a ternary P3HT:PCPDTBT:PCBM  blend (a) 
with diffusion in PCPDTBT domains, including, (1) Exciton generation in PCPDTBT, (2) 
Electron transfer from PCPDTBT to PCBM, (3) Hole diffusion to PCPDTBT/P3HT 
interface, and (4) Hole transfer from PCPDTBT to P3HT; (b) without diffusion in 
PCPDTBT domains, including, (1) Exciton generation in PCPDTBT (2) Electron transfer 
from PCPDTBT to PCBM, and (3) Hole transfer from PCPDTBT to P3HT. Reprinted from
ref. [227].
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To maximise the range of the absorption spectra coverage, copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) 
has been used in a multilayer device architecture 
(ITO/PEDOT:PSS/CuPc/P3HT:PCBM/A1) [228]. The incorporation of CuPc layer (~8nm) 
has extended the light harvesting properties to almost the entire visible range, which in turn 
resulted in higher Jsc. The P3HT:PCBM -based device has exhibited PCE of 3.95%, Jsc of 
10.61 mA.cm '2, Voc of 0.65V and FF of 57.1%, while the CuPc/PCBM -based device has 
shown a PCE of 0.54%, Jsc of 2.3mA.cm'2, Vocof 0.58V and FF of 41.1%. Furthermore, for 
the multilayer CuPc/P3HT:PCBM -based device, a PCE of 4.13% with Jscof 12.54m A.cm '2, 
Voc of 0.64V and FF of 51.1% have been achieved. This enhancement on adding a CuPc 
layer is due to the increase the light harvesting as well as improving the charge transport 
properties [228]. Using NIR sensitization with a low-band gap polymer (PCPDTBT) in a 
P3HT:PCBM system has resulted in improving the efficiency to over 4% by adding 30- 
40% of PCPDTBT to the binary blend, corresponding to an efficiency improvement of 25% 
compared to the P3HT:PCBM  reference device [227], In this structure, excitons are 
generated in PCPDTBT and dissociated at the PCPDTBT/PCBM  interface followed by 
electron transfer from PCPDTBT to PCBM. Holes are diffused in the PCPDTBT domains 
to P3HT/PCPDTBT interface [227,229] Fig.3.14 describes the charge separation 
mechanism in a ternary blend consisting of P3HT:PCPDTBT:PCBM . Hu and co-authors
[230] have used 3% of 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO) additives to the P3HT:PCPDTBT:PCBM  
(1:0.2:1) ternary blend to reconstruct the microstructure of the active layer blend. This has 
resulted in 20% higher Jsc and 17% enhancement in PCE compared to P3HT:PCBM -based 
reference device. Overall, ternary solar cells with PCE of 3.33%, J sc of 12.67 m A.cm -2, Voc 
of 0.55V and FF of 48% have been reported. Controlling the active layer thickness can 
significantly affect the OSC performance; usually, the diffusion length of excitons in 
organic materials is low, typically in the range 10-20nm, therefore, thinner active layers are 
required to prevent charge recombination and thus good charge carriers' extraction is 
guaranteed [14,231]. A thicker film however is beneficial for increasing light absorption 
capability of the active layer compared to thinner films; thicker films on the other hand can 
also increase the series resistance and reduce the charge carriers' mobility [232], whereas 
thinner films are capable of showing nearly 100% conversion of absorbed photons into 
collected carriers [60].
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To control the active layer thickness, different parameters have been considered, such as 
using different concentration of donor/acceptor [223], different spin coating parameters 
[14,234] and controlling the growth time [51]. It has been shown that the correlation 
between the spin speed and the conjugated plane orientation of P3HT polymer is associated 
with the variation in the solvent evaporation rate where edge-on orientation of the polymer 
molecules is obtained at slow spin speed [58]. Additionally, spin coated P3HT film  from 
low-volatility solvents results in more crystalline structure, with more well-organized 
interchain 7t-stacking and more preferred edge-on orientation (see Fig.3 .15(a)) rather than 
face-on orientation (see Fig.3 .15(b)) in comparison to films prepared from high-volatility 
solvents [235]. Disordered films on the other hand may result when fast spin speed is used 
due to the rapid drying process [58]. Based on the processing conditions, P3HT has a 
lamella structure with 2D conjugated interchain stacking sheets with either a parallel or 
perpendicular orientation to the substrate (see Fig.3.15) [236]. Two different P3HT 
molecular orientations have been demonstrated for films prepared by spin coating and 
casting methods [232]. XRD data has revealed that the casted films have exhibited a normal 
orientation with the side chain standing perpendicular to the substrate, while spin coated 
films show orientations in both side chain with respect to the substrate, face-on and edge-on 
as shown in Fig.3.15.
(a) edge-on
100)
(b) face-on
(010)
Fig.3.15: (a) Edge-on orientation of P3HT and (b) Face-on orientation of P3HT
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3.6. Degradation and stability of organic solar cells
There are still some shortcomings o f organic- based PV that need to be addressed before 
they are commercialized and these include efficiency, lifetime and stability, lifetime falls 
extensively well behind Si-based solar cells’ under outdoor conditions [237]. Generally, 
degradation in OSCs performance arises due to different reasons such as diffusion of  
oxygen, water, interlayer and electrode particles into active the layer or due to degradation 
of interfaces and active layer materials. Furthermore, it might occur due to some 
morphological variations and/or macroscopic changes such as formation of particles, 
delamination, cracks and bubbles [238]. In fact, two or more o f these mechanisms might 
take place at the same time while others might happen during the solar cells operation or 
even during storage time. Some of these mechanisms occur almost immediately after 
device preparation and others a bit slower, therefore, it is a challenging task to identify the 
overall performance deterioration of OSCs' to identify degradation mechanisms and thus 
find a solution [238]. As was mentioned earlier, the interpenetrated network morphology of 
the active layer is found to extremely affect the device stability, as this morphology 
efficiently influences the charge generation, transport and collection [239]. Several research 
groups have thoroughly analysed external parameters such as the relative concentration of 
the donor and acceptor, the choice of the solvent [37], thermal annealing [48] and solvent 
annealing procedures [51] in order to optimise the organic active layer morphology for high 
efficiency solar cells. The donor-acceptor blend might exhibit macro-phase separation 
between the blend components, which is larger than the excitons diffusion length, when the 
OSCs are exposed to sunlight for a long period of time. The formation o f large PCBM  
aggregates have been reported after a prolonged thermal annealing, which has effectively  
deteriorated the device performance [240] Using high boiling point solvent additives such 
as 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO) in the preparation of (DTS(PTTh2 )2 ):PC7 oBM active layer has 
shown PCE of 6.7% [241]. Although these additives increase PCE, they reduce the device 
stability by forming a more unstable morphology of the active layer [242-244]. It has been 
reported that using DIO in PTB7 :PC7 iBM-based solar cell has resulted in preserving 61% 
and 39% of the original PCEs for devices without and with DIO treatment, respectively
[244]. They have shown that the large aggregations of PC7 1 BM as a result o f DIO treatment 
supported the device degradation by interrupting the film's morphology and preventing the
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interpenetrating networks to happen [244]. Furthermore, the use of PEDOT:PSS layer has a 
direct influence on the device stability as it is a water-based material and the diffusion of 
water into the active layer can damage the low work function of the metal electrode as an 
oxidation agent [245]; furthermore, the water can move the PC71BM, and therefore, induces 
excessive aggregation [244]. OSC degradation has been further studied by Ngo and co­
workers [246] using P3HT:PCBM  blends prepared by spin and spray coating methods. The 
spray coated P3HT:PCBM -based devices has degraded faster than the active layers 
produced by spin coating, which has been attributed to oxygen trapping in the devices as 
the spray coated layers have been prepared in ambient atmosphere, whereas the spin-coated 
layers were prepared in an inert nitrogen atmosphere [246]. Recently, Lima and co-authors
[247] have reported an outdoor stability analyses of P3HT:PC6oBM-based OSCs for more 
than 900 h, which has revealed higher stability for devices fabricated with the aqueous 
solution-processed V2O5 instead of PEDOT:PSS film as hole transport layer. In 
PEDOT:PSS-based device, 40% of the initial PCE has been maintained after 900 h, while 
V205-based device has maintained around 80% of its initial performance after the same 
period of time. The observed changes in the device FF are attributed to the reduced 
interfacial charge transfer efficiency between the different layers, the degradation o f the 
active layer, or the increase of the recombination processes [247]. The strongest change 
was observed in the short circuit current density due to the increase of internal resistance as 
a result of the degradation of the electron transport layers, the electron donor, or due to the 
reduction of the transparency o f any layer or interface, which is thought to reduce the 
amount of light entering the cell [247]. It has been reported that air stable OSCs could be 
achieved by employing a solution based metal oxide between the active layer and the metal 
cathode as a buffer layer [237]. For example, a solution based titanium dioxide (Ti0 2 ) with 
a thickness less than 30nm has been used successfully to reduce the physical and chemical 
damages in the device [47]. The Ti02  layer was employed as an effective barrier for oxygen 
penetration to maintain the device stability in the ambient atmosphere. However, Foe and 
co-authors [248] have reported that the PCE, Jsc and FF of the device have dropped by 
about 25%, 16% and 11% after 70 days of storage, respectively, while V oc remains quite 
stable after the same period of time.
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4.1 Materials
The main material used in the current study as an electron donor is regioregular poly (3- 
hexathiophine-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) which was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Several 
fullerene derivatives were used as the electron acceptors; these are [6,6]-Phenyl C6i butyric 
acid methyl ester (PC6 1 BM) and [6,6]-Phenyl C71 butyric acid methyl ester (PC7 1 BM) 
mixture o f isomers which were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich while B is(l-[3 -  
(methoxycarbonyl)propyl]-l-phenyl)-[6 ,6 ]C6 2  (PC6 0 BM) and [6 ,6 ]-Phenyl-C7 i-butyric acid 
methyl ester (PC7 0 BM) were purchased from Ossila. Poly (3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene) 
poly (styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) (conductive grade 1.3%) were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich and used as a hole transport layer. Fig.4.1 shows the main materials used in 
the current study. Several solvents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used in the 
preparation or cleaning procedures. These are Chlorobenzene (CB), Chloroform (CF), and 
dichlorobenzene (DCB) which were used as the main solvents to dissolve the active layer 
blends. Other solvents including acetone, 2-propanol and methanol are used for cleaning 
purposes. Square shape ITO-coated glass slides (2.5 x  2.5 cm) with sheet resistant o f 8-12 
Q/n as well as glass slides were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Different metal salts were 
also purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as dopants in the PEDOT:PSS layer in part of  
this research; these are Q 1CI2  (99.99%), CdCh (99.99%), NaCl (99.99%) and LiCl 
(99.99%). Additionally, tris-(8 -hydroxyquinoline) Aluminium (Alq3) was used an electron 
transport layer after dissolving in formic acid, both o f them were purchased from Sigma- 
Aldrich.
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,CH2(CH2)<CH3
O70
/—\ /—\ 
O OO
P3HT (Electron donor)
PCtoBM (Electron acceptor)
PC81BM (Electron acceptor)
PC70BM (Electron acceptor)
PC71BM (Electron acceptor)
Alq3 (Electron transport layer)
PEDOTiPSS (Hole transport layer)
Fig.4.1: The main materials used in the current research
(c) (d)
Fig.4.2: (a) ZnPc:SWCNT non-covalently bonded , (b) ZnPc:SWCNT covalently bonded, 
(c) ZnPc:rGO non-covalently bonded, and (d) ZnPc:rGO non-covalently bonded, hybrid
materials
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Furthermore, the synthesis of novel l-[N-(2-ethoxyethyl)-4-pentynam ide]- 
8( 11), 15( 18),22(25)-tris- {2-[2-(2-ethoxyethoxy)ethoxy] -1 -[2-((2-ethoxyethoxy)-ethoxy) 
methyl] ethyloxy} zinc(II) phthalocyanine (ZnPc) hybrids both as covalently and non- 
covalently bonded to single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and reduced graphene oxide 
(rGO) were carried out by our research collaborators from Gebza Technical University, 
Turkey, as described in our publication (see Fig.4.2) [1]. The characterisation analysis of 
hybrid materials is presented in Appendix A.
4.2 Device fabrication
The ITO coated slides as well as the glass substrates were washed in acetone, 2-propanol 
and DI water for 10 min each in an ultrasonic bath, respectively, and then blown dry with 
nitrogen gas and kept in a desiccator. PEDOT:PSS layer was spin coated on the ITO coated 
glass or glass substrates at 2000 rpm spin speed for 30 sec, followed by heat treatm ent on a 
hot plate at 150°C in ambient air for 10 min. P3HT:PCBM active layers in the weight ratios 
of 1:1 and a concentration of 14mg/ml have been dissolved in different organic solvents.
The solutions were stirred overnight at 45°C followed by filtering the P3HT:PCBM  
solutions through a PTFE filter with pore size of 0.45 pm. All the P3HT:PCBM  active 
layers have been spin coated inside a nitrogen-filled glove box with different spin speeds to 
produce different active layer thickness and heat treated inside the nitrogen filled glove box 
on a hot plate at 120°C for 10 min. The active layer thickness was determined using 
spectroscopic ellipsometry (see section 4.3.8 for further details). To end with the device 
preparation, a back contact of aluminium (Al) was then thermally evaporated with a 
thickness of 100 nm through a shadow mask with an active area of 0.07cm . This process 
was carried out under a vacuum of abou tlO 6 mbar (~10‘4 Pa), at the deposition rate o f 0.1- 
0.2 nm/sec. Both film thickness and deposition rate were monitored using a quartz crystal 
thickness monitor. Fig.4.3 shows the cross section of the studied devices with all the layers 
used in this project.
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P3HT
PCBM
P E D O T :  P S S
Alq3
ITO
Fig.4.3: Cross section of the studied device
The first part of this research was based on employing different solvents and their co­
solvents to process the P3HT:PCBM  blends as the active layers of the studied OSCs. The 
used solvents are CB, CF and DCB and their co-solvents DCB:CF, DCB:CB and CB:CF in 
the volume ratios of 1:1. Moreover, the best solvent processed device was used as a 
reference device to prepare different active layer thickness devices. Further developments 
in the device structure have been carried out using different fullerene derivatives (PCgoBM, 
PC61BM, PC70BM and PC71BM) to study the effect of these derivatives as the acceptor 
materials on the electrical properties of the solar cells. All the prepared devices have been 
subjected to heat treatment inside the nitrogen glove box at 120°C for 10 min prior to the 
deposition of the back contact (Al) and left to cool down for 30 min.
Further to the initial heat treatment, post-deposition annealing has been carried out at 
different temperatures in the range 100 - 180°C for 10 min each following the full device 
fabrication in order to study the effects of these post-deposition heat treatments on the 
devices performance. Moreover, Alq3 has been used as a novel ETL. This material has 
been dissolved in formic acid at the concentration of 4mg/ml and sonicated for a few 
minutes. A Thin film of Alq3 layer of about 5 nm thickness was deposited between the 
active layer and the back electrode (Al) by spin coating. This process was carried out inside 
the glove box at a spin speed of 2000 rpm for 30 sec followed by annealing inside the glove 
box at 80 °C for 10 min. As part of this research, PEDOT:PSS was doped with different 
metal salts; these are Q 1CI2, CdC ^, NaCl and LiCl which were used both in powders form 
and in as aqueous solutions with different concentrations, lm g of the metal salts was added 
separately as powders to 1ml of the PEDOT:PSS solution.
The final solutions were sonicated for 30 min to ensure good dispersion and complete 
solubility of the salts. In a separate method, aqueous solutions of each metal salt with the 
concentration of 1 mg/ml were prepared in DI water. The solutions were sonicated for 30
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min before mixing with PEDOT:PSS solution with the volume ratio o f 0.1:1. Further 
sonication for 30 min was carried out for efficient dispersion after mixing the PEDOT:PSS 
with the aqueous salts solutions. Additional samples of LiCl in DI water were used in the 
concentrations o f 5mg/ml and lOmg/ml in order to examine the role o f dopant 
concentration on the electrical and optical properties of PEDOT:PSS. A complete device 
processed by applying the different parameters described above has been prepared and 
studied as a completely optimised OSC device; these included, the use o f best solvents 
(CB:CF), choice o f optimum active layer thickness (~100nm), choice o f the best fullerene 
derivatives (PC6iBM) as the acceptor component, the use of Alq3 as ETL, the use of 
PEDOT:PSS treated with LiCl in the concentration of lOmg/ml and the use o f best post­
annealing temperature. These preparations have been carried out inside nitrogen filled 
glove box. Aluminium was used as the back contact with the thickness o f -lOOnm. Finally, 
novel zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc) covalently and non-covalently bonded to SWCNTs and 
rGO materials have been used as additives to the P3HT:PCBM blend to prepare ternary 
blends.
P3HT:ZnPc-hybrids has also been prepared by mixing P3HT with ZnPc covalently bonded 
(ZnPc-SWCNTs-co) and non-covalently bonded (ZnPc-SWCNTs-non-co) to SWCNTs as 
well as ZnPc covalently bonded (ZnPc-rGO-co) and non-covalently bonded (ZnPc-rGO- 
non-co) to reduced graphene oxide in the weight ratio o f (1:0.01) mg in CB as solvent. 
P3HT:PCBM blends were mixed with ZnPc functionalized carbon nanomaterials to 
produce a ternary active layer blends with the weight ratio of (1:1:0.01); these hybrids were 
dissolved in CB:CF co-solvent and the solutions were stirred overnight at 45°C. 
PEDOT:PSS layer was spin coated on the ITO coated glass or glass substrates at 2000 rpm 
spin speed for 30 sec, followed by heat treatment on a hot plate at 150°C in ambient air. 
The active layers were spin coated at 1500 rpm for 30 sec to obtain a thickness o f -1 5 0  nm 
and then heat-treated inside the glove box at 120 °C for 10 min. Another set o f devices with 
a different active layer thickness (~100nm) has been prepared as this is the optimum 
thickness achieved in this study. Aluminium (Al) was thermally evaporated as a back 
electrode. All completed devices were subjected to further heat treatment inside the glove 
box at 140°C for 10 min.
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4.2.1 Thermal evaporation:
4.2.1.1 Instrumentation
Edwards E306A Thermal Evaporator (Fig.4.1 5(a)) has been used to evaporate a metal film  
onto a substrate. The metal source to be evaporated, typically aluminium is placed in a 
suitable filament or crucible, in which a large current is passed. The metal melts, and 
evaporates onto the target substrate above the source, producing a thin film. The thickness 
of the metal film is monitored in-situ using a quartz crystal thickness monitor (Model 
Edward FTM5). Even though the turret can accommodate up to four different materials and 
changed via manual rotation, the most common practice was to evaporate single material 
during one pump-down cycle.
4.2.1.2 Evaporation procedure
Vacuum deposition via thermal evaporation includes two simple processes, evaporation and 
condensation. It brings to mind the familiar process by which liquid water appears on the 
lid of a boiling pan, but the situation and heat source are quite different. Evaporation 
process occurs in a vacuum, where gases other than the source material are almost 
completely removed before the evaporation begins. Therefore, particles can travel straight 
to the deposition target avoiding collision with the background gaseous molecules. Hot 
objects inside the evaporation chamber such as heating filaments create unwanted vapours 
that limit the quality of the vacuum.
Fig.4.4: Edwards E306A thermal evaporator and a schematic illustration showing the
evaporation process
Substrate
Metal vapour Vacuum cham ber
Filament
vacuum system
Power supply
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Generally, other unwanted gases collide with the evaporated material may react with them. 
For example, if aluminium is deposited in the presence of oxygen, it will form aluminium 
oxide. They also reduce the amount of vapour that reaches the substrate, which makes the 
thickness difficult to control [2]. Fig.4.4 shows a sketch of the evaporation process.
4.2.2 Spin coating method
4.2.2.1 Instrumentation
A photoresist spinner model 4000 (Electronic Micro Systems Ltd.) has been used to spin 
cast the thin films used in the current study. A drop of the materials solution is deposited 
using adjustable micro-syringe (Eppendorf 10-100 pi) onto a rotating substrate.
4.2.2.2 Background and method
Spin coating is a fast and easy method to generate thin and homogeneous organic films out 
of solutions. Spin coating is a procedure used to apply uniform thin films to flat substrates. 
In short, an excess amount of a solution is placed on the substrate, which is then rotated at 
high speed in order to spread the fluid by centrifugal force. This method was first described 
by Emslie et al. (1958) [3] and M eyerhofer et al. (1978) [4]. In the early stages of spin 
coating, the rate of thinning by centrifugal forces is much larger than by evaporation. After 
the spin-off, the thinning of the film is just due to evaporation and occurs constantly. The 
transition point between the spin-off and evaporation is the point where the rate of thinning 
due to centrifugal forces is the same as that due to evaporation. Fig.4.5 illustrates the stages 
of the spin coating; film thickness at each transition point is different. The time after 
reaching the transition point is called drying time. The liquid film becomes supersaturated 
due to evaporation of the solvent. After completing the solvent's evaporation, a solid film  is 
formed on the substrate.
mu L mu ,
- 4 ^ -'nr"-
Fig.4.5: Schematic figure of spin-coating indicating the dominant process at the beginning 
of spin-coating (spin-off) and later after the equilibrium liquid film thickness is reached
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4.3 Characterizations techniques
Several techniques were employed in this study to investigate the organic layers physical 
properties as well as examining the solar cell device performance. The preparation methods 
are mainly based on solution processing of OSC devices and spin coating was employed 
the film deposition method. For further details, the following sections describe the 
characterisation and the methods used in this research.
4.3.1 UV-visible absorption spectroscopy
4.3.1.1 Instrumentation
Varian 50 scan UV-Visible spectrophotometer (see Fig.4.7) covers the spectral range 
between 190 to llOOnm has been employed to investigate the absorption and the 
transmittance spectra of the studied layers. Generally, the spectrophotometer is designed 
around three fundamental parts: the light source, the monochromator, which constitutes the 
optical section and the detection system. These components are typically integrated into a 
unique framework to make the spectrophotometers [5].
Fig.4.6: Varian 50 scan UV-visible spectrophotometer
All the samples have been measured using clean glass substrate (Sigma-Aldrich) as well as 
quartz cuvette for the solution samples; the cleaning procedure is described in section 4.2. 
Firstly, the reference sample (e.g. uncoated glass slide) is measured in order to obtain the 
baseline; followed by the measurement of a film-coated slide. If the intensity o f light source 
changes slightly, this can affect the output measurement. For this reason, after a number of 
measurements, the reference sample should be used again as a baseline for recalibration in 
order to make sure that the readings are accurate.
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4.3.1.2 The principles of absorption spectroscopy
UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy is the measurement of light absorption by a sample in the 
ultraviolet-visible spectral region of the electromagnetic spectrum. The UV-Visible spectral 
region is divided into three sub-regions termed as near UV (185-400 nm), visible (400-700 
nm) and near infrared (700-1100 nm). This absorption or attenuation can occur when light 
passes through a thin film or a translucent liquid sample. The difference in the incident light 
and the transmitted light is used to determine the actual absorbance. W hen an atom or 
molecule absorbs energy, electrons are promoted from their ground state to an excited state. 
M olecules can only absorb radiant energy in definite units, or quanta, which correspond to 
the energy difference between the ground and excited states (see Fig.4.7(a)). The energy 
(E) carried by any one quantum (photon) is proportional to its frequency of oscillation, that 
is:
E =  hv =  ^  (4.1)
where v is the frequency, X is the wavelength, c is the speed of light and h is Plank's 
constant. The principle of absorption is the interaction of ions or molecules of the sample 
with the photons of an incident beam produced by a source. W hen a molecule interacts with 
a photon, this photon is absorbed and one or more o f the m olecule’s outer electrons will 
capture its energy. Consequently, total electronic energy increases and promotion of an 
electron from the ground states (HOMO) to the excited states (LUMO) takes place. The 
observed transitions involve electrons engaged in o, n or non-binding n electron orbitals 
which might occur according to the transitions explained in Fig.4.7(b).
When light with an intensity (I) passes through a material with thickness x and absorption 
coefficient a, the transmittance is the relation between the amount o f light that is 
transmitted to the detector once it has passed through the sample (I) and the initial intensity 
of light (I0) as demonstrated in Fig.4.8.
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(a) M
o', Anti-bonding
tt* ,  Anti-bonding
o*
n, Non-bonding 
—  t t .  Bonding
o, Bonding
Excited states
Ground states
Fig.4.7: (a) Energy levels for an electron in an atom: ground state and excited states. After 
absorbing energy, an electron may jum p from the ground state to a higher energy excited 
state, and (b) the possible electronic transitions in organic materials.
This could be expressed in following formula which is well-known as Lam bert-Beer 
equation [6 ]:
I =  I0e~ax (4.2)
The transmittance (T) is defined as the ratio of the intensity of light exited from sample (I) 
to the initial intensity (I0) entering the sample as given by the following equation:
Fig.4.8: Lambert-Beer law where the light travelling through the sample with a thickness
(x) and an absorption coefficient a
T =  f (4.3)
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The transmittance (T) can also be related to the absorbance (A) according to the following 
equation:
By substituting eq. 4.3 in 4.2, the absorption coefficient (a) can be evaluated using the 
following equation:
The absorption coefficient (a) is also related to the energy of incident light ho as well as the 
Eg of the material according to Tauc’s equation [7]:
where n takes the value o f 2 for a direct energy band gap semiconductor and \  for an 
indirect energy band gap semiconductor.
4.3.2 Electrical measurements
4.3.2.1 J-V and C-V measurements
Keithley 4200 Semiconductor Characterisation System (4200-SCS) (see Fig.4.9) has been 
used for the DC electrical characterization of the studied thin films as well as for the 
measurement o f the solar cell current-voltage (I-V) characteristics. The system is specified 
to work in the IpA -lA  current range with the maximum voltage range o f 21-210 V and 
200mV-200V voltage range with the maximum current of 10.5-105mA. The 4200-SCS can 
automatically perform IV and CV measurements of semiconductor devices, using up to 
eight Source-Measure Units (SMUs). I-V measurements o f the studied devices have been 
carried out both in the dark and under illumination conditions; an AM I.5 solar simulator 
source of lOOmW/cm has been used in the current study. Furthermore, C-V measurements 
have been employed to study the C-V characteristics of the studied OSCs devices using an 
HP4284A (20Hz-lM Hz) Precision LCR meter (see Fig.4.10).
(4.4)
(ah u )n =  B(ho — Eg) (4.6)
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The samples capacitance versus voltage (C-V) was measured at a fixed frequency of 100 
kHz over a range of applied voltage. The theoretical part of the I-V and C-V characteristics 
are described in details in sections chapter 2 .
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Fig.4.9: Keithley 4200 semiconductor characterization system
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Fig.4.10: HP-4284A (20Hz-lM Hz) Precision LCR meter
4.3.2.2 Conductivity measurement
According to Ohm's law, the current I (in amperes) in a sample is directly proportional to 
the potential difference V (in volts) across two points in this sample [8]:
R =  j  (4.7)
where R is the sample resistance measured in ohms.
F ig .4 .11: A piece of resistive material with electrical contacts at the ends
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Assuming that, the current passes through a piece of material with length x (m) and a cross
9
section area A (m ) as shown in F ig.4.11. The electrical resistivity p can be defined as:
D  Ap =  R -
X
(4.8)
where the conductivity (o) is the inverse of the resistivity (p). Therefore, we can write 
Ohm's low in the following expression:
J =  oE (4.9)
2
where J is the current density (I/A) (in ampere/cm ) and E is the m agnitude of the electric 
field (V/x) (in volt/m). To measure the electrical conductivity of the studied films, 
interdigitated platinum electrodes (IDEs), which were bought from drop sense, have been 
used (see Fig.4.12(a)). The dimensions of the IDEs are described in Fig.4.12(b); t is film 
thickness, W is the overlapping distance between the fingers (7mm), n is the number of 
fingers (250) and L is the space between electrodes (5pm). FV is the gradient of plotted 
graphs representing the measured I-V data, the electrical conductivity is determined using 
the following equation [9,10]:
a =  ( I )  ( - t - '\ v j  v W t n . (4.10)
Spin-coating method has been mainly used to deposit the organic layers; the layer’s 
thicknesses have been determined using spectroscopic ellipsometry.
W
(a) (b)
Fig.4 .12: (a) Interdigitated electrodes (IDE), and (b) sketch diagram of IDE.
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4.3.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
4.3.3.1 Instrumentation
FEI-nova nanosem 200 SEM (Fig.4.13(a)) has been used in this research. The scheme of 
SEM operation is shown in Fig.4.13(b), which consists of electron gun as an electron 
source, two condenser lenses, scanning coils, which facilitates the deflection o f the electron 
beam in x and y directions, an objective lens, and detectors for backscattered and secondary 
electrons. SEM operates inside a vacuum chamber with high-energy electron source (2- 
25kV). The condenser lenses focus the electron beam onto a section of the examined 
sample of nanometer size. The reflected electrons from the sample, backscattered or 
secondary electrons, are collected by the detector to provide an image o f the sample. In 
many cases, the backscattered electrons reflected from the sample are used in analytical 
SEM due to the relation between the intensity and the atomic number of materials [11].
In a SEM experiment, the sample is placed in a chamber, which is pumped down to create
n
vacuum environment with the pressure of about 10' mbar. The electron gun, which is 
usually made of a tungsten filament, heats up to about 2400°C where it starts emitting 
electrons. These electrons are accelerated down the column with the help o f the anode. The 
accelerating potential can be within the range o f (l-30kV ) depending on the type of 
material to be examined. The electrons accelerated by the anode are usually scattered, and 
with the help of the magnetic lenses, they are focussed in a narrow electron beam. These 
lenses also control the number of electrons reaching the sample. The purpose o f the 
scanning coils is to deflect the electron beam in the x and y-directions so that the surface of 
the sample can be scanned. The final focusing of the electron beam is done by the objective 
lens, thereafter, the high-energy electron beam interacts with the sample and different 
signals are emitted. These signals are then collected by a relevant detector and used to 
create an image o f the surface.
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Fig.4 .13: FEI-nova nanosem 200 Scanning Electron M icroscope (SEM)
4.3.3.2 Secondary and backscattered electrons
Two imaging modes are available in SEM; Secondary Electron Imaging (SEI) and 
Backscattered Electron Imaging (BEI) as shown in F ig.4.14. In the former, low energy 
secondary electrons (typically < 50 eV) emitted from the interaction between the incident 
beam of high energy electrons with the atoms of the sample via inelastic collisions are 
detected and used to build an image of the surface topography of the sample. Due to the 
relatively low energies of these secondary electrons, only those from the surface (a very 
thin layer of tens of nanometres) are able to emerge from the sample. In the case of BEI, the 
image is derived from scattered or reflected electrons from elastic collisions o f the high 
energy electron beam with the nuclei of the atoms at high angles approaching 180° 
(Fig.4.14). The yield of backscattered electrons is a function of atomic number. Heavier 
elements, i.e. those with a higher atomic number, reflect a greater proportion of electrons 
and therefore appear brighter, and lighter elements with a low atomic num ber reflect a 
lower proportion of electrons and appear darker. The contrast indicates the average atomic 
number of the elements present within the microstructure and is indicative of the varying 
elemental compositions [ 12].
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Fig.4 .14: Interaction between electron beam and sample producing (a) secondary electrons
and (b) backscattered electrons
4.3.4 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)
4.3.4.1 Instrumentation
M ultipurpose X 'Pert Philips X-ray diffractometer (MPD) (Fig.4.15) with C u-K a X-ray 
source of wavelength 1.54 A and with source voltage and current of 40 kV and 40 mA 
respectively was used to measure the X-ray diffraction patterns of thin films deposited as 
OSC active layers. The structure parameters of studied active layers are evaluated by fitting 
the maximum peaks at 20 with one Gaussian to estimate the full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) or (/?), the d-spacing as well as the peak position with the intensity height. The 
grain size (D) of the nanocrystalline films was calculated using Scherer equation where (3 is 
the FW HM  at 20 [13]:
F ig.4.15: Multipurpose X 'Pert Philips XRD and the outline of a diffracted ray utilising X-
ray diffraction.
(4.11)
X-ray
kdetector
Sample
stage
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4.3.4.2 XRD Method
The X-ray method covers several procedures based on the scattering, emission and 
absorption properties o f X-radiation. The most commonly used X-ray techniques involve 
X-ray diffraction (XRD), Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and X-ray 
fluorescence (XRF). These techniques are used to provide information about the crystal 
structure, chemical composition and physical properties o f materials and thin films. In the 
current study, XRD has been used to study the structure o f thin films to analyse their use 
for solar cells application. XRD is a non-destructive technique, which is used to determine 
the crystallographic structure, phase and crystallite size o f materials. In XRD analysis, the 
crystalline sample is exposed to the monochromatic radiation (X-ray) generated by cathode 
ray tube. The incident ray interacts with the sample and produces constructive interference 
between diffracted rays when conditions satisfy Bragg’s law. The Bragg’s law states that 
the constructive interference occurs when the path difference between two interfering 
waves is equal to the whole number (n) o f the wavelength (?i). The Bragg’s law is given by 
the following equation [14]:
n A = 2 d s in (0 )  (4.12)
where d is the inter-atomic distance (lattice spacing) and 0 is the angle between the incident 
beam and scattering plane. The XRD characteristics generated in the XRD analysis 
provides useful information about the crystal phases presented in the sample.
4.3.5 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
4.3.5.1 Background
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a powerful surface analytical technique used to produce 
a high-resolution morphological image o f the sample. As compared to SEM technique, 
AFM does not require the vacuum environment. This technique is able to create 3D-image 
of the surface features and also can magnify the surface of the sample up to 108 times. 
AFM has been invented in 1986 by Binning et. al. [15]. Like all other scanning probe 
microscopes, AFM utilises a sharp probe moving over the surface o f a sample in a raster 
scan.
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The probe is a tip on the end of a cantilever, which bends in response to the force between 
the tip and the sample. Unlike traditional microscopes, scanned-probe systems do not use 
lenses, so the size of the probe determines the resolution limit. In AFM the cantilever is 
treated as a Hookean spring, and hence a simple relationship may be assumed between the 
deflection of the lever, x, and the force F acting on the tip [16]:
F =  —kx (4.13)
The constant of proportionality k is the spring constant, which is strongly dependent on the 
physical dimensions of the cantilever (width, length, thickness) and the elasticity of 
material [17].
4.3.5.2 Instrumentation
The AFM instrument used in this study is NanoScope Ilia M ultimode 8 AFM  (Fig.4.16); 
the microscope itself rests on an anti-vibration platform, which can be spring suspended on 
a tripod to reduce further noise. The NanoScope Ilia Multimode 8 instrument gives the 
opportunity to take images of the sample surface with nanometer resolution and to 
determine their characteristics, such as the sample features’ height and distribution. 
Changes in the tip-sample interaction are monitored using an optical cantilever detection 
system, where a laser beam is reflected back from the cantilever and collected by a position 
sensitive detector consisting of two closely spaced photodiodes connected to a differential 
amplifier. The angular displacement of the cantilever results in one photodiode collecting 
more light than the other photodiode, producing an output signal (the difference between 
the photodiode signals is normalised by their sum), which is proportional to the deflection 
of the cantilever. The accuracy of the detection of cantilever deflections is less than 1A 
(thermal noise limited). The long beam path (several centimetres) amplifies changes in the 
beam angle [18].
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Fig.4.16: NanoScope Ilia  Multimode 8 SPM system components
4.3.5.3 AFM image analysis
The software provided with this system (NanoScope Analysis 1.50) has been used to 
analyse the cross-section, roughness, particle size, etc., and creates virtual 2D and 3D 
images of the sample surface. Further analysis has been carried out using W SxM  software. 
The latter has been used to estimate the phase contrast images and analysing these images 
using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis. This software also provides virtual 2D and 
3D images with their phase contrast. The phase contrast images were analysed using FFT 
and the obtained images give assumption to the phase separation of the evaluated materials. 
FFT filtering was applied to AFM phase images, to transform the data in the frequency 
domain. Bright peaks on a dark background in the power spectra represent the intensity of 
spatial frequency components in the real space image. The brightest peaks present near to 
the origin correspond to the periodic sources of noise, and the distributed peaks far from the 
origin are evidence of surface periodicities [19].
4.3.5.4 Distance between sample surface and tip
Three different primary imaging modes are possible according to the distance (d) between 
the sample surface and the tip, contact mode (d < 0.5 nm), non-contact mode (0.5 nm < d < 
10), and tapping mode (d ~ 0.5-2 nm), as shown in F ig .4 .17. In a contact mode, the tip 
scans the sample surface by being pushed against the surface. Contact mode is suitable for 
hard surfaces where the tip cannot damage the surface [20]. In non-contact mode, the 
separation of the tip from the sample surface is large, that the interaction between the tip 
and the sample surface is small and mostly in the range of the damping forces in ambient 
conditions. Therefore, the non-contact mode is appropriate for measurement mostly under 
vacuum, and even sub-molecular resolution could be achieved [21 ].
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In tapping mode, the cantilever oscillates and the tip taps the surface slightly during 
scanning. Thus the surface is less damaged than in the case of contact mode while the 
lateral forces are eliminated. The feedback loop maintains constant oscillation amplitude by 
maintaining a constant tip-sample interaction during the scan [22 ].
Repulsive 
force
Contact
Attractive 
force
Fig.4.17: Van der Waals force against distance [15]
On the other hand, tapping mode tends to be more applicable to general imaging in air, 
particularly for soft surfaces, as the resolution is similar to or even better than contact 
mode, while the forces applied to the sample is lower. In fact, the only disadvantage of 
tapping mode is that the scan speed is slightly slower than in contact mode and the AFM 
operation is a bit more complex, but these disadvantages are outweighed by the advantages.
4.3.6 Spectroscopic Ellipsometry
4.3.6.1 Instrumentation
A commercial M 2000 J. A. W oollam Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (Fig.4.18(a)) operating in 
the spectral range o f 350-1000 nm has been used in the current study mainly to determine 
the film's thickness. The resulted data is represented by the two ellipsometry param eters \j/ 
and A, representing, respectively, the amplitude ratio (v[/) and phase shift (A) between the p 
and s components of polarised light Fig.4.18(b).
Interm ittent contact
Distance
Non-contact
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4.3.6.2 Film ’s thickness determination and data fitting
In order to determine the film ’s thickness as well as its optical constants, data fitting is 
performed on the measured y  and A spectra by solving Fresnel equations many times for 
different values of refractive index (n) and film thickness (d) and subsequently minimizing 
the error function of the experimental and theoretical (calculated) values o f y  and A using 
one of least square techniques. Commercial WVASE32® software is provided by J.A. 
W oollam Co. Inc., for this task. Data processing requires building an optical model, which 
corresponds to the sample under investigation. Dielectric functions of some layers (namely; 
BK7 glass, organic, Alq3, ITO) are known and can be selected from the W VASE software 
library [17]. Ellipsometry data fitting requires a great deal of experience and the outcomes 
depend on the selection of a physically adequate model as well as the choice o f initial 
parameter fitting routine, i.e. the use o f ‘normal fit’, or ‘point by point fit’ option, limiting 
the range o f variable parameters, and removing ‘anom alous’ data points, and so on. In order 
to achieve reliable results, the fitting procedure needs to be repeated several times 
(preferably from different initial conditions) until consistent values of thickness (d), 
refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) are achieved.
Elliptically polarised
Linearly polarised
Sample
(a) (b)
Fig.4.18: (a) J.A.W oollam M2000 Ellipsometer and (b) an illustration of the changes in the 
polarised light after reflected from the surface.
4.3.7 Cyclic voltammetry
4.3.7.1 Instrumentation
A Potentiostat (pStat 200) supplied from drop-sense (F ig .4 .19) has been used in the current 
study to estimate the energy level position of some materials used in the current research
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based on the oxidation and redox potentials. pStat 200 is a small portable potentiostat 
supported by DropView software to control the instrument and perform  the analysis. 
Disposable screen-printed electrodes based on carbon were used in the current study as 
shown in F ig.4.19. These electrodes based of ceramic substrate (L33 x W 10 x HO.5 mm) 
consisting of working electrode made of carbon (4 mm diameter), a counter electrode made 
of carbon and reference electrode made of silver.
Potentiostat
Counter 
Working Electrode 
Electrode \
Reference
Electrode
Connection cable
Printed electrode
Fig.4.19: pStat 200 potentiostat and screen-printed carbon electrode purchased from drop-
sense
4.3.7.2 M ethod
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a type of potentiodynamic electrochemical measurement. In a 
CV experiment, the working electrode potential is ramped linearly versus time. Unlike in 
linear sweep voltammetry, after the set potential is reached, the working electrode's 
potential is ramped in the opposite direction to return to the initial potential. These cycles of 
ramping in potential could be repeated as many times as needed. The current at the working 
electrode is plotted versus the applied voltage (that is, the working electrode's potential) to 
give the cyclic voltammogram trace. In the current study, cyclic voltammetry 
measurements have been carried out in the potential range from -2.0V to +2.0V in DM F 
solutions containing 0.1M LiCl as the supporting electrolyte. Generally, the highest 
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) represents the energy required to extract an electron 
from a molecule (oxidation process=Eox) while the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 
LUMO is the energy necessary to inject an electron to a molecule (reduction process= E red)
[23] (see Fig.4.20). The determination of the energy levels has been carried out using the 
Eox and Ered as in the following equations [24]:
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' L U M O  C^red ~b 4.4)eV 
'Homo =  (E0x +  4.4)eV
(4.14)
(4.15)
Therefore, the HOMO and LUMO energy levels can estimated from the respective 
oxidation and reduction peaks on cyclic voltammogram.
Oxidising
agent
Oxidation, compoundA 
losses electrons
Oxidised
Reducing
agent
Reduction, compound B 
gains electrons
Reduced
Fig.4.20: the reduction and oxidation process in a system with two compounds
Generally speaking, oxidation-reduction (redox) reactions refer to the change in oxidation 
state of the atoms involved; the oxidation state is changed through a loss or gain of 
electrons. The oxidation refers to a loss of electrons, which results in an increase of 
oxidation state. The reduction refers to a gain of electrons, which results in a decrease of 
oxidation state. The oxidation and reduction occur simultaneously.
4.3.8 Spectral response characterisation
Spectral response (R) characterisation is an important measurement in the field o f solar cell 
research. The data obtained from the spectral response can be used to monitor the quality 
and to assess the performance of the fabricated solar cells. There are three types o f spectral 
response measurements, which are used to characterise the solar cell performance. These 
include; spectral responsivity (R), external quantum efficiency (EQE) and internal quantum 
efficiency (IQE) [25].
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4.3.8.1 Spectral responsivity
Spectral responsivity is defined as the ratio of the measured photocurrent (Iph) to the 
incident light power (Pin) at a given wavelength (A,). In other words, the spectral 
responsivity is a measure of the effectiveness of the conversion of light power into 
electrical current. The unit of R is amperes per watt (AAV). The spectral responsivity is 
given by the following equation:
R =  —  (4.16)
Pin
External quantum efficiency (EQE) also referred to as Incident Photon to Charge Carrier 
Efficiency (IPCE) is defined as the ratio of the number of charge carriers collected by the 
solar cell to the number of photons of a given energy incident on the solar cell from outside 
as given by the following equation [26]:
_  electron /sec _  output current/charge of one electron . . 1 „
ph oton /sec total power of photons/energy of one photon
The EQE can also be given by [27]:
EQE =  ^  (4.18)
where A is the wavelength o f the incident photon, Jph is the photocurrent at a given 
wavelength, q is the charge of the electron, 0(A) is the number of photons per unit area per 
unit time per unit bandwidth of wavelength. Also, the EQE is related to the spectral 
responsivity (R) by [27]:
EQE =  R ^  «  1240  7  (4.19)
qA A
where h = 6 .626x1034 Js, is the Planck constant, c = 3x108 m s '1, is the speed of light and q 
=1.602x10 19 C, is the electron charge. The external quantum efficiency depends on both 
absorption of photons and collection of charge carriers. When photons are being absorbed
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and create electron-hole pairs, these charges must be separated and directed to the external 
circuit before recombination. The recombination of charge carriers reduces the EQE.
4.3.8.2 Internal quantum efficiency (IQE)
IQE shows the actual number of photons absorbed by the solar cell in order to generate 
photocurrent. When photons are incident on the solar cell, some are absorbed, some are 
reflected back and the remaining part is transmitted through the solar cell. The main 
difference between EQE and IQE is that, in IQE, the reflected and transmitted photons 
should also be considered. The IQE can be expressed by the following equation, which is 
the modification of equ.4.19 [27]:
IQE =  ■ EQE— =  ------ ^ ------  (4.19)
^  ( l-R -T ) q0(A)(l—R—T) v '
where R and T represent the fraction of the photons reflected by and transmitted through 
the solar cell respectively. It should be noted that the IQE is always higher than EQE. A  
high IQE means that most of the charge carriers created by incident photons are separated 
and collected by the external circuit.
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Chapter 5: Optimisation of P3HT:PCBM-based OSCs
5.1 Introduction
The blend morphology and structures are considered as one of the main issues which affect 
the performance of the OSCs. These properties can be significantly influenced by the used 
solvents [1-6]. It has been invariably shown that BHJ layers require a nanoscale 
interpenetrated network structure, which is favourable for charge separation and 
transportation [7]. In a P3HT:PCBM  blend, the crystallisation of P3HT occurs faster than 
the aggregation of PCBM  [8]. M ono-solvents and co-solvents have been used to control the 
morphology of P3HT:PCBM  by controlling the film formation process with different 
evaporation rates of different used solvents in the preparation of PV active layers [9]. 
Chlorinated solvents including CB, CF, DCB and their co-solvents are used to dissolve 
P3HT:PCBM blends in the volume ratio of 1:1. Moreover, adjusting the active layer 
thickness has the potential to influence the device performance by improving charge 
collection rate and reducing the recombination rate [ 10].
The surface morphology provides different interface properties between the P3HT:PCBM  
and the A1 contact. Fig.5.1 shows the variation in the metal/organic interface due to the 
surface morphology variation with different energy level alignments for both P3HT and 
PCBM with respect to A1 contact. The film's thickness has shown to influence the contact 
resistance as well as charge transport mechanism within the solar cell active layer. Fig.5.2 
shows a schematic representation of the effect of the active layer thickness on charge 
carriers generation and collection. Although, a thicker film is more desirable for absorbing 
more light compared to thinner films, thicker film however could increase the series 
resistance (Rs) and reduce the charge carriers' mobility [11]. Thinner films on the other 
hand are capable of showing nearly 100% conversions of absorbed photons into charge 
carriers [12]. Among several other parameters, it has frequently been shown that OSCs 
performance is determined by the electrical characteristics of the organic 
semiconductor/metal interface [13].
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Fig.5.1: (a) P3HT:PCBM blends with different cathode interface. The energy level 
alignment and the interface before and after contact with (b) P3HT/A1 and (c) PCBM/A1
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The study of these characteristics could provide valuable information to help to improve the 
shape of the solar cell output. Ideality factor (n), Schottky barrier height ( cJ>b )  and series 
resistance (Rs) are the main parameters that can be altered by the nature of this interface. 
Yakuphanoglu and co-workers [14] have studied the inhomogeneity o f Schottky barrier in 
organic solar cells where higher ideality factor has been ascribed to series resistance and 
interface state properties. The interfacial states at the organic/metal interface affect the 
barrier height, charge extraction and the charge transport inside the acceptor/donor blends, 
which therefore determine the overall performance of the OSCs [15].
Thick 
active layer
hu
Fig.5.2: P3HT:PCBM  organic solar cell sketch illustrating the role of the active layer
thickness
The organic/metal barrier height varies with the BHJ blend arrangement, depending on 
which fullerene is used, leading to the formation of different cathode/PCBM  interface 
properties [16] (see Fig.5.1(c)). In general, the surface disorder of the active layer induces 
extra energy levels into the band gap, where this is thought to control the charge transport 
properties in the organic blend [17]. However, further consideration of the interface 
properties such as the understanding of their effect on charge transport in organic layers by 
space-charge limited current (SCLC) is required [18]. Therefore, using different fullerene 
derivatives with different HOMO and LUMO positions to prepare P3HT:PCBM - based 
OSCs has also been carried out to increase the open circuit voltage (Voc) and the built-in 
potential (Vbi) of the studied OSCs [19]. A complete understanding of the organic device 
physics, in particular, P3HT:PCBM solar cells is an essential requirement for optimising 
device and materials performance [20].
-
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These are mainly determined by parameters such as active layer morphology and interface 
properties within the layer, both are largely affected by the thermal treatment of the layer 
(both pre-annealing and post-annealing). As it has been mentioned earlier, one of the main 
factors that influence the P3HT:PCBM  performance is the morphology of donor and 
acceptor regions and their phase distribution within the active layer (see Fig.5.1(a, b and 
c)). Due to the low exciton diffusion length in organic materials, it is essential that efficient 
distribution for both phases is obtained which leads to increased interfacial area within the 
active layer blend [1] The conditions of heat-treatment could be one of the main parameters 
that determine the Quasi-Fermi level energy position ( E f )  and thus the semiconductor/metal 
junction properties [21] and the semiconductor properties [20]. To investigate the effect of 
heat treatment, OSCs have been examined by applying several thermal annealing strategies; 
Oklobia and co-authors have studied the development of PCBM  aggregates in 
P3HT:PCBM  thin films; it was shown that vertical segregation of PCBM  was formed upon 
thermal annealing and the maximum PCE of 3.84% was recorded after heat treatment at 
150°C for lOmin [22]. Padinger and co-workers have reported that post production heat 
treatment at 75°C for 5 min and subjecting the device to an external electric field by 
applying 2.7V have resulted in improving the PCE of P3HT:PCBM solar cells from 0.4% 
to 3.5% [23]. Furthermore, the thermal treatment has a direct effect on the morphology and 
conductivity of the P3HT:PCBM  blends [24]. It has been found that the annealing 
treatment up to 140°C for 30 min can alter the structure order o f P3HT:PCBM  blend. Large 
PCBM aggregates have been observed, leading PCE to improve from around 1% to 2.3%. 
After the annealing time was increased up to 60 min at the same temperature, PCE has 
deteriorated to reach a value of 0.81% [25].
5.2 Results and discussions
5.2.1 UV-visible absorption spectra
Fig.5.3(a) shows the absorption spectra of P3HT:PCBM  blended films using different 
solvents and their co-solvents. Generally, the absorption spectra at the wavelength range 
400-640nm are attributed to the P3HT absorption with three different bands (A, B, and C)
[10], while the absorption band D is related to the absorption of PCBM [26].
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The maximum absorption peak C is found to be around 485nm for thin films prepared 
using CF and DCB:CF solvents. Using high boiling point solvents (DCB and CB) to 
prepare the P3HT:PCBM  blends have resulted in a red shift in the maximum absorption 
peak from ~485nm to ~500nm.
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Fig.5.3:UV-visible absorption spectra for the P3HT:PCBM  based films using (a) different 
solvents, (b) different active layer thickness, (c) different fullerene derivatives and (d)
different temperature treatment.
Using co-solvents (DCB:CB and CB:CF) have resulted in a further red shift in the 
maximum peak to about 510nm. The different absorption intensities have been attributed to 
different film's thickness; the low boiling point of CF results in relatively thicker films than 
the other used solvents [27]. All the maximum absorption peaks were attributed to the 7i-7r* 
electronic transition in the P3HT [28]. The co-solvents based films have demonstrated more 
pronounced shoulders (A and B) around 605nm and 560nm, respectively.
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Band A is attributed to the absorption of the interchain stacking of P3HT whereas band B is 
ascribed to the extended conjugated polymer [29]. Bands A and B are pronounced clearly 
when the high boiling point solvent was used which indicate that P3HT chains have not 
packed well in the case of using low boiling point solvent through blending with PCBM 
molecules. This has assisted in forming interchain crystalline environment by the aid of 
using co-solvents. At the same time, the two pronounced shoulders A and B are a strong 
evidence of improved P3HT interchain packing [9]. The high boiling point solvents 
facilitate the P3HT:PCBM blends in a favourable structure and better P3HT chain 
orientation [30]. The P3HT structure arrangement is mainly defined due to the Head-Tail 
arrangement, rather than a Head-Head arrangement. Pronounced shoulders in the A and B 
bands indicate a good packing of P3HT stacking planes [31]. Brown and co-authors have 
argued that the performance of OSC could be enhanced by improving the optical absorption 
properties of the active layer and the charge carriers' transport which are mainly affected by 
P3HT chains orientation [32]. The red shift in absorption band A suggests that the use of 
CF has demonstrated a low degree of P3HT orientation with Head-Head alignment of 
P3HT monomers while the high boiling point solvents and co-solvents suggest the 
favourable Head-Tail alignment which affects the optical properties of P3HT [32,33]. The 
optical bandgap of P3HT:PCBM  blended films using different solvents has been 
determined using Tauc equation (see eqn. 4.6) [34]. Fig.5.4 shows the bandgap estimation 
for the P3HT:PCBM  films, the latter have demonstrated a decrease in the optical bandgap 
from around 1.9eV in the CF-based film to around 1.8eV in CF:CB-based film. Lee and co­
authors have argued that tuning the energy band gap is important for solar cell applications 
[35]. Therefore, using co-solvents such as CB:CF is found to make the best solvent to 
produce thin films from P3HT:PCBM  blends, however using other co-solvents such as 
DCB:CB or even CB alone are still well considered [36,37]. Although, thicker films absorb 
more light compared to thinner films, thicker films however could also increase the series 
resistance (Rs) and reduce the charge carrier's mobility [11]. Thinner films however are 
capable of showing nearly 100% conversion of absorbed photons into collected carriers
[ 12] as organic semiconductors are known to have fairly strong absorption coefficients ( 10" 
W )  resulting in high light absorption in films even thinner than lOOnm [38].
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Fig.5.4: The energy bandgap determination for the P3HT:PCBM  based films prepared by
different solvents and their co-solvents
Fig.5.3(b) shows the absorption spectra of P3HT:PCBM  active layers prepared with 
different thicknesses in the range of 65-266nm using CB:CF co-solvent. The absorption 
intensity has noticeably varied with the variation in the active layer thickness. No change in 
the position of the maximum peak (C) as well as bands A and B has been observed due to 
variations in film s’ thickness; however band D has exhibited a red-shift of about 6nm. 
Moreover, using different PCBM derivatives in the P3HT:PCBM  blend has resulted in 
different PCBM absorption peak position as shown in Fig.5.3(c). PCBM  absorption spectra 
have shown two different bands (D and E), PC60BM and PCgiBM have exhibited an 
absorption peak (band D) around 340nm while PC70BM and PC71BM have shown an 
absorption peak (band E) at around 380nm [39]. Nicolaidis and co-workers have stated that 
an increase of about 13% in generated photocurrent could be attributed to light absorption 
by the fullerene molecules within the P3HT:PCBM  blends [40]. This means that the photo­
generated current due to light absorption by the fullerene component needs to be taken into 
account in the performance of OSCs systems containing PCBM [39]. PC70BM and PC71BM 
have shown broader and weaker peaks compared to PC60BM and PC61BM which have 
shown stronger peaks.
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In order to further improve the optical properties of the P3HT:PCBM-based films which 
were prepared using -lOOnrn thick films with PC6 1 BM as the acceptor and employing 
CB:CF as the solvent, these films were subjected to heat treatment at different temperatures 
as shown in Fig.5.3(d). Upon heat treatment, the active layers have changed their colours 
from orange/brown to purple/red, as it has already been shown by Manceau and co-authors 
[41]. All the spectra of P3HT:PCBM active layers have exhibited typical absorption spectra 
that are identified into four different bands (A, B, C and D). After subjecting the active 
layer to a heat treatment above 140°C, the maximum absorption peak (C) has exhibited a 
blue shift to around 500nm which could be attributed to the change in the orientation for the 
P3HT chain ordering as a result o f excessive heat treatment [30]. However, bands A and B 
have shown no change due to the further heat treatment as well as the absorption band 
below 400 nm (D), which has not shown any noticeable shift.
5.2.2 XRD results
It is well known that P3HT chain structure has the ability to facilitate their self-orientation 
into two-dimensional sheets by means of interchain stacking and therefore shows highly 
crystalline features [33]. This could be controlled by adjusting the film s’ growth as well as 
the drying time [30]. Fig.5.5(a) shows the XRD patterns o f P3HT:PCBM-based films using 
different solvents and their mixtures. A single diffraction peak at 20=5.5±O.2° was observed 
and attributed to the (100) plane. Generally, all the observed peaks are ascribed to the 
lamella structure o f P3HT component o f the P3HT:PCBM blend, which suggests a high 
degree of crystallinity. P3HT lamella stacks could occur either parallel to the substrate 
(face-on orientation) or perpendicular to the substrate (edge-on orientation); a mixed 
orientation might also occur, especially in the non-annealed films [42]. The shortest 
distance between P3HT layers is known as the n-n stacking distance or the d-spacing [43]. 
The P3HT crystallinity is further improved when high boiling point solvents are used 
indicating that P3HT chains have exhibited edge-on orientation at the (100) plane, and all 
the observed peaks are attributed to the P3HT interchain spacing associated with the 
Interdigitated alkyl chains [44,45].
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On the other hand, PCBM is an amorphous environment, which could interrupt P3HT 
crystalline growth. The high boiling point solvents are thought to give PCBM  molecules 
more time to aggregate and diffuse within the P3HT matrix as described earlier in Fig.3.12 
[5, 9]. Using high boiling point solvents could assist the PCBM  molecules to move slowly 
in a vertical direction with the solvent molecules during the wetting tim e and therefore 
better homogeneity is expected to occur [9]. The m easured XRD patterns were then fitted 
with one Gaussian peak to calculate the peaks’ width and the lattice constants. The grain 
size of the crystalline structure of the P 3 H T :P C B M  blends were calculated using 
Scherer equation as mentioned in chapter 4 [46]. However the variation in d-spacing values is 
not significant, co-solvents-based films have exhibited lower d-spacing values compared 
to mono-solvents-based films, which suggest a well-packed stacking. The full width at half 
maximum (FWHM) of (100) phase gives an idea about the degree o f crystallisation and 
the grain size (crystal size). The d-spacing of the CF-based device is found to be ~1.75nm; 
after using high boiling point solvents such as CB or DCB, this value has reduced to 
~1.6nm which is attributed to the good packing of the P3HT stacks as was suggested by 
the UV-visible spectra. Further increase in the P3HT ordering is demonstrated using co ­
solvents which result in lower d-spacing values compared to m ono-solvents based films. 
Improving the crystallinity of the organic films can play a key role in obtaining high 
current densities by enhancing the charge carrier transport properties [47].
Mainly, the d-spacing is representing the distance between P3HT planes or in other words 
the 7C-7C stacking, therefore, the smaller the d-spacing is further enhanced electrical 
conductivity [48]. It has been proposed that the 7i-7t stacking o f P3HT chains permits hole 
delocalization between the chains and facilitates a transport route along the interchain 
direction, rather than only transport along the backbone direction [49]. Among the two 
transport procedures, charge transport along the backbone is significantly easier than that 
along the n-n stacking direction [48]. The grain size of the prepared films has demonstrated 
different values based on the used solvents. W hile CF-based films have exhibited grain size 
of ~1 lnm, the use of high boiling point has considerably increased the grain size to ~14nm 
and ~15nm in CB and DCB-based films, respectively. The increase in grain size is ascribed 
to the longer time taken for the P3HT to crystallise [50].
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Similar results have been observed by Kekuda and co-authors [47], who have shown that 
using low boiling point solvent (CF) to process the P3HT:PCBM film has resulted in a 
smaller grain size of ~8nm, whereas using high boiling point solvent such as 
Trichlorobenzene (TCB) has resulted in larger grain size of about 19nm [47].
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Fig.5.5: XRD patterns for P3HT:PCBM  blended in a mono-solvent and co-solvents
Generally, smaller domain size is critical for efficient exciton diffusion in BHJ OSCs; 
however, efficient charge transport requires high conductivity of the donor material. 
Therefore, for crystalline donor polymers such as P3HT, high crystallinity and aggregation 
are desired [50]. Further increase in the grain size has been observed using co-solvents; as 
an example in CB:CF-based film, where the grain size reached ~21nm. It is well known 
that the temperature treatment is an essential parameter to improve the organic thin film 
crystallinity and morphology [51]. Therefore, P3HT:PCBM -based films using CB:CF have 
been subjected to post-deposition treatment at different temperatures and the XRD results 
are shown in Fig.5.5(b).
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Fig.5.6: Grain size and d-spacing variation for P3HT:PCBM  based films prepared using (a) 
different solvents and (b) treated at different temperatures
No significant change in the peak position has been observed for all the P3HT:PCBM  
active layers after the heat treatment process. Increasing the post-deposition treatment 
temperature to 100°C for lOmin has demonstrated no significant variation in d-spacing and 
the grain size (see Fig.5.6). Further heat treatment to 120°C as well as 140°C has resulted in 
larger grain size and smaller d-spacing. The post-deposition treatment at 140°C has 
demonstrated the optimum grain size of ~22nm and the lowest d-spacing of about 1.6nm. 
This indicates that this temperature has resulted in the optimum degree o f P3HT 
crystallinity and well packing of the corresponding planes, which is favourable for efficient 
charge transport when the delocalized states are oriented in the transport direction. 
Subjecting the film to further heat treatment at 160°C and 180°C has resulted in 
deterioration the P3HT:PCBM  crystallinity, where the d-spacing increases to 
approximately 1.7nm and the grain size reduced to ab o u tl8nm.
5.2.3 M orphological study
The variation in the surface morphology of P3HT:PCBM  films as a function of different 
solvents and different post-annealing treatment have been carried out using both AFM and 
SEM techniques.
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5.2.3.1 M orphological analysis using AFM
Fig.5.7 shows the variation in the surface morphology of P3HT:PCBM  BHJ films prepared 
using different chlorinated solvents. CF-based film has revealed a smooth surface with rms 
roughness of 1.33nm correlating with noticeable pinholes. On the other hand, DCB and 
CB-based films have demonstrated higher surface roughness with rms values of 3.09nm 
and 2.04nm, respectively. Mainly, the brighter regions are associated with the PCBM  
domains while the darker regions are related to the P3HT domains [52].
The diffusion of PCBM  molecules within the P3HT main matrix has demonstrated different 
behaviour as affected by the boiling point of the used solvent. This has influenced the phase 
separation between the D/A domains. To evaluate the phase separation o f the D/A within 
P3HT:PCBM  blends, Qualitative phase analysis was carried out using two-dimensional 
Fast Fourier Transformation (2D-FFT) analysis. A reduction in the phase separation within 
the P3HT:PCBM blends prepared in high boiling point solvents (DCB and CB) is observed 
compared to CF-based films because the 2D-FFT analysis shows an increase in the darker 
background. The decrease in the phase separation within the P3HT:PCBM  blend leads to an 
enhancement of the dissociation rate of the photo-generated excitons [53]. Further 
enhancement in the surface morphology has been observed using co-solvents to prepare 
P3HT:PCBM  blend films (see Fig.5.8), which was attributed to the further improvement in 
the diffusion and distribution of PCBM  within the P3HTmain matrix which in turn has 
resulted in a good interpenetrating network. Surface roughness with the rms values of 
3.33nm, 2.34nm and 2.37nm were obtained for DCB:CF, DCB:CB and CB:CF-based films, 
respectively. The improvement in the interpenetrating network could facilitate charge 
carrier transport, and hence improved solar cell performance. The phase analysis has 
revealed a better phase separation between P3HT and PCBM within the P3HT:PCBM  
blends in the co-solvents based films compared to the mono-solvents based films. The 
darker region is higher in the case of co-solvents based films, which suggests that the phase 
separation has become less resulting in improved dissociation rate of the photo-generated 
excitons [54],
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Fig.5.7: 2D and 3D AFM images and phase analysis of the P3HT:PCBM  blends prepared
by different chlorinated solvents
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DCB:CF-based film DCB:CB-based film CB:CF-based film
Fig.5.8: 2D and 3D AFM images and phase analysis for P3HT:PCBM  blends prepared by
different co-solvents
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Etxebarria et. al. [55] have identified three different morphologies in the polymer:fullerene 
blends as shown in Fig.5.9. An illustration of the different distributions of PCBM within 
P3HT main matrix has been demonstrated in this figure, which leads to three different 
domain sizes within the final blend. In the case of small domain size (see Fig.5.9(a)) where 
the PCBM domains are not linked with each other, higher charge carrier’s recombination is 
thought to occur. In large domain size as shown in Fig.5.9(b), there is a scarcity of interface 
areas within the BHJ, which results in low excitons’ separation. A critical balance between 
the two domains is necessary in order to have moderate domain size as shown in Fig.5.9(c). 
This is advantageous for higher charge dissociation and improved network for charge 
transport [55]. Therefore, it is worthwhile mentioning that:
(a) Small domains with a large number of interfaces: Large charge generation yield (high 
Jsc) but non-efficient charge transport (low FF) due to high recombination rate.
(b) Excessively large domains with a lower interface area between the donor and acceptor: 
Low charge generation yield (low Jsc) but good charge transport (high FF).
(c) Intermediate domain size with an optimised interface area: Large charge generation 
yield (high Jsc) and good charge transport (high FF).
In the current study, it has been shown that the co-solvents based films have exhibited the 
best morphology as compared to the mono solvents. Further treatment to the P3HT:PCBM  
based films prepared using CB:CF co-solvents was carried out under different post­
deposition treatment temperatures and the results are shown in Fig.5.10 and F ig.5.11. AFM 
images show different surface roughness; the reference P3HT:PCBM  film has exhibited a 
smooth surface morphology with rms of 1.2nm. Subjecting the P3HT:PCBM  films to the 
heat treatment has resulted in rougher film surface. As an example, an rms of 3.3nm has 
been evaluated for the P3HT:PCBM  film when treated at 140°C. The increase in surface 
roughness is thought to be useful for increasing the contact area between the film and the 
top metal contact, therefore enhancing Jsc [51]. Further increase in the temperature of the 
post-deposionit heat treatment has resulted in clear phase segregation corresponding to a 
rougher surface of P3HT:PCBM, where the brighter regions of the surface represent PCBM  
rich domains [52].
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As it has been mentioned earlier, three different nano-morphologies could exist in 
polymerifullerene blends, small, intermediate and large nano-morphology domains.
PCBM %
P3HT H
and (c) 
intermediate domain size.
The current results suggest that the P3HT:PCBM  films heat-treated at temperatures up to 
140°C have exhibited intermediate domains within the blend. This is thought to enhance the 
interface area and thus result in improved charge generation (larger Jsc) and charge transport 
(larger FF) [55]. Phase analysis of these blends has shown that P3HT:PCBM  films heat- 
treated at a temperature below 140°C have demonstrated less phase separation; the dark 
region in the 2D-FFT images has increased which suggests an improvement in the film 
morphology. On the other hand, increasing the temperature above 140°C has shown a 
decrease in the dark region of the 2D-FFT image. Reducing the phase separation is the key 
factor for improving the dissociation rate of the photo-generated excitons which therefore 
results in higher efficiency [54].
Anode Anode Anode
Fig.5.9: Different domain size for P3HT:PCBM  blends; (a) small, (b)
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Ref 100°C 120°C
Fig.5.10: 2D and 3D AFM images and phase analysis of un-treated P3HT:PCBM  (Ref.) 
active layers and heat-treated one at 100°C and 120°C
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Fig.5.11: 2D and 3D AFM images and phase analysis of P3HT:PCBM  active layers heat-
treated at 140°C,160°C and 180°C
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5.2.3.2 Morphological analysis using SEM
Further details about the P3HT:PCBM-based films’ morphology using different solvents 
have been investigated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) as shown in Fig.5.12 
Generally, the darker regions are attributed to the P3HT domains whereas the lighter 
regions are related to the PCBM domains [29]. The CF-based film has shown clear pinholes 
and bubbles like features while the CB-based film has shown a small aggregation of PCBM  
on the surface. The diffusion of PCBM within the P3HT matrix is varied due to the solvent 
type and different PCBM clusters and aggregates have been observed on the surface o f the 
mono-solvent-based films compared to the better network for both P3HT and PCBM in the 
case o f co-solvents-based films. The latter observation has suggested that the co-solvents 
based films have demonstrated intermediate domains [55]. These aggregations have 
increased in the DCB-based film. On the other hand, using co-solvents have shown the 
ability of creation better interpenetrating networks; this can easily facilitate the charge 
carrier’ transportation within the blend.
Oklobia and Shafia [22] have pointed out that controlling the formation of PCBM  
aggregates within the P3HT:PCBM blends is a key factor in maximising PCEs. Several 
reports have specified that there are no significant variations in the PCBM part upon 
thermal annealing at around 120-140°C [56,57]. It has been proposed that annealing 
temperatures above 150°C could result in a significant phase separation which in particular 
affects the photocurrent generation [22]. It can be stressed here that the use o f co-solvents, 
specifically CB:CF, assists the film drying process and therefore leads to better spatial 
distribution of linked donor and acceptor domains in the order of exciton diffusion length 
which ensures effective charge separation and transport as demonstrated in Fig.5.13 [36].
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Fig.5.12: SEM images of P3HT:PCBM hybrid films prepared by different solvents and
their co-solvents
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Fig.5.13: SEM images of P3HT:PCBM hybrid films heat treated at different temperatures
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After applying heat treatment to the P3HT:PCBM-based films, the morphology o f pure 
P3HT:PCBM films has exhibited smooth surface features with nanoscale morphology. No 
obvious changes were observed in film morphology as a result o f heat-treatment up to 
140°C. P3HT:PCBM-based films heat-treated at 160°C have exhibited spherical-like 
features which were attributed to the formation of PCBM aggregates. Such aggregations 
could form due to phase separation as a result o f heat-treatment at higher temperatures. 
These aggregates are thought to interrupt charge transport and thus resulting in reducing 
device performance [58]. Heat-treatment o f the P3HT:PCBM-based films has resulted in a 
significant density o f spherical-like nano-scale PCBM aggregations. This could reduce the 
interface between P3HT and PCBM and therefore reduce the connected domains. In this 
case, most o f the generated charges will recombine before reaching the electrodes and will 
not contribute to the photocurrent [55].
5.2.4 Electrical conductivity measurements
The electrical conductivity of P3HT:PCBM layers was measured using Interdigitated 
electrode (IDE) as described earlier in chapter 4. Fig.5.14 shows the variation in the 
electrical conductivity as a result o f using different solvents to process P3HT:PCBM active 
layer. It is clear that the conductivity has increased significantly in films produced from co­
solvents in comparison with films produced by mono-solvents. This increase could be 
ascribed to the diffusion of PCBM molecules in the P3HT matrix aided by the second 
solvent as suggested by the XRD and morphological results [48, 49] which is expected to 
result in reducing charge hopping distance between these molecules and thus enhance films' 
conductivity [36]. Furthermore, the enhancement in the conductivity o f the studied active 
layers could also be ascribed to the well-ordered structures and the enhancement in the n-n 
stacking order using co-solvents which result in smaller d-spacing in favour o f increasing 
the films’ conductivity [48].
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Fig.5.14: The electrical conductivity of P3HT:PCBM  active layer as a function of different
solvents
5.2.5 Dark current measurements
The electrical characteristics of the studied devices were measured in the dark using current 
-voltage (I-V) and capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements. The latter can provide useful 
information about the diode parameters of the studied solar cells.
5.2.5.1 Extraction of device series resistance (Rs)
It is well established that series resistance (Rs) has a significant impact on the solar cell 
performance, as it directly affects the FF and consequently PCE of the solar cell [59]. The 
Rs of the OSCs produced using different solvents have been estimated using dark J-V  
characteristics as was described in chapter 2 [60]. The CF-based device has exhibited high 
Rs compared to co-solvents-based devices as shown in Fig.5.15(a). The main reason for this 
high series resistance in the CF-based device is thought to be the clear presence o f pinholes. 
A high series resistance results in low FF and therefore reduced solar cell efficiency; 
improved contact properties between the active layer and the back (Al) electrode will result 
in low series resistance due to the stronger interfacial adhesion [60]. Series resistance is 
also shown to be reduced by the aid of using high boiling point solvents and co-solvents to 
process the active layer. The inset of Fig.5.15(a) shows the variation in the series resistance 
as a function of different solvents. The lowest Rs value was obtained for the DCB:CB and 
CB:CF-processed devices with the values o f 67Q and 54<T, respectively. The film 
thickness, on the other hand, can play a significant role in determining the series resistance 
[61].
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Fig.5.15: Series resistance as a function of, (a) different solvents, (b) different active layer 
thickness, (c) different fullerenes and (d) different post-annealing temperatures
The P3HT:PCBM solar cells with different active layer thickness have revealed a decrease 
in Rs with decreasing the active layer thickness as demonstrated in Fig.5.15(b). The highest 
Rs has been found for the thicker film of 266nm, while the optimum thickness o f 95 nm is 
associated with the lowest Rs. This could be attributed to the carrier diffusion length which 
will be affected by thicker layer leading to increased possibility o f recombination and 
therefore higher Rs [60]. Further increase in Rs was observed on decreasing active layer 
thickness below 95nm. The Rs has also been shown to vary using different fullerene types; 
Rs was found to exhibit a decrease in its value from the value o f  93£2 for P3HT:PC6oBM- 
based device to 25f2 for the P3HT:PC6iBM-based device as presented in Fig.5.15 (c). 
Studies have also shown that the formation of metal-polymer bonds (C -A l or C -O -A l 
bonds) [62,63] as well as A1 diffusion could also contribute to the decrease in contact 
resistance due to thermal annealing. Rs has decreased from ~30Q  in the reference device to 
~22f2 for devices heat-treated at 120°C and to 24Q. for devices heat-treated at 140°C as
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illustrated in Fig.5.15(d). Further heat-treatment up to 180°C has resulted in a significant 
increase in Rs to about 64Q. The observed improvement in Rs values as described above 
may be attributed to lower interfacial barriers.
5.2.5.2 Evaluation of charge carriers' mobility
In the P3HT:PCBM  solar cell, both charge carriers are transported through the percolation 
pathways; the holes are travelled through the P3HT and the electrons through the PCBM 
components of the hybrid networks [64]. Shen and co-authors [60] have stated that the 
transport properties of these charge carriers are limited by their own mobility. The total 
current is therefore limited by the material with the lower mobility, which is P3HT in this 
case. Generally speaking, charge carrier mobility in the organic polymers is very low, 
which mainly related to structural disorder [60]. In 7i-conjugated polymers, electrical 
conduction occurs mainly by the process of charge hopping between localised states [65]. 
However, the interaction between P3HT and PCBM molecules could occur. The electrons 
and holes recombination is very likely to happen during the two separated transport 
processes [60]. The charge carrier mobility was determined using SCLC theory as 
represented by the J-V characteristics of the PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:PCBM /Al device plotted 
on a double log scale and shown in F ig .5 .16. Generally, all the curves have demonstrated a 
power law dependence of the form JaV m where m is the gradient of the linear regions of the 
logJ-logV curves over different applied voltage regions. Once the carriers are injected from 
the metal to the active layer, their transport through the active layer toward the opposite 
electrode is determined by the conduction properties of the active layer. The transport 
properties in a BHJ is mainly described by Ohm ’s law at low applied voltages due to 
thermally excited carriers hopping from one isolated state to the next. SCLC on the other 
hand is due to injected charge carriers into the active layer from the contacts [66 ]; such 
contacts are referred to as ohmic contacts. W ith an ohmic contact, the J-V  characteristics 
often exhibit an ohmic behaviour at low applied voltages up to a certain value since the 
field due to the injected carriers is negligible compared to that due to the applied voltage. 
This is manifested by the linear relation with the slope of ~1 displayed on the double log 
plot.
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To calculate the charge carriers’ mobility, SCLC theory has been applied to the measured I- 
V characteristics obtained in this work. F ig.5.17 shows the charge carriers' mobility as a 
function of different treatment. F ig.5.16 (a) shows the dark J-V characteristics in a double 
log scale for the P3HT:PCBM -based devices prepared by different solvents and their co­
solvents. Different regions of different slopes have been identified in the measured logJ- 
logV characteristics. Detailed analysis of charge transport as inferred from these regions 
has resulted in the estimation of charge carrier mobility for the BHJ devices produced using 
different solvents.
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Devices produced using co-solvents such as DCB:CB and CB:CF have resulted in higher 
charge carriers' mobility compared to the CF-based device as shown in Fig.5.17(a). This 
could be attributed to the improved interpenetrating networks of the D/A within the blend, 
which is believed to facilitate the charge carriers’ pathways through preferential direction. 
Furthermore, the well-ordered n-n  stacking in the P3HT:PCBM blend as well as improved 
electrical conductivity are in among several reasons behind this increase in the charge 
carriers' mobility [67]. Changing the active layer thickness is thought to play a key role in 
determining the charge carriers' mobility as it directly affects the diffusion length and the 
series resistance of the examined devices [60]. Fig.5.16(b) shows the double log J-V plot 
for the P3HT:PCBM -based devices prepared by using different active layer thicknesses. 
The charge carrier mobility was found to increase with decreasing layer thickness (see
S 9 1 1Fig.5.16(b)); the maximum recorded mobility o f 1.37x10’ cm .V’ .s’ was found for a 
device with an active layer thickness of 95nm, with smaller values were estimated for 
thicknesses both above and below 95nm.
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The decreased charge carrier mobility for thicker films was ascribed to increasing bulk 
resistivity of the active layer [68 ], as well as decreasing electric field (at constant applied 
voltage) leading to reduced separation rate of excitons, hence decreasing charge carrier 
mobility [69]. On the other hand, using different fullerenes has shown no significant change 
in the J-V characteristics as shown in Fig.5.16(c). Different fullerenes have resulted in 
different charge carriers' mobility of the P3HT-based devices as shown in Fig.5.17(c). The 
maximum value of mobility of 9.3x10 6 c n rV 'V 1 was attained for the P3HT:PC6iBM- 
based device whereas the other PCBMs have shown lower charge carriers mobilities. 
Furthermore, subjecting the P3HT:PCBM  based device to different post-deposition heat 
treatment has affected their charge carriers' mobility as demonstrated in Fig.5.16(d) and 
Fig.5.17(d). Usually, charge carrier mobility in organic layers is very low, mainly due to 
structural disorder in the films [60]. The charge carrier mobility was found to increase with 
increasing temperature of post-deposition heat treatment. Devices subjected to higher 
treatment temperatures above 140°C have exhibited lower mobility. This could be ascribed 
to a significant change in the film morphology correlated with the increase in phase 
separation that results in disturbing the percolation pathways and therefore decreasing the 
charge carrier mobility. This decrease in mobility might be ascribed to the change in 
fullerene distribution within the blend which may lead to reduced exciton dissociation 
specifically above 140°C, which can compromise the OSC performance [70].
5.2.5.3 M etal-semiconductor interface properties
In general, two basic charge transport processes control the J-V characteristics of OSCs; the 
charge carrier’s injection in the BHJ layer by the electrodes and charge transport in the BHJ 
layer [21]. Carriers injected by the metal electrode into the HOMO and LUM O levels of the 
polymer have to overcome or tunnel through the barrier of the Schottky junctions formed at 
the metal-organic interface [60]. Small barriers are formed at the PEDOT:PSS/P3HT 
interface and the PCBM/A1 interfaces [60]. Therefore, the estimation of Schottky barrier 
height is needed in order to evaluate the difference between the differently produced 
devices. Fig.5.18(a) shows the plots of LnJ versus the applied voltage for P3H T:PC B M - 
based devices using different solvents.
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The ideality factor and Schottky barrier heights have been calculated from these curves as 
described in chapter 2 (equ. 2.13 and 2.14) and the results are shown in Fig.5.18(b). Using 
different solvents has resulted in different dark J-V characteristics with different 
rectification; the CF-based device has revealed almost symmetric behaviour, which 
suggests that the device has exhibited the lowest rectification behaviour compared to the 
other devices. The ideality factor for the CF-based device is found to be 5.9 which suggests 
high recombination rate in such device. This high value might be attributed to the 
morphological disorder o f the CF-based device which shows clear pinholes and interrupted 
networks [55]. Using high boiling point solvents has resulted in a decreased recombination 
rate as demonstrated by the decreasing ideality factor to reach 2.3 and 2.2 in DCB and CB- 
based devices, respectively. Moreover, the use o f co-solvents has shown a further 
improvement in device quality, again as shown by the lower ideality factor values.
Devices processed by DCB:CF, DCB:CB and CB:CF have demonstrated ideality factors 
with the values of 2.2, 2 and 2, respectively. This enhancement has been attributed to the 
improved distribution of PCBM within P3HT matrix and thus improved films' morphology 
which facilitate the charge carriers' transportation by creating percolation pathways for both 
charges and hence a decrease in the recombination rate [55]. On the other hand, cj)B has 
demonstrated different values based on the used solvents. CF-based device has shown the 
lowest (j)B with the value o f 0.7eV, whereas the DCB and CB-based devices have shown 
<J)B of 0.72eV and 0.75eV, respectively. The increase in c|)B has been ascribed to the 
morphological enhancement which has a significant impact on the interface properties of 
the BHJ layers. Moreover, the use o f co-solvents to prepare the P3HT:PCBM active layers 
has noticeably increased (J)B to reach 0.85eV in CB:CF-based device. Further improvement 
in the interface properties has been achieved using different fullerene derivatives which 
have resulted in different energy level alignments. This is so because different PCBM  
derivatives have different HOMO and LUMO positions (see Fig.5.19), which therefore 
results in different dark J-V characteristics. Fig.5.20(a) shows the LnJ versus applied 
voltage for P3HT:PCBM-based devices prepared using different fullerene derivatives.
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PC6oBM-based device has exhibited the lowest (Jdb with the value of 0.84eV, whereas 
PC61BM device, has shown the highest c))B value of 0.9eV. This increase in 4>B is correlated 
with a decrease in the ideality factor from 2.39 in the PCeoBM-based device to 1.68 in the 
PC6iBM-based device. Such a decrease in the ideality factor indicates a lower 
recombination rate; results are demonstrated in Fig.5.20(b).
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At the P C B M / A 1 interface, no barrier is created due to the position of P C B M  LUMO level 
with respect to the A1 work function [60]. P C 7 0 B M  and P C 6o B M  have demonstrated the 
lowest (J)B compared to PC61BM; the higher (f)B results in smaller reverse saturation current 
density (J0), therefore, higher open circuit voltage could be resulted from high barrier 
device as represented by the following equation [71]:
Additionally, (j)B was estimated using M ott-Schottky analysis of the device C-V 
characteristics as shown in Fig.5.20(c); the extrapolation of the linear part of the plot of
built-in potential (Vbi) [72]. The barrier height values estimated from the C-V 
measurements have shown good agreement with (})B values extracted from the J-V 
measurements (see Fig.5.20(b)). The small variation in the built-in potential values 
estimated from the two measurements could be attributed to the excess capacitance and 
inhomogeneity of barrier heights [73]. On the other hand, Vbi has demonstrated different 
values due to different fullerene types. The highest V^ has been observed for the PC61BM 
based device with a value of 0.64V whereas PC6oBM-based device has demonstrated 0.57V 
as shown in Fig.5.20(d). It has been reported that the fullerene molecular energy levels play 
a significant role in determining Voc and V^ in OSCs as it depends on the energy level 
alignments as described earlier [74]. Because of the constant amount of P3HT in the four 
blends and different fullerene energy levels, hence the cathode interfaces is different; this 
may be the main reason for having different V^, cJ)B as well as Voc [17]. Another important 
parameter is the Fermi level position (EB) within the band gap; this param eter was 
estimated from the C-V measurements and its values presented in Fig.5.20 (d). No 
significant change in the Ep position has been observed as a result of changing the fullerene 
type used as the acceptor. The P3HT:PCBM based devices have been subjected to different 
post-deposition heat treatment; the results of the dark J-V characteristics in the form of LnJ- 
V are shown in Fig.5.21(a), and obtained values of n and (f)B are presented in Fig.5 .2 1(b). 
(f)B has demonstrated an increase with increased heat treatment temperature up to 140°C 
and then started to decrease as a result of further heat treatment at higher temperatures 
which might be due to induced phase separation.
(5.1)
j
1/C versus applied voltage intersects with the voltage axis giving an estimated value of the
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It can be assumed that the surface of the blend is made up of P3HT as well as PCBM  
domains; therefore, the nature of the metal (A1 in this case)/semiconductor interface varies 
due to different energy level alignment across the surface. F ig .5 .1 shows an illustration and 
thus estimations of the energy levels of both contacts occurring on the surface (P3HT/A1 
and PCBM/A1), where the two domains could exhibit different types of barriers. In the case 
of A1/P3HT contact (see Fig.5.1(b)) and since ( | ) s > 4 ) m  ( ^ s  and a r e  t h e  semiconductor 
and metal work functions respectively), A1/P3HT contact will effectively act as a hole 
blocking contact, whereas Al/PCBM contact (see Fig.5.1(c)) is expected to exhibit a lower
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potential barrier (where (t>s<ct)M) and electrons are thus injected from the LUM O of PCBM 
to the electrode (Al) [21]. Potscavage and co-authors [75] have reported the relation 
between Voc and J0 at different temperatures for heterojunction devices. They have found 
that the reverse saturation current density (J0) could be thermally activated and the 
activation energy (barrier height) is related to the HOMO and LUM O positions. 
Furthermore, a hole only test device (ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT/Al) was produced to help 
estimate the barrier height and other parameters on heat-treatment at 140°C.
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Fig.5.21: (a) Ln(J) versus applied voltage for the P3HT:PCBM -based devices prepared with 
different post-deposition annealing temperatures under dark condition, (b) The barrier 
height and the ideality factor versus different post-annealing temperatures (c) Mott- 
Schottky plot (1/C2 versus Voltage) for P3HT:PCBM -based devices prepared using 
different post-deposition annealing temperatures and (d) the built-in potential and the Fermi 
level position versus different post-deposition annealing temperatures
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The barrier height for the latter device was found to be in a good agreement with the 
estimated barrier height for the P3HT:PCBM -based device treated at 140°C; the inset of 
Fig.5.21(a) shows the ln(J) versus V for the P3HT-based device. A combined bulk- and 
electrode-limited conduction has been observed in OSCs devices when A1 contact was used 
as an electrode [15]. Moreover, the variation in the barrier height with post-deposition heat 
treatment at different temperatures could be ascribed to recombination [76]. The ideality 
factor was found to decrease as a result of heat-treatment up to 140°C reaching 1.62, which 
implies a lower recombination rate within the device treated at 140°C. On the other side of 
the device, PEDOT:PSS layer plays an important role in controlling the flow of holes to the 
ITO electrode. Fig.5 .21(c) shows a plot of the M ott-Schottky analysis of C-V 
measurements carried out for the devices treated under different post-deposition annealing 
temperatures; the results are shown in in Fig.5.2 1(d). Vbi has exhibited different values with 
the highest value of 0.63V for P3HT:PCBM -based device treated at 140°C. (f)B on the other 
hand, has shown similar trend whereas Ep has shown no significant change with reference 
to the LUMO level of P-type material. A good correlation in the results from the J-V and C- 
V measurements has been observed. Furthermore, the reference (P3HT-based) device has 
shown (J)B of 0.86eV, Vbi of 0.63V and similar Ep position.
5.2.6 Solar cell performance:
P3HT:PCBM -based organic solar cells subjected to different treatments have been 
investigated under illumination. Firstly, the use of different solvents and their co-solvents 
to control the active layer morphology and structure has resulted in different solar cell 
performances as shown in Fig.5.22(a). The CF-based device has exhibited the poorest 
performance with PCE=0.83%, FF=31% and Jsc=4.4mA.cm ‘2 correlating with low carriers 
mobility, low electrical conductivity as well as high series resistance. The highest 
performance was observed for OSCs processed using the co-solvents CF:CB-based device 
with PCE=2.73%, FF=53% and Jsc=8.3mA.cm 2 associated with improved charge carriers’ 
mobility and higher electrical conductivity as well as lower series resistance. Table 5.1 
summarised the PV parameters for P3HT:PCBM -based devices prepared using different 
solvents and their co-solvents. The clear increase in the FF has been attributed to the 
enhancement of the device resistance, both series and shunt resistances.
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The creation of a shunt path has enhanced the shunt resistance and decreased the device 
leakage current [52], The enhancement in the blend morphology and the reduced 
recombination rate using co-solvents compared to CF-based device with clear pinholes are 
the main reasons for enhancing the FF [77]. The use of co-solvents to process the OSCs has 
also resulted in an increase in the measured current of these devices; the increase in Jsc has 
been ascribed to the increase in the charge carriers’ mobility and the electrical conductivity 
due to the improved layer structure and the good interpenetrating network [30]. V0c, on the 
other hand, has remained unchanged for the produced devices; Voc is m ain ly  determined 
by the difference between the HOMO of the donor and the LUMO of the acceptor [52]. The 
obvious increase in Jsc has resulted in improved PCE by more than 3 times for devices 
produced in co-solvents. In order to examine the PV performance as a function of different 
active layer thickness, another set of devices have been prepared using the CB:CF-based 
device as a reference device, and the results are presented in Fig.5.22(b). As the solar cells 
performance is mainly characterised by their short-circuit current density (Jsc), fill factor 
(FF) and the open circuit voltage (Voc), a higher PCE is therefore ascribed to higher values 
of these parameters [78].
Table 5.1: The J-V characteristics for the P3HT:PCBM  based devices under illumination
Solvents Voc(V) Jsc (mA.cm'“) FF (%) PCE (%)
CF-Based device 0.62 4.4 31 0.83
CB-Based device 0.62 5 49 1.52
DCB-Based device 0.62 5.6 50 1.72
DCB:CF-Based device 0.62 6.6 52 2.12
DCB:CB-Based device 0.62 7.4 53 2.44
CB:CF-Based device 0.62 8.3 53 2.73
Improved OSC performance could only take place once the photo-generated carriers are 
extracted with lower recombination loss; hence the fill factor of the solar cell is lim ited by 
the carriers’ diffusion length (L<i) according to the following relation [51]:
Ld =  Ft E (5.2)
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where x is the carrier recombination lifetime and E is the electrical field. Therefore, to 
prevent charge recombination Ld must be higher than the active layer thickness; higher 
mobility or thinner active layer is very important for charge carrier extraction. PCE and 
other performance parameters were found to increase with decreasing the active layer 
thickness until reaching an optimum thickness of 95nm; this thickness was shown to exhibit 
a PCE of 3.84% with Jsc 12.6mA.cm ' 2 and FF 50% as summarised in Table 5.2. The V0c, on 
the other hand, was found to be constant within the range 0.6-0.62V. Devices with active 
layer thickness larger than 95nm have demonstrated a deteriorated performance compared 
to those with the optimum film thickness. In general, PCE of organic solar cells are limited 
by two factors; low carrier mobility and short exciton diffusion lengths [68 ]. The current 
density was found to decrease when the photoactive layer thickness increased. The increase 
in the series resistance could be the main reason for the decreased FF in thicker films based 
devices as well as the devices with the active layer thickness below 95nm [16]. Further 
enhancement in the solar cell performance was carried out using different fullerene 
derivatives as shown in Fig.5.22(c). It has been shown that different PCBM  types with 
different HOMO and LUMO positions have a significant impact on the organic solar cells 
properties such as Voc [19]. P3HT:PC6iBM-based device has exhibited the highest device 
performance as shown in Table 5.3 with PCE reaching 4.2% corresponding to FF of 62%, 
Voc of 0.65V and Jsc of 10.4mA.cm'2. On the other hand P3HT:PC6oBM-based device has 
shown lowest performance with PCE of 2.6%, FF of 52%, Voc of 0.61V and Jsc of 
8.2mA.cm'2. Moreover, P3HT:PC7oBM-based device has shown PCE of 3%, FF of 52%, 
Voc of 0.62V and Jsc of 9.3mA.cm ' 2 and P 3HT:PC7iBM based device has shown PCE of 
3.9%, FF of 58%, Voc of 0.64V and Jsc of 10.4mA.cm'2. It could be pointed out that Voc has 
exhibited different values depending on the used fullerene type, all of which are of 
sufficiently high values. It has been reported that high Voc could be ascribed to sufficiently 
low leakage current density in the solar cell devices [71,79]. FF of the studied devices has 
also exhibited higher values in P3HT:PC6iBM compared to other devices, which could be 
attributed to the low series resistance (Rs) [80]. The increase in Jsc could be related to the 
higher charge carrier mobility as well as the lower recombination rate leading to high FF. 
Furthermore, higher Voc could also contribute in increasing the overall power conversion 
efficiency.
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Fig.5.22: J-V characteristics for P3HT:PCBM -based devices under AM 1.5 solar simulator 
source of lOOmW.cm' : (a) Using different solvents, (b) using different active layer 
thickness, (c) using different fullerene derivatives and (d) using different post-annealing
heat treatment
Controlling the device parameters is essential to obtain good device performance. Further 
improvement in the device characteristics and efficiency is required. The next section will 
cover the post-deposition heat treatment for the devices based on the optimum solvents; 
optimum active layer thickness and optimum fullerene derivatives all combined in one 
device and treated with different post- deposition heat treatment temperatures. Fig.5.22(d) 
shows the J-V characteristics of P3HT:PCBM  devices subjected to different post­
deposition heat treatment under illumination and the calculated parameters are summarised 
in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.2: Performance parameters of the P3HT:PCBM -based devices produced with
different active layer thickness
Active layer thickness (nm) Voc (V) Jsc (mA.cnrf2) FF % PCE %
266 0.61 6.27 44 1.68
254 0.62 7.53 49 2.30
233 0.62 8.1 48 2.40
215 0.62 9.1 47 2.64
182 0.63 10 47 2.98
169 0.62 10.6 47 3.10
137 0.62 11 48 3.24
111 0.61 11.5 48 3.36
95 0.61 12.6 50 3.84
80 0.61 9.4 44 2.53
65 0.62 8.1 44 2.20
Table 5. 3: Solar cell parameters for P3HT:PCBM -based devices with different fullerene
derivatives
Devices based on fullerene Voc(V) Jsc (mA.cmf2) FF % PCE %
PC6oBM-Based device 0.61 8.2 52 2.6
PC6iBM-Based device 0.65 10.4 62 4.2
PC7oBM-Based device 0.62 9.3 52 3
PC7iBM-Based device 0.64 10.4 58 3.9
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The best PV performance was demonstrated by P3HT:PCBM  device heat-treated at 140°C 
with PCE=5.5%, Jsc=12.9mA.cm‘2, FF=65.6% and VOC=0.65V, whereas the reference 
P3HT:PCBM  device has exhibited PCE=4.3%, Jsc=10.86mA.cm~2, FF=62.8% and 
VOC=0.63V. Upon heat treatment at higher temperatures up to 180°C, the PCE has degraded 
to reach 3.6% with Jsc=9.74mA.crrf2, FF=57.8% and VOC=0.62V. The improvement in Jsc in 
devices subjected to heat-treatment at 140 °C could be ascribed to the enhancement in the 
film morphology which facilitates more charge carrier percolation pathways and hence 
increased Jsc [55, 70]. Due to the nano-morphology and the difference between electron and 
hole mobilities, BHJ organic solar cells generally exhibit lower FF than the inorganic solar 
cells. Additionally, the interface between the active layer and metal contact plays a 
significant role in defining the FF value of the OSCs [81]. FF has improved from 62.8% to 
65.5% when devices were subjected to heat-treatment at temperatures up to 140°C; this 
treatment has also been shown to reduce Rs. The latter is one of several reasons leading to 
improvement in FF as well as the control of P3HT:PCBM blends morphology which is 
essential to restrain recombination [59].
Table 5. 4 P3HT:PCBM organic solar cell parameters as a function of different post­
deposition treatment temperature.
Devices based on temp. Voc (V) Jsc (mA.cm'2) FF (%) PCE(%)
P3HT:PCBM  (Ref.) 0.63 10.86 62.8 4.3
P3HT:PCBM (100°C) 0.64 12.56 62.2 5
P3HT:PCBM  (120°C) 0.64 12.8 62.8 5.15
P3HT:PCBM (140°C) 0.65 12.9 65.6 5.5
P3HT:PCBM (160°C) 0.64 11.23 62.6 4.5
P3HT:PCBM (180°C) 0.64 9.74 57.8 3.6
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5.2.7 OSCs Stability
OSCs’ long-term stability is one of the main objectives of the current research programme 
as well as other researchers worldwide. Device stability study in the current work has been 
carried out to understand the device performance over extended periods of time; Fig.5.23 
shows the stability of the P3HT:PCBM -based devices after optimisation of the active layer 
thickness for a period of 41 days. The device PCE has shown a decrease of about 71% from
3.84% to 1.12% after this period, while, FF has reduced in about 40% from 50% to 30%.
2 2Moreover, Jsc has shown a decrease of about 50% from 12.6mA.cm' to 6.24mA.cm' , 
while Voc has exhibited no significant change in the value of 0.605±0.05V. It could be 
argued that controlling the active layer thickness is crucial to achieve high device 
characteristics with good stability. However, 41 days test period is not sufficient to prove 
the required stability for such devices. Degradation of the studied OSCs mainly happens 
due to the decrease in Jsc and FF. The decrease in the FF is correlated with the increase in 
the Rs while the decrease in Jsc is attributed to the change in the blend m orphology over the 
prolonged test period, which is thought to impact on the optical properties of the blend [83]. 
OSC devices that have been optimised through post annealing treatment have demonstrated 
better stability over a longer period of time as shown in Fig.5.24.
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Fig.5.23: Stability of the P3HT:PCBM -based device after optimisation of the active layer
thickness
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Fig.5.24: Stability of the P3HT:PCBM -based device optimised in post deposition heat
treatment
Although the degradation of the PCE is about 38% by decreasing from 5.5% to 3.42% after 
55 days, which is close to the level of the degradation of devices optimised in thickness but 
over longer testing time. This therefore shows that the post deposition heat treatment has 
enhanced the duration of device stability and also the resistance of the devices as the FF has 
exhibited a decrease of about 8% from 66% to 61% over the 55 days of testing. This 
improvement has been attributed to the enhancement in the device series resistance (Rs) as 
well as the interface properties after post annealing treatment. Voroshazi and co-authors 
[83] have shown that the FF can be altered by engineering the interface properties of the
cathode/organic interfaces. Moreover, Voc has remained almost with no significant change
2 2and the Jsc has shown a decrease in about 32% from 12.9mA.cm “ to 8 .81mA.cm" .
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5.3 Summary
Different strategies were carried out in order to improve the performance o f P3HT:PCBM- 
based solar cells; these are employing different solvents and their co-solvents, preparing 
different active layer thickness, selecting the optimum PCBM among different PCBM's 
derivatives and finally post-annealing treatments for the optimum combined devices. 
Firstly, the morphology and crystallinity of polymer blends have presented significant 
improvement as a result of using mixed solvents. OSCs devices produced in co-solvents 
CB:CF has demonstrated a noticeable increase in its performance with improved PCE from 
0.83% in the CF-based device to 2.73% in CB:CF-based device. Using the optimum 
solvent (CB:CF), P3HT:PCBM solar cells were fabricated with a different active layer 
thickness in the range 65-266nm. The main aim of this part o f the study is to study the 
thickness dependence o f the charge carriers' mobility using SCLC theory; the mobility was 
found to decrease with increasing film thickness. The PV performance was evaluated for 
these devices as a function of active layer thickness and the maximum PCE of 3.84% was 
recorded for the device with 95nm active layer thickness. In addition, OSCs based on P3HT 
blended with different fullerene have been investigated using the optimum solvents 
(CF:CB) and the optimum active layer thickness (95nm). The main purpose was to improve 
the open circuit voltage by using different HOMO and LUMO level for different PCBM  
derivatives. Optimum device performance was associated with PC6 1 BM as the acceptor 
material with higher LUMO energy level which has resulted in improving open circuit 
voltage. PCE of 4.2% and fill factor o f 62% have been obtained for such blends with Jsc and 
Voc of 10-4 mA.cm' and 0.65V, respectively. Finally, the effect o f post deposition 
annealing (at different temperatures in the range 100-180°C) on the charge transport as well 
as PV properties of P3HT:PCBM bulk heterojunction (BHJ) thin films was investigated 
using the above mentioned parameters. The heat-treatment has shown to result in 
significant impact on the morphology of the BHJ films. Samples heat-treated at 140°C have 
exhibited significantly improved PV performance with PCE reaching 5.5%, and FF 
approaching 66%. Furthermore, the device has shown a good stability for about 55 days 
with a decrease in PCE in about 35%, FF in about 8% and Jsc in about 32% while Voc has 
remained almost unchanged.
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Chapter 6: Improved OSC performance with modified
electrodes
6.1 Introduction
As it has been mentioned earlier, highly efficient OSCs could be achieved by controlling 
the active layer morphology [1-3]. This property has revealed an efficient dependency on 
the orientation of the organic molecules and chains within the blend, which directly impacts 
on the charge carriers' mobility [4]. On the other hand, the interface properties o f the 
organic solar cells could play an important role in determining the final destination of the 
generated carriers [5]. The type o f the junction at the metal-semiconductor (organic) 
contact as well as the energy level offset between the donor and the acceptor are other 
essential parameters, which strongly influence the final efficiency o f the solar cell. An 
intensive research has been carried out both in the current work and elsewhere to 
investigate P3HT:PCBM as an organic system for OSC applications by applying different 
layer treatments including, employing different solvents to process the active layer [6 , 7], 
investigating different active layer thicknesses [8 ], using different fullerene derivatives [9] 
and by subjecting the films to different post deposition heat treatment to the complete solar 
cell device [10]. The nature o f contacts on both sides o f the active layer is considered as an 
essential feature to determine the device performance [11]. In the current chapter, all the 
different layer treatments to optimise the OSC performance are combined in a single device 
as well as employing a soluble Alq3 as an electron transport layer (ETL) [12] whereas 
PEDOT:PSS spun layers doped with different metal salts are employed as a hole 
transporting layer [11]. Power conversion efficiency is considered as the main performance 
OSCs parameter, which inherently depends on several parameters including light 
harvesting properties o f the active layer, generation rate o f excitons, excitons diffusion and 
separation, and charge transportation and collection by the cell electrodes [13]. However, 
the modification of both contacts has been demonstrated to play significant role in the 
enhancing of charge collection (electrons and holes), which largely impacts on device 
efficiency [14].
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Organic metal complexes have been established as electron transporting layers (ETL) in 
organic light emitting diodes (OLED) and as buffer layers in OSCs [15]. Among these 
complexes, tris-(8 -hydroxyquinoline)Aluminium (Alq3) is considered as one of the most 
commonly used complexes in OFETs, OLEDs and OPVs due to its remarkable 
characteristics such as the low lying highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) level and 
good thermal stability [16]. Alq3 has high internal quantum yield and stable electrical 
conductivity and it is considered to be an excellent electron transporting as well as green 
light emitting material in OLEDs [17]. Usually, Alq3 has been prepared by vacuum thermal 
deposition and it has been successfully applied as a thin buffer layer between the organic 
active layer and the metal electrode [16].
In the current work Alq3 has been prepared by spin coating method, which is expected to 
lead to a significant improvement in OSCs performance. Furthermore, contrary to inorganic 
ETL such as ZnO, the use of Alq3 layer does not require high temperature treatment o f the 
fully produced OSC devices. On the other hand, the energy level offset between donor and 
acceptor in BHJs, as well as the device electrodes are critical factors in determining the 
overall voltage of the BHJs. Therefore, it is essential to form ohmic contacts at the 
electrodes for effective charge extraction, which could be quite challenging for 
organic/metal interfaces [18]. On the other hand, PEDOT:PSS dispersed in water can easily 
form a transparent film with high conductivity by spin coating, thus producing a low sheet 
resistance film [19]. The optimised combination of conductivity and surface morphology is 
essential for numerous applications of PEDOT:PSS thin films; these could be influenced by 
a variety o f factors during the drying process including the fraction of solid content, particle 
size, proportion of PSS and the solution viscosity which could lead to different 
morphological and electrical properties [20]. Up to date, several treatments have been 
carried out to modify the properties of the PEDOT:PSS layer, such as using different 
organic solvents. Among those solvents are ethanol, dimethylsulfoxide, acetonitrile, and 
tetra-hydrofuran which have resulted in a considerable improvement o f PEDOTrPSS layer 
conductivity [21]. A significant reduce in the sheet resistance o f PEDOT:PSS thin film  
from 7 MQ/n to 40 kQ/n has been observed as a result using hexafluoroacetone (HFA) as 
solvent [2 2 ].
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In the present study, the effect of metal salts, both in powder form and as aqueous solutions 
on the PEDOT:PSS film s’ properties such as conductivity, transmittance and morphology 
were investigated. The modified PEDOT:PSS layers were adopted as anode buffer layer to 
study their effects on P3HT:PCBM  OSCs performance and thus on device PCE. Afterward, 
the use of the Alq3 as well as the PEDOT:PSS doped with the best metal salts were 
combined in a fully modified (complete) device as shown in Fig.6.1
Alq3
- -3.0-3.0-
LUMO (P3HT)
--3.5-3.5-
LUMO (PCBM) - -4.0-4.0 - E le c tr o n
--4.5
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HOMO (P3HT)
--5.5
HOMO (PCBM) -  -6.0-6 .0 -
-6.5-
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p o s itio n  (nm )
Fig.6.1: the energy level alignments of the complete device structure
6.2 Results and discussion
6.2.1 Electrical conductivity measurement
Fig.6 .2 illustrates the variation in the electrical conductivity of the PEDOTrPSS layer as a 
result of treatment with different metal chlorides (see Fig.6 .2(a)), as well as the effect of 
concentration of the chloride aqueous solutions (see Fig.6.2(b)). A maximum conductivity 
of 0.41 S.cm"1 was obtained for the LiCl treated film when the metal salt was added in 
powder form while a conductivity of 0.43 S.cm ' 1 was obtained for the same salt in aqueous 
solution form (see Fig.6 .2(a)). Further treatment was carried out to examine the effect of 
CdCF and LiCl concentrations on PEDOT:PSS conductivity. Fig.6 .2 (b) shows the increase 
in film s’ conductivity with increased concentration o f the aqueous solution added to the 
PEDOT:PSS. The LiCl treated film with the concentration of lOmg.ml' 1 shows the highest 
conductivity of 0.485 S.cm ' 1 while the CdCh treated with the concentration of lOmg.ml' 1 
films exhibited slightly lower conductivity of 0.48 S .c m 1.
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Fig.6 .2: (a) The conductivity of PEDOT:PSS variation with different metal salts treatment 
and (b) dependence of conductivity on LiCl and CdC2 solution concentration
It has been shown that doping the PEDOT:PSS layer with different metal salts has the 
ability to change the PEDOT:PSS structure by binding the metal ions to the PSS anions of 
PEDOT:PSS layer, which therefore results in noticeable increase in the electrical 
conductivity of the PEDOT:PSS layer [23]. This mechanism is illustrated in the schematic 
diagram given in Fig.6 .3. This could be further understood as the result of dissociation of 
the metal salts where the higher dissociation contributes higher ions concentration which 
significantly reduces the columbic attraction between the PEDOT and PSS chains, thus 
more loss of PSS chains from the PEDOT:PSS film via the salt treatment [24]. It has been 
established that conduction in PEDPOT:PSS films is due to charge transport across the 
PEDOT chains via hopping, and that it remains unchanged after the addition of the metal 
salt impurities [23].
Metal ions ( N a \C u M', 
L L a n d C d ” )
NaCI. C uClj, CdCL and LiCl treatment
PEDOT PEDOT PSSPSS
Fig.6 .3: M odifying the PEDOT:PSS with different metal salts treatment and the 
dissociation of the metal ions and the Cl" within the PEDOT:PSS
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6.2.2 Surface morphology
The morphology of the hole and electron transport layers were investigated using SEM and 
AFM techniques. Fig.6.4 shows the SEM images o f the PEDOT:PSS films treated with 
different metal salts in aqueous solution forms. The doped films have exhibited rough 
morphologies compared to the pure PEDOT:PSS film which were attributed to the persence 
of the metal salts as demonstrated by the white spots on the films' surface. In order to 
investegate the effect o f higher concentrations o f metal salts impurities on the surface 
morphology of PEDOT:PSS layer, aqueous solutions with higher concentrations o f LiCl (1, 
5 and lOmg.ml'1) were examined as shown in Fig.6.5. Phase seperation between the 
conductive site (PEDOT) and the insulating site (PSS) might be occurred within the 
PEDOT:PSS layer which results in seperating both domains thus leading to a change in the 
PEDOT:PSS morphology [23]. The films have exhibited rougher surface with increased 
LiCl solution concentrations. The surface morphology of PEDOT:PSS layer was further 
studied using AFM imaging and to further confirm the phase separation between the 
PEDOT and the PSS regions using phase analysis, as shown in Fig.6.6. The pure 
PEDOT:PSS film has exhibited smooth surface with rms of 1.25nm while rougher surface 
morphologies (rms of 3.38nm) were clearly evident in the LiCl (lOmg.ml"1 aqueous 
solution) doped PEDOT:PSS.
Generally speaking the brighter regions observed in the AFM images could be associated 
with the PEDOT whereas the darker regions are related to the less conductive PSS regions
[25]. This increase in the surface roughness may be ascribed to the increase in grain size 
after metal chloride treatment. It has recently been shown that surface roughness and grain 
size o f inorganic CdS layer has increased as a result o f CdCl2  treatment [26]. At the same 
time, the group VII element (Cl) has also acted as a p-type dopant when it produces 
complexes with un-known native defects within the inorganic layer [26]. It can be assumed 
here that C f ions play a similar role when organic layers o f PEDOT:PSS are treated with 
metal chlorides.
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Fig.6.4: SEM images for PEDOT:PSS films treated with different metal salts in aqueous
solution forms
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Fig.6.5: SEM images for PEDOT:PSS films treated with different concentrations of
aqueous LiCl solution
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Fig.6 .6 : AFM images of pure and LiCl aqueous solution treated PEDOT:PSS layers of 
concentrations 1 m g .m l1, 5 mg.ml' 1 and lO m g.m l ' 1 respectively
As it has been shown earlier in Fig.6 .3, the PSS could be removed by the metal ions 
(cations) leaving the Cl (anion) to act as a dopant impurity to improve the PEDOT 
conductivity and change its surface roughness. Therefore, an improvement in the light 
scattering might be ascribed to such surface roughness which is though to improve the light 
harvesting by the active layer as well as decreasing the contact resistance of the interfacial 
layer, hence increasing the short circuit current density (Jsc). To study the phase separation 
between the PEDOT and the PSS as suggested earlier, phase analysis has been carried out.
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Clear phase separation has been observed in the 2D-FFT analysis where the darker region 
has decreased in the PEDOT:PSS film treated by LiCl with different concentrations [27]. 
However, increasing the LiCl concentration has resulted in higher separation. On the other 
hand, the solution based Alq3 layer has resulted a smooth surface with ripples like features 
of rms=1.2nm as shown in Fig.6.7.
400.0 nm ---------------------------------------------------------
Fig.6 .7: AFM image of the Alq3 film with 3D view and cross section
6.2.3 Film s’ optical properties
Fig.6.8  shows the absorption spectrum of the solution processed thin films of Alq3. The 
spectrum has demonstrated a maximum peak in the UV region around 380 nm which is 
attributed to the n-n*  electronic transitions. The Alq3 7t-system is mainly localized in the 
HOMO band and the 7i*-system is mainly localized in the LUMO band [28]. The inset to 
Fig.6.8 shows the band gap (Eg) of 2.83 eV of Alq3 as estimated using Tauc equation, 
which is found in good agreement with the published values [29]. The transmittance spectra 
of metal salts treated PEDOT:PSS films as well as those of films prepared from as pristine 
PEDOT:PSS are illustrated in Fig.6 .9. PEDOT:PSS films doped with metal salts have 
exhibited higher transmittance as compared to pure PEDOT:PSS films. Aqueous solution- 
treated PEDOT:PSS fdms however have demonstrated even higher transmittance than those 
treated with metal salt powders. In both cases, the metal chloride treated PEDOT:PSS 
layers are found to be useful for solar cells specifically for materials employed as a window 
layers.
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The maximum transmittance of pure PEDOT:PSS film was in the range 88-91% within the 
wavelength range (400-650 nm), while transmittance of powder salts treated-PEDOT:PSS 
films has increased up to 93%. Aqueous solution ( lm g .m r1) of metal salts treated 
PEDOT:PSS films have however exhibited further increase in transmittance, reaching 94%. 
The PEDOT;PSS films treated with LiCl and CdCl2 were shown to demonstrate maximum 
transmittance in both cases of treatment, in powder and in aqueous solutions.
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Fig.6 .8 : UV-visible absorption and transmittance spectra of Alq3 films; the inset represents
the Eg determination using Tauc equation.
Moreover, an increase in the aqueouse solution concetration of LiCl and C dC h has led to 
further improvement in the trasmittance of PEDOT:PSS films. These films have 
demonstrated lower transmittance in the NIR region compared to the visible region which 
might be related to the absorption of the PEDOT:PSS layer within this region. Gasiorowski 
and co-authors have argued that PEDOT:PSS layer has a small absorption coefficient in the 
UV and visible regions, while it has higher absorption coefficient in the NIR region o f the 
spectra [30].
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Fig.6.9: Transmittance spectra of PEDOT:PSS films: (a) on treatment with NaCI, C 11CI2, 
CdC h and LiCl in powder forms; (b) on treatment with aqueous solutions of NaCI, C uC ^, 
CdCh and LiCl in DI water with the concentration lm g .m l1; (c) on treatment with aqueous 
solutions of LiCl and CdCh with the concentrations 5m g.m r' and lOm g.m l'1.
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On the other hand, P3HT:PCBM  active layer has exhibited 4 different bands (A, B, C and 
D) as shown in Fig.6 .10; bands A, B and C were attributed to the P3HT absorption spectra, 
while the band D was ascribed to the PCBM molecules, as discussed in more details in 
Chapter 5 [31]. Similar spectra were observed for the complete device (where the 
PEDOT:PSS layer treated with LiCl " lOmg.ml'1" and Alq3 layer were used as hole and 
electron transport layers, respectively) correlated with an increase in the absorption 
intensity over the investigated range and a clear absorption enhancement in the NIR region 
(above 800nm) as well as near the UV region (below 350nm), as shown in Fig.6 .10. The 
absorption enhancement in the NIR region might be attributed to two possibilities; the 
contribution of the absorption of the PEDOT:PSS layer within the complete device [30] 
and/or the light scattering and trapping within the complete device [32].
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:PCBM  
ITO/PEDOT:PSS(doped LiCI)/P3HT:PCBM/Alq3
Near UV-region
-  0.60.6  - (C) (B) (A)
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Fig.6 . 10: UV-visible absorption spectra of the OSC layers under investigation
The roughness of ITO/PEDOT:PSS-LiCl doped surface might results in light scattering, 
therefore it may contribute in longer light propagation pathway within the P3HT:PCBM  
active layer and may result in light trapping. Generally, light trapping occurs due to total 
internal reflection, absorption, and surface plasmon [33]. Increasing the optical path length 
of a device with lOOnm thickness by light trapping assists the light to bounce back and 
forth within the cell about 50 times [34].
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Fig.6.11 shows an illustration of the scattered light from the ITO/PEDOT:PSS-LiCl doped 
rough surface. Basically, light trapping is achieved by altering the angle at which light 
propagates through the solar cell depending on the surface roughness and therefore giving a 
longer optical path distance than the physical active layer thickness. The light scattering 
and trapping within the complete device is thought to assist in increasing the current density 
through enhancing light-harvesting efficiency and thus improving the device efficiency 
[32,35].
A lq3
PED O T :PSS (L iC I)
ITO
h y
Fig.6 . 11: A schematic illustration of the scattered light from the ITO/PEDOT:PSS(LiCl) 
rough surface into the P3HT:PCBM  layer within the OSCs device
Petoukhoff and co-workers [36] have stated that the roughness of the absorber layer assists 
the light scattering. This is thought to contribute in increasing the absorption and therefore 
the current density, which is essential for PV performance improvement. They have also 
demonstrated a total absorption enhancement as large as 12% in organic semiconductor 
layers with diffident metal surfaces. It has also been verified that total absorption might be 
further improved by minimising reflection losses when the polymer/fullerene active layer 
incorporated into a complete device which incorporates charge transport layers on both 
sides of the device as well as an anti-reflection layer [36]. Another possibility of enhancing 
light propagation through the device is through the reflected light from the random ly 
textured organometallic/metal electrode (Alq3/Al) to the P3HT:PCBM  active layer, as 
defined by the Lambertian limit, where the reflected light exhibits prolonged optical path
[37]. Randomising the direction of light may assist the reflected light to be totally internally 
reflected (TIR), where in the present case, the light reaching the Alq3/Al surface at an angle 
higher than the critical angle will be totally reflected towards the active layer, leading to a 
significant improvement in light absorption [37-39].
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6.2.4 Dark I-V characteristics
The dark DC I-V measurements were carried out in order to determine the various 
electronic parameters of the studied OSC devices, including series resistance, charge carrier 
mobility, ideality factor and the barrier height.
Pure
LiCI 10mg
Complete
Applied volatge (V) Applied volatge (V)
Fig.6.12: LnJ versus applied voltage of (a) devices based on different PEDOT:PSS layer 
treated with different metal salts, and (b) devices with and without different modifications
layers (HTL, ETL and complete device)
Modifying the electrodes with either ETL or HTL or both have resulted in decreasing the 
series resistance in comparison to the reference device as demonstrated in Table 6.1. As an 
example, using Alq3 as ETL layer has reduced the Rs by about 7%, whereas the doping of 
PDOT:PSS layer with different metal salts has resulted in decreasing the R s by about 14- 
15%. On the other hand, using different concentrations of the LiCI salt has shown no 
significant change in the Rs with an average value o f 4 7 0 . The improvement in Rs could be 
a key factor among others towards achieving efficient electrode properties and therefore 
better device performance [11]. To study the properties of the organic/metal interface o f the 
studied device, dark J-V characteristics were employed to determine the barrier height (<J)b )  
as well as the ideality factor (n) of the OSCs studied here [43]. Using the data shown in 
Fig.6 . 12 to extract the ideality factor and the barrier height, the reference device has shown 
an ideality factor of 2.21, which has decreased by using Alq3 as an ETL to 2.09; this 
decrease in device ideality factor is assigned to a lower recombination rate within the 
device. However the lower recombination rate may be ascribed to effective charge
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collection from the selective electrodes by employing efficient hole and electron transport 
layers [11, 12], the latter is thought to contribute in the higher FF of the examined devices
[44]. It is well known that the solar cell FF represents the efficiency of charge collection 
before they recombine inside the active layer of the cell, which in turn depends on the 
charge carrier's mobility, the built in potential and the charge carrier recombination rate
[45]. Moreover, using different metal salts has further reduced the ideality factor to reach a 
value as low as 1.81 in the LiCI (lO m g.m r1) doped PEDOT:PSS-based device.
Table 6 . 1: The OSC electronic characteristics derived from the dark DC I(V)
measurements
Devices n
ct>B
(eV)
R s
(£0
p x l 0 'b 
( c m W 1)
ITO/PEDOT :PSS/P3HT :PCBM/A1 2.21 0.80 55.2 1.11
ITO/PEDOT :PSS/P3HT :PCBM/Alq3/Al 2.09 0.81 51.5 1.67
ITO/PEDOT :PSS(NaCl)/P3HT :PCBM/A1 2.08 0.81 49.3 1.09
ITO/PEDOT :PSS(CuC12)/P3HT :PCBM/A1 2.13 0.85 47.2 2.17
ITO/PEDOT:PSS(CdCl2)/P3HT :PCBM/A1 2.06 0.84 49.8 2.25
IT O /P E D O T iP S S ^ iC L lm g .m l'j^ H T iP C B M /A l 2.07 0.85 46.7 2.35
rrO /PED O T:PSS(L iC l_5m g.m r1)/P3HT:PCBM/Al 1.94 0.85 47.6 2.35
ITO/PEDOTiPSSCLiCLlOm g.m l^/PSHTiPCBM /Al 1.81 0.86 47.5 2.41
ITO/PED ODPSSCLiCLlO m g.m r'yPSH TiPCBM /Ak^/Al 1.6 0.86 45 2.42
Further decrease in the recombination rate was observed when both electrodes have been 
modified with ETL (Alq3) and HTL (PED O T:PSS_10m g.m r1); the ideality factor has 
reached a value of 1.6 which suggests that efficient charge collection has occurred within 
the complete device as the recombination rate has reduced and therefore high solar cell 
parameters are expected. It was reported that many non-interactive interfaces could form 
between the organic layer and the metal interface, which therefore allow the injection 
barrier to follow Schottky-Mott limitation [46]. The latter occurs when the metal work 
function (cf>M)  falls between two energy levels of both semiconductors (P 3 H T lu m o  and
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PCBMhomo) [46]. In this work the estimated barrier height has shown a slight increase 
from 0.8eV in the reference device to 0.86 in the complete device, which might be 
attributed to the inhomogeneity o f the barrier across the organic/metal interface. 
Yakuphanoglu and co-workers [47] have investigated the inhomogeneity o f Schottky 
barrier in OSCs where higher ideality factor has been attributed to series resistance and 
interface state properties. The interfacial states at the organic/metal interface affect the 
barrier height, charge extraction and the carrier transport inside the acceptor/donor blends, 
which therefore determine the overall performance o f OSCs [48].
The effect o f the interface properties and the barrier height on the charge transport 
properties has been investigated using space-charge limited conduction (SCLC) theory [49] 
as shown in Fig.6.13. All the J-V curves have obeyed the power law JaVm with different 
gradient (m) values o f the log(J) versus log(V) curves over the studied applied voltage 
range. As was discussed in chapter 5, as soon as the carriers are injected from the metal 
electrode into the active layer, their transport through the active layer toward the opposite 
electrode is controlled by the conduction properties of the active layer itself. The transport 
properties in a BHJ is mainly defined using Ohm’s law at low applied voltages due to the 
hopping of the thermally excited carriers and the space-charge-limited conduction is due to 
the carriers injected into the active layer from the contacts [50]; such a contact is referred to 
as an ohmic contact. With an ohmic contact, the J-V characteristic has often exhibited an 
ohmic behaviour at low applied voltages up to a certain value since the field due to the 
injected carriers is negligible compared to that due to the applied voltage. This can be seen 
through the linear relation with the slope of ~ lin  the double log plot. To calculate the 
charge carriers’ mobility, space charge limited conduction (SCLC) theory has been applied.
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Fig.6 . 13: LogJ versus logV plots of (a) devices based on different metal salts treatment, 
and (b) devices using modified ETL, HTL and a complete device with both electrodes
modified
6 2 1The reference device has shown charge carrier mobility of the value of 1.11 xl0~ cm V ' s' 
\  while the charge carrier mobility has increased slightly to reach 1.67X 1CT6 cm 2V‘1s‘1 as a 
result of adding the electron transport layer (ETL). Using different metal salts to modify the 
PEDOT:PSS layer has resulted in further enhancement in the charge carriers mobility to 
reach a value as high as 2.41 xlCT6 in PEDOTrPSSCLiCLlOmg.ml ^-based device. 
Moreover, no significant increase in the charge carriers' mobility has been observed after 
employing both ETL (Alq3) and HTL (PEDOTiPSSCLiCM Om g.mr1) in a complete 
device. In these logJ-logV plots no significant change was observed in the value of the 
transition voltage from ohmic to SCLC regimes.
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6.2.5 Photovoltaic measurements
J-V characteristics has been carried out under illumination in order to determine the PV 
properties of P3HT:PCBM -based solar cells which has undergone different modifications, 
as discussed in the previous sections. Fig.6.14. shows the J-V curves o f the investigated 
OSCs with different metal salts treated-PEDOT:PSS layers. Devices with untreated 
PEDOT:PSS layer (pure) have exhibited lower PV performance with V OC=0.62V, Jsc=11.9 
m A .cm '1, FF=53% and PCE of 3.92%. These are in line with values frequently reported in 
the literature [51]. However, devices having PEDOT:PSS layers doped with metal salt in 
powder form have demonstrated significant improvement in all PV parameters as shown in 
Fig.6 .14(a), and results summarised in Table 6.2. The highest PCE of 5.6% and Jsc of 16.1 
m A .cm 1 were achieved when PEDOT:PSS layer was doped with L iC f  powder. The device 
FF has demonstrated no change for all devices treated with metal salts, whereas V oc in the 
region of 0.605±0.015V was recorded for those devices.
When the PEDOT:PSS layers were doped with the same metal salts in aqueous form, the 
PCE and Jsc of the studied OSC devices have reached values of about 6 % and 17.4 m A.cm ' 
\  respectively, in the case of using LiCI as the dopant with the concentration of lm g .m f1 
(see Fig.6 .14(b)). Once again, Voc and FF have remained more or less unchanged for all 
metal salts studied in this work (see Table 6.2). The substantial increase in J sc could be 
ascribed to the improved electrical conductivity of PEDOT:PSS layers as a result of metal 
salt treatment while the enhanced PCE could be associated with the increased film s’ 
transmittance and surface roughness, as discussed earlier. Voc maintained its value since it 
is mainly determined by the difference between the donor’s higher occupied m olecular 
orbital (HOMOdonor) and the lower unoccupied molecular orbital of the acceptor 
(LUMOacceptor) [52], Furthermore, the metal salt treatment of PEDOT:PSS layers seems to 
solve the wetting problem between the active layer, which is hydrophobic in nature and the 
hydrophilic PEDOT:PSS [53]. Such film processing method would be more suitable for the 
fabrication of inverted OSC structure. Electrical properties of the OSCs were further 
improved when the concentration of LiCI in aqueous solution was increased to 5 and 
lO m g.m f1 as demonstrated in Fig.6.14(c).
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Fig.6 . 14: P3HT:PCBM -based OSCs of devices having PEDOT:PSS layer treated with 
metal salts in (a) powder form, (b) solution form, and (c) L iC h solution with different
concentrations
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A summary of the electrical parameters of the OSCs treated with those solutions is given in 
Table 6.3. PCE as high as 6.82% associated with FF=61%, Jsc of 17.97 mA.cm ’2 and 
VOC=0.62 V have been recorded for LiCI treated devices using a higher concentration of 
lOmg.ml’1. Treatment of PEDOTrPSS with metal salts of concentrations higher than 
lOmg.ml' 1 has not shown any further improvement in device performance. The above 
reported efficiency of 6.82% is found to be repeatable and on comparing this value with 
PCE values obtained for other metal salts treatment (see Table 6.3) it can be confirmed that 
these results are very reliable. The optimization of the PEDOT.PSS layer with different 
treatment is found to be key processing conditions to achieve good device performance [25, 
54, 55].
Table 6.2: PV parameters of devices with PEDOT:PSS layer treated with metal salts as 
powder and aqueous solutions with the concentration of lm g.m l’1
Powder Solution
Pure CuCl2 NaCI CdCl2 LiCI CuCl2 Nacl CdCl2 LiCI
Voc (V) 0.62 0.62 0.6 0.62 0.59 0.63 0.61 0.62 0.6
Jsc (mA.cm’2) 11.9 13.37 12.92 14.8 16.1 15.4 13 16.77 17.37
FF % 53 59 59 59 59 57 59 59 58
PCE % 3.92 5 4.6 5.4 5.6 5.52 4.7 6.1 6
Table 6.3: PV parameters of devices with PEDOT:PSS layer treated with different 
concentrations of aqueous solutions of metal salts (LiCI)
Solution with different concentrations
Pure LiCI ( lm g .m l1) LiCI (5 mg.ml’1) LiCI (lO m g.m l’1)
Voc (V) 0.62 0.6 0.62 0.62
Jsc (mA.cm’2) 11.9 17.37 17.3 17.97
FF % 53 58 63 61
PCE % 3.92 6 6.77 6.82
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It has been revealed that the electrical conductivity of pure PEDOT:PSS prepared from its 
aqueous solution can be significantly improved by adding organic compounds such as high- 
boiling point polar organic solvents, ionic liquids and surfactants or using post-treatment of 
PEDOT:PSS films with organic compounds, including high-boiling point polar solvents, 
salts, zwitterions, co-solvents, organic and inorganic acids [23]. On the other hand, the 
modification of electron transport layer in P3HT:PCBM -based OSC has revealed an 
improvement in the cells' PCE as compared to device without ETL as shown in Fig.6.15, 
with PCE reaching 4.25%, Jsc of 12.4mA.cm’2, FF of 55% and Voc of 0.63V (see Table 6.4). 
Using the optimised processing parameters of the P3HT:PCBM  active layer and adding 
Alq3 layer as electron transport layer (ETL) prior to depositing the back contact (Al) has 
improved the performance of the device by assisting the charge collection and therefore 
increase Jsc which subsequently has caused an increase in the device efficiency. The 
improved FF has indicated a good resistance in the device, which may be attributed to the 
nice moulding between the Al electrode and the Alq3 surface during Al film  evaporation. 
Similar characteristics have been reported for Alq3/Au interface [56].
It could be assumed that the organic-organic interface between Alq3 layer and the 
photoactive layer could be more favourable for charge transport in comparison with the 
organic-metal interface [57]. Although, there is a mismatching in the energy level between 
the active layer and Alq3 layer, electron transport can happen through damage induced trap 
states created by the evaporation of hot metal atoms onto the Alq3 surface [58]. Song and 
co-workers [59] have ascribed the improved performance in OSC devices using Alq3 layer 
to its effect as a blocking layer, which prevents the cathode atoms from diffusing into the 
active layer during the evaporation process. The insertion of Alq3 layer prepared by 
thermal evaporation and doped with magnesium has led to PCE enhancement in the PV 
performance of ZnPc/Mg:Alq3 OSCs [60]. This improvement was ascribed to the lowering 
of the potential barrier for electrons injection in the organic devices. Dey and co-workers 
have stated that the use of evaporated Alq3 layer could improve the PCE of the solar cell by 
up to 40%, where a maximum PCE of 3.9% has been reported by combining both Alq3 and 
novel zinc-benzothiazole complexes in OSC devices as a double buffer layer [61]. A 
similar performance has been reported in the present work using solution-processed Alq3 
rather than evaporated.
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Table 6.4: PV parameters of devices with different electrode modifications
Pure Alq3 LiCI (10 m g .m f1) Complete
Voc (V) 0.62 0.63 0.62 0.61
Jsc (mA.cm '2) 11.9 12.4 17.97 16.26
FF % 53 0.55 61 0.71
PCE % 3.92 4.25 6.82 7
In addition, the modification of both, ETL and HTL layers has resulted in further 
enhancement in the device performance as shown in Fig.6.15; a PCE of 7% with a FF of 
71%, Jsc of 16.26mA.cm'2 and Voc of 0.61V have been confirmed. It could be argued that 
one of the main factors that affect the device PCE is the current density where the large 
stated value of 16.2mA.cm'2 may be attributed to the increased light absorption capability 
of the film especially at the higher wavelengths as demonstrated earlier by the UV-visible 
absorption spectra. Chu and co-authors [62] have verified that controlling the polymer 
nanoscale and increasing the crystallinity of P3HT:PCBM  active layer has resulted in 
improving Jsc and FF. This was ascribed to the increased light absorption in the red region 
and improved charge transfer properties. Furthermore, the IPCE measurements were carried 
out to investigate the photo response and to confirm the increase in the current density as 
shown in Fig.6.16. A clear increase in the photocurrent has been observed after modifying 
the P3HT:PCBM -based device with ETL and HTL (complete device) with a maximum 
IPCE of 60% compared to a maximum IPCE of around 40% in the case of pristine device. 
A very useful parameter for defining the photo conversion efficiency of PV devices is the 
IPCE, which ideally should reach 100% every incident photon will generate an electron- 
hole pair. Nevertheless, practically, IPCE is usually less than 100% due to the losses caused 
by the reflection of incident photons, deficient absorption by the semiconductor, and 
recombination of charge carriers within the semiconductor [63]. Pangdam and co-authors
[64] have demonstrated that the use of urchin-like gold nanothorns within the PEDOT:PSS 
layer has resulted in increasing the IPCE of the organic solar cells. These gold nanothorns 
are resulted in enhancing the light accumulation by acting as light-trapping materials.
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Fig.6 . 16: IPCE of the P3HT:PCBM -based OSCs before and after modifying the two 
electrodes (complete device) with holes and electrons transport layers
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6.2.6 Stability
The device stability of the P3HT:PCBM -based OSCs has been investigated after modifying 
the PEDOT:PSS with different metal salts as shown in F ig .6 .17. The devices with best 
achieved performance (PEDOT:PSS-LiCl( lOmg.ml'1)) have shown a degradation in the 
PCE from 6.82% to around 1% after 96 days. This huge degradation might be attributed to 
the fact that PEDOT:PSS is a highly acidic suspension (pH ~l), which can erode the ITO 
electrode and cause indium migration into the P3HT:PCBM  layer; furthermore, water 
molecules are easily penetrated into the hygroscopic PEDOT:PSS layer, resulting in 
degraded device performance. Besides, LiCI salt solution is basically neutral due to the 
following reactions between water and LiCI which results in both strong acids and bases:
Li+ + H 20= = >  LiOH + H+
CP + H20  ==> HC1 + OH'
It is well known that PEDOT:PSS has several problems including high acidity, hygroscopic 
properties, and inhomogeneous electrical properties, resulting in poor long-term stability
[65]. Generally, all the solar cell parameters are influenced by the long-term usage; FF has 
shown a decrease o f about 50% after 96 days, while degradation in J sc has led to a similar 
trend in the device PCE. On the other hand, Voc has exhibited no significant change. The 
degradation in the studied OSCs is thought to be due to the degradation in FF as well as the 
clear reduction in the Jsc value due to the morphological changes within the active layer
[66].
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with different metal salts
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6.3 Summary
In this chapter, the effects o f the hole and electron transport layers have been investigated. 
Using PEDOT:PSS as a typical hole transport layer has shown PCE of 3.92; this value has 
increased to 6.82 as a result o f doping this layer with LiCI metal salts in aqueous solutions 
of the concentration of lOmg.mT1. The latter device has shown good stability for a period 
of 45 days then degraded dramatically when tested after 96 days to reach a PCE of around 
1%. Furthermore, the use o f a solution processed electron transport layer o f Alq3 has 
shown an improved device performance with PCE reaching 4.25% compared to the 
reference device without modifying the PEDOT:PSS layer. On the other hand, when these 
two layers modifications have been applied in one device (complete device) the PCE has 
increased to 7% with a FF o f 71% which are o f the highest reported parameters for OSCs 
using P3HT:PCBM blend.
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7.1 Introduction
Due to the rapid development in materials' technology, hybrid and composite materials 
have been addressed as significant candidates in several optoelectronic device applications 
regarding their effects on the electrical, optical and mechanical properties [1-3]. Among 
several others, carbon-based materials such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene are 
the most attractive candidates. Graphene is a two dimensional single layer of carbon atoms 
bonded together in a honeycomb lattice; this material demonstrates unique mechanical, 
thermal and electrical characteristics [4], Graphene has semiconducting properties with 
zero band gap, with electrons act as massless particles which suggests less power 
consumption and improved performance due to increased carrier velocities [5]. Graphene 
has considerable electrical conductivity; charges can transfer up to micrometers on the 
graphene sheet without being scattered. On the other hand, CNTs have ballistic charge 
transport with free paths of the order of micrometres as well [6 ]. CNTs' diameters can be in 
the range of <1 nm for single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and up to tens of 
nanometres for multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MW CNTs). Despite the fact that SW CNTs 
can be either metallic or semiconducting, MW CNTs are mostly metallic [5]. CNTs also 
exhibit strong chemical and mechanical stability with very high thermal conductivity [7]. 
Metallo phthalocyanines is another class of materials with great range o f interesting 
properties, which have been employed in several optoelectronic applications due to their 
strong absorption peaks in the visible and near infra-red region of their UV-visible spectra
[8]. The integration of CNTs or graphene with the metal phthalocyanines has been shown 
to enhance the optoelectronic [1] as well as the sensing properties of these compounds [3]. 
Kaya and co-authors [9] have demonstrated an effective interaction between SW CNTs and 
pyrene-substituents on the ZnPc ring. In a fundamental study it has been revealed that n-n  
interaction is formed within non-covalently bonded hybrids of copper phthalocyanine- 
3,4',4",4'"-tetrasulfonic acid tetrasodium salt (TSCuPc) and graphene [10].
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Karousis and co-authors [4] have developed electron donor-acceptor system based on (2- 
aminoethoxy)(tri-tert-butyl) zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc)-graphene hybrid material by 
exfoliating graphene sheets in ortho-dichlorobenzene (oDCB) using sonication technique 
followed by covalently attaching ZnPc onto the exfoliated graphene. These hybrids have 
been used to fabricate photo-electrochemical cell where the hybrid films have exhibited 
prompt, stable, and reproducible photocurrent. Moreover, these hybrid materials having 
graphene and photoactive moieties were proposed as promising materials for solar cell 
applications [4]. In this work, the comparative study of single walled carbon nanotubes 
(SWCNTs) and reduced graphene oxide (rGO) covalently and non-covalently 
functionalized with the novel l-[N-(2-ethoxyethyl)-4-pentynamide]-8(ll), 15(18),22(25)- 
tris-{2-[2-(2-ethoxyethoxy) ethoxy]-l-[2-((2-ethoxyethoxy)-ethoxy)methyl]ethyloxy) 
zinc(II) phthalocyanine has been carried out. The target SWCNTs and rGO hybrid 
materials covalently functionalized with phthalocyanine moieties were prepared by the 
reaction of azido substituted SWCNTs or rGO with the asymmetrically substituted zinc(II) 
phthalocyanine (ZnPc) containing a terminal alkyne group via “Click” reaction (see 
Fig.7.1). The effects o f the covalent and non-covalent linking on the chemical properties of 
these materials and the some of their characterisation are presented in Appendix A. In order 
to achieve a higher solar cell performance, it is crucial that nanoscale interpenetrated 
network of the blend is formed in the active layer. Such nanoscale network is frequently 
shown to facilitate charge carriers separation and transportation, with exciton diffusion 
length in the range 10-20 nm [11]. Using these novel hybrids within the P3HT:PCBM  
blend to form a ternary blend has been investigated. It is worth stating that the ternary blend 
is an encouraging concept to improve OSCs performance by either incorporation of  
complementary optical material or a material with higher charge carrier mobility or both. 
There are however two main restrictions in designing the ternary blends; these are the 
alignment of the energy levels o f the donor and acceptor materials in the blend and the 
distribution of the dopants within the blend [12]. The band gap and the energy level 
alignment of the D/A within P3HT:PCBM blends could also lead to enhanced light 
absorption [13]. Functional materials such as SWCNTs with ballistic charge transport, high 
flexibility, and excellent mechanical and chemical stability are promising materials for 
ternary blend composites [14].
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NaNj+ICl+ACN N a N 3+ IC l+ A C N
CuS04+Sodyum L-askorbat ^  
C2HfiOH / H20
CuS04+Sodyum L>askoibat
Cj H6OH / HjO
Fig.7.1: Click reaction method; The target azido substituted hybrid materials covalently 
functionalized with the asymmetrical zinc(II) phthalocyanine (ZnPc) containing a terminal
alkyne group
Additionally, reduced graphene oxide (rGO) or graphene are usually used as transparent 
electrodes [15] or as novel alternatives to PEDOT:PSS hole transport layers [16] as well as 
an acceptor within the organic solar cell blends [17]. On the other hand, zinc 
phthalocyanine is an organic semiconductor material which has shown a promising 
application in organic solar cells with the potential of further enhancing the light harvesting 
properties o f the blends due to its wide absorption bands in the near red region [18]. The 
use o f functional materials such as SWCNTs and rGO might have some disadvantages in 
this respect due to their possible contribution in compromising the device shunt resistance, 
as well as acting as charge recombination centres [19].
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Optimisation of carbon-based functional materials used in OSCs could however be 
achieved when small proportions of these materials are included in a controlled manner in 
these hybrids [12].
7.2 Results and discussion
7.2.1 UV-visible absorption spectra
Pristine asymmetrically substituted ZnPc, covalently and non-covalently bonded 
ZnPc:SW CNTs and ZnPc.rGO hybrid materials were dispersed in DM F with the 
concentration of 0.25 m g.m L'1; 20 pL from each solution was added to 3 mL DM F for 
absorption m easurements. ZnPc is soluble in DM F while the hybrids have exhibited good 
dispersion in this solvent as shown in Fig.7.2. U V -visible absorption spectra o f ZnPc and 
its hybrid materials are shown in Fig.7.3. The spectrum of the ZnPc shows a characteristic 
absorption in the Q band region at 683 nm. Absorption in this region represents the 
vibration levels referring to the first and second excited electronic states. M oreover, a Soret 
band (B-band) was observed at around 345 nm, which is related to a group o f electronic 
transitions with different spins and dipole moments [20]. The ZnPc:SW CNTs and 
ZnPcirGO hybrids on the other hand have exhibited lower absorption intensities, with 
absorption bands appeared broadened and extended throughout the UV region. Similar 
absorption spectra were observed by Karousis and co-workers for ZnPc/Graphene 
composite [4]. They have revealed that such spectra give obvious indication of ground-state 
electronic interactions between ZnPc and graphene within the hybrid materials. Such broad 
coverage of the absorption spectra over the UV-vis-NIR regions could result in improved 
light-harvesting properties when such hybrids are employed for solar cell applications [21]. 
Furthermore, the hybrid solutions exhibited a blue shift of about 10 nm in the B-band. 
Simultaneously, the shoulder peak of the Q-band of ZnPc ascribed to ZnPc dimers has 
slightly disappeared, especially in ZnPc:rGO-co hybrids. This can be ascribed to the strong 
7i-7t interaction between ZnPc and SWCNTs or rGO [22]. Energy band gaps (Eg) o f ZnPc 
and its hybrids with rGO or SWCNTs were estimated using UV-visible absorption spectra. 
Generally, ZnPc has a band gap in the region of 1.8eV [23].
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In the current study, similarly to [23], Tauc equation has been used for estimation of Eg, 
and band gap Eg =1.7 eV was found for ZnPc as shown in Fig.7.4. On the other hand, 
smaller values of Eg have been obtained for the hybrids with values of 1.68 eV and 1.62 eV 
for the ZnPc:rGO-non-co and ZnPc:rGO-co hybrids respectively while values of 1.69 eV 
and 1.64 eV were obtained for ZnPc:SW CNTs-non-co and ZnPc:SW CNTs-co hybrids, 
respectively. This reduction in Eg could be ascribed to the 7t-7t interaction within the hybrids 
and it could be a useful factor for optoelectronic device applications as in solar cells [24].
SWCNTs-co. SWCNTs-non-co. rGO-co. rGO-non-co.
Fig.7.2: ZnPc-based hybrids suspended in DMF solution
The absorption spectra of P3HT:PCBM  active layer with and without adding a small 
amount of ZnPc hybrids to the blend are shown in Fig.7.5. Basically, the absorption spectra 
for P3HT:PCBM  blend are characterised by 3 absorption bands (A, B, and C) as 
demonstrated earlier in chapter 5, which are related to the P3HT absorption whereas the 
forth band (D) is related to absorption by PCBM  molecules [25]. Similar spectra have been 
observed after adding small amount of these hybrids to the P3HT:PCBM  with a slight red 
shift in band (C) of ZnPc:rGO-based films. On the other hand, the absorption intensity has 
increased after adding these hybrids (the film's thicknesses was controlled to be 150±5nm 
as were determined by spectroscopic ellipsometry). Salim and co-authors [12] have argued 
that the slight increase in absorbance is thought to enhance the photon harvesting which 
may contribute to improved charge carrier generation.
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Fig.7.3: UV -visible absorption spectra of ZnPc and its hybrid materials (ZnPc:SW CNTs
and ZnPc:rGO) dispersed in DMF
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Fig.7.4: Energy band gap determination using Tauc equation for the hybrids under study
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Fig.7.5: U V -visible absorption spectra of P3HT:PCBM  before and after addition of small 
amount of ZnPc hybrid materials (ZnPciSW CNTs and ZnPc:rGO)
7.2.2 Cyclic voltammetry
Cyclic voltammetry is one of the most useful methods to estimate positions of the energy of 
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the energy of lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbital (LUMO) of organic semiconductors and to help estimating their energy 
band gap (Eg) [26]. The latter is basically the energy difference between the LUM O and the 
HOMO, where the HOMO represents the energy required to extract an electron from a 
molecule (oxidation process=Eox) while LUMO is the energy necessary to inject an electron 
to a molecule (reduction process= Ered) [27]. The latter processes can be determined using 
cyclic voltammetry by measuring the Eox and Ered potentials and using equations 4.14 and 
4.15, given in Chapter 4. In this study, the obtained voltammogram m easured for the 
studied hybrids are presented in Fig.7.6 . This was carried out using screen printed carbon 
electrodes in DM F solution containing 0.1 M LiCI [28] at a scan rate of 50 mV s '1.
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ZnPc
E vs. Ag/AgCI
ZnPc:Graphene-co.
E vs. Ag/AgCI
ZnPc:Graphene-non-co.
E vs. Ag/AgCI
 ZnPc:SWCNTs-non-co.
E vs. Ag/AgCI
ZnPc:SWCNTs-co.
E vs. Ag/AgCI
Fig.7.6 : Cyclic voltammogram of pristine ZnPc as well as ZnPc, both covalently and non- 
covalently bonded to SW CNTs and rGO suspended in DMF solution in the presence of
O .IM LiCl.
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Fig.7.7: M olecular energy levels of the ZnPc and its hybrids
The HOMO and LUMO energy levels of the studied materials were calculated and 
presented in Table 7.1. Different oxidation and reduction peaks were observed for the 
different hybrids in the scanned electrochemical window. ZnPc bonded covalently with 
SW CNTs or rGO has exhibited broadened redox peaks, which were attributed to the low 
solubility and strong aggregation in the solution [29]. As has been described in chapter 4 
(eq. 2.14 and 2.15), the positions of the HOMO and LUMO energy levels were estimated 
from oxidation and reduction peaks in Fig.7 .6 which appear occasionally as shoulders on 
CV curves, Eg values were therefore calculated. The first oxidation/reduction peaks o f the 
hybrids were considered for the calculations of the HOMO and LUMO positions. Table 7.1 
shows that these values are in good agreement with the Eg values obtained using UV-visible 
absorption spectroscopy in DMF solutions. The energy levels alignment of the ZnPc and its 
hybrids are presented in Fig.7.7.
Table 7. 1: The HOMO and LUMO energy levels and the energy band gap (eV) of the 
hybrids determined from cyclic voltammetry and optical absorption spectroscopy
ZnPc ZnPc:
rGO-non-co
ZnPc:
rGO-co
ZnPc:
SW CNTs-non-co
ZnPc:
SW CNTs-co
E homo 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.3
E lumo 3.6 3.7 3.78 3.85 3.85
E g (cyclic) 1.7 1.7 1.52 1.55 1.45
E g (optical) 1.7 1.68 1.62 1.69 1.64
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7.2.3 M orphological properties
The morphological features of the hybrids under study were examined using SEM and 
AFM techniques, and the results are shown in Fig.7 .8 and Fig.7.9 respectively. Fig.7 .8 
shows the SEM images of the studied hybrids, which clearly shows that ZnPc film exhibits 
smooth surface texture with small crystalline features. On the other hand, functionalized 
rGO and SW CNTs with ZnPc have demonstrated different surface topographies depending 
on the type of bonding. SW CNTs based hybrids have exhibited clear features of ZnPc 
attached to the SWCNTs; however, the non-covalently bonded hybrids have demonstrated 
clear nanotube features on the surface, while the covalently bonded hybrids have exhibited 
more homogeneous distribution of both materials. rGO-based hybrids however have 
demonstrated different features in keeping with the two dimensional nature of graphene 
nanomaterials. ZnPc:rGO-co hybrids show stacks-like features while the ZnPc:rGO-non-co 
exhibited flakes-like structure. Further confirmation of the surface topographies of these 
hybrids has been revealed by AFM images as shown in Fig.7.9.
AFM images have demonstrated similar surface morphologies to those shown using SEM 
measurements for the same studied hybrids. The hybrid films were prepared for AFM 
measurements using chloroform-based solution and casting method. 2D AFM  images of 
these hybrids show that the surface roughness of the ZnPc film is found to vary due to the 
clearly shown small round grain features. ZnPc:rGO-co bonded film shows clear ZnPc:rGO 
sheets arranged laterally with respect to the substrate, whereas the ZnPc:rGO:non-co 
bonded shows randomly distributed flacks of ZnPc and rGO sheets. Furthermore, 
ZnPc:SW CNTs-co bonded hybrid shows better homogeneity compared to ZnPc:SW CNTs- 
non-co bonded film. The 3D AFM images demonstrate a good view to the surface 
morphology based on the features and the surface roughness for each film. On blending the 
ZnPc:carbon-based hybrids with the P3HT:PCBM  blend for solar cell applications, the 
morphological features of P3HT:PCBM blend have exhibited nanoscale networks as 
demonstrated in the SEM images shown in Fig.7.10.
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 500 nm -----------
ZnPc Graphene-non-co ZnPc Graphen<
Fig.7.8 : SEM images of pristine ZnPc, and its hybrids both, covalently and non-covalently
functionalized with rGO or SWCNTs
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Fig.7.9: AFM images of pristine ZnPc, and its hybrids both, covalently and non-covalently
functionalized with rGO or SWCNTs
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Fig.7.10: SEM  im ages o f P3H T:PCBM  and P3H T:PC B M :ZnPc-hybrid  film s
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F ig .7 .1 1: AFM  im ages o f P3H T:PCBM , and P3H T:PC B M :ZnPc-hybrid  film s
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P3HT:PCBM :ZnPc-SW CNTs-non-co film has shown clear CNT features while 
P3HT:PCBM :ZnPc-SW CNT-co films have exhibited different surface topography which 
suggests higher homogeneity in the case of covalently bonded hybrids. On the other hand, 
rGO-based films have exhibited different morphologies which are attributed to the two 
dimensional nature of graphene itself. P3HT:PCBM  blends involving rGO-based hybrids 
have exhibited flakes-like features on the film surface [30]. F ig.7.11 shows AFM images of 
the P3HT:PCBM :ZnPc-hybrids; P3HT:PCBM  film has revealed a smooth surface with rms 
of 1.2nm whereas introducing ZnPc:hybrids within P3HT:PCBM  blends is shown to lead to 
rougher surface morphologies due to the nature o f these hybrids was established using SEM 
measurements. P3HT:PCBM :ZnPc:SW CNTs-non-co blend has shown slightly higher 
surface roughness with rms value of about 2.36 nm whereas P3HT:PCBM :ZnPc:SW CNTs- 
co blend has exhibited roughness of 2.3 nm. On the other hand, P3HT:PCBM :ZnPc:rGO- 
non-co and P3HT:PCBM :ZnPc:rGO-co bonded blends have displayed surface roughness of
2.4 nm and 2 nm, respectively. It could be claimed that the formation of rougher surface as 
a result of adding these hybrids to P3HT:PCBM  blend could increase the contact area with 
the back electrode and therefore increases the current density and charge carrier collection
[31].
7.2.4 XRD results
The structural properties o f P3H T:PC B M :ZnPc-hybrid layers w ere also studied using 
X RD , and the obtained patterns are show n in Fig.7.12. G enerally, P3H T chains 
facilitate their self-orientation into tw o-dim ensional sheets by m eans o f inter-chain 
stacking and therefore dem onstrate highly crystalline property [11]. The presence o f 
ZnPc hybrids within P3H T:PCBM  shows no significant effect on the structural 
properties and the film s rem ain alm ost unchanged show ing sam e peak intensity  o f the 
sam e ( 100) orientation w ithout observing any shifting or the appearance o f any new 
peaks. A single diffraction peak at 20=5.5±O.1° for (100) preferential orientation was 
observed and was ascribed to the edge-on orientation o f the P3H T polym er. This 
corresponds to the in-plane ti-tc stacking o f  the conjugated polym er rings and out o f  
plane stacking o f the alkyl groups perpendicular to the substrate.
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The reflection peak in all studied film s is attributed to the P3H T lam ella structure 
which suggests h igher degree o f crystallinity  [32]. The addition o f sm all proportions o f 
ZnPc-hybrids to the P3H T:PC B M  blend has resulted in no significant change in the 
P3H T crystallinity. The diffraction peaks w idth how ever have show n a slight change, 
specifically in the P3H T:PC B :ZnPc-SW C N T-co which suggests that this hybrid has 
dem onstrated a low er d-spacing and higher n-n  stacking. Salim  and co-authors [12] 
have show n that higher concentrations o f SW CN Ts disturb the orientation o f P3H T, 
and the edge-on orientation partially changed into face-on orientation. Therefore, a low 
concentration o f the studied hybrids has been used in this w ork in order to avoid 
significant structural disorder as well as reducing chances o f device short circuit 
occurrence. Sim ilar diffraction peaks are observed in the case o f P3H T :PC B M :Z nPc- 
hybrid film s, and are attributed to the edge-on orientation o f P3H T m ain polym er.
(100)
 i i i . i i_____
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P3HT:PCBM :SW CNTs-co
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Fig.7.12: XRD  patterns o f thin film s o f P3H T:PC B M  and its blends with Z nPc-hybrids
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7.2.5 Electrical conductivity
Electrical conductivity measurements o f rGO and SW CNTs covalently and non- 
covalently functionalized with ZnPc hybrid thin films were carried out using 
interdigitated electrodes as substrates. Keithley 4200 Semiconductor Characterisation 
System  (4200-SC S) was used to measure the DC current as a function o f  applied 
voltage o f the studied films, as discussed in more details in Chapter 4. The pure ZnPc 
film  has demonstrated an electrical conductivity o f ll.4 m S .c m '1. This value has 
noticeably increased to S lm S .cm ' 1 when rGO was covalently and non-covalently  
bonded with ZnPc. On the other hand, SW CNTs has significantly increased the 
conductivity for both covalently and non-covalently bonded ZnPc film  to 218.6m S.cm ' 
1 and 140m S.cm _1, respectively. Fig.7.13 (A) shows the variation o f  the film s’ electrical 
conductivity as a function o f different hybrid forms; this enhancement in the electrical 
conductivity upon adding SW CNTs or rGO was thought to be useful for photovoltaic 
device application. Research on SW CNTs:organic based solar cells has been directed 
towards developing alternative, lightweight, and flexible devices for space power 
applications [33]. Likewise, an increase in conductivity o f  the P3HT:PCBM  blend has 
been observed after the addition o f these hybrids to the blend (see F ig.7.13(B )).
o  1 5 0 -
CNT n co CNT coG n c o G copure
6
5
E 4 o 
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£ 3 
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■o
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Hybrids mixed with P3HT:PCBM Hybrids alone
Fig.7.13: The electrical conductivity o f (A) ZnPc hybrids alone, and (B) ZnPc hybrids
mixed with P3HT:PCBM
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Thin film s o f undoped P3H T:PC B M  blend has dem onstrated an electrical conductivity 
o f O.OTmS.crrf1; this value has increased to 0.13 m S .m 1 as a result o f adding 
ZnPc:rG O  both covalently and non-covalently  bonded to the P3H T:PC B M  blend. This 
can be ascribed to the w ell-distributed ZnPc-hybrids w ithin the P3H T:PC B M  blend as 
shown in the SEM  and A FM  im ages (see Fig.7.10 and F ig .7 .11) as well as the efficient 
charge transfer betw een the blend m olecules [33, 34]. M oreover, the conductivity  o f 
P3H T:PC B M  blend has increased to around 4 m S.m ' 1 and 6 m S .m 1 as results of 
adding ZnPc:SW C N Ts both as non-covalently  and covalently bonded. The significant 
increase in the electrical conductivity is thought to be the result o f efficient charge 
transfer betw een ZnPc and SW CN Ts or rG O  hybrids, w hich suggest that nanoscale 
interpenetrated netw ork has been achieved [30]. This nanoscale structure as well as the 
im proved charge transfer w ould also contribute in preventing charge carriers’ 
recom bination and thus im proving the PCE o f the OSCs [35]. These im provem ents in 
active layers’ electrical conduction could also contribute in enhancing the shunt 
resistance by creating percolation pathw ays w hich facilitate charge carrie rs’ transport 
and thus enhance the short circuit current density [36].
7.2.6 Dark I-V characteristics
D ark J-V  m easurem ents have been used to estim ate som e im portant param eters 
including charge carriers m obility (p), series resistance (R s), shunt resistance (RSh) and 
ideality factor (n) o f the studied OSC devices. The J-V  characteristics in the form  of 
double log scale are shown in Fig.7.14; the data in this plot has been used to determ ine 
the charge carrier's m obility using space charge lim ited conduction theory. G enerally, 
all the curves have exhibited pow er law dependency o f the form  JaV m, w here m  is the 
gradient o f the log-log plot, which has different values over different applied voltage 
regions [37]. Four distinct regions were dem onstrated in the logJ-logV  curves; at low 
applied voltage where m ~ l, charge transport is governed by ohm ’s law. This occurs 
when the background carrier density within the active layer is higher than the injected 
carrier's density. Once the applied voltage is increased, m ore carriers are injected to the 
active layer and the am ount o f the injected carriers is higher than the background 
carrier density; the slope o f this region is changed to approxim ately 2 .
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Charge transport in this region is attributed to trap-controlled space charge limited 
conduction (SCLC) with traps located at a single energy level inside the band gap [38]. A  
much steeper gradient has been obtained at higher applied voltages in the third region with 
m taking values ~9. This region of the logJ-logV dependence can be related to trap-filling 
limit beyond which trap-filled SCLC mechanism occurs [38]. The latter mechanism is 
evident by the onset o f trap-free space charge limited conduction (TFCLC), with m taking 
on a value o f  ~  2 and the J-V dependence in this region can be described by Child's law 
[39] (see the inset o f Fig.7.14). The data in the square law region (TFCLC) has been used 
to estimate the charge carriers’ mobility. The obtained charge carriers’ mobility values are 
summarised in Table 7.2. The charge carrier mobility has nearly doubled in 
P3HT:PCBM:ZnPc-SWCNTs-co based device compared to P3HT:PCBM as a reference 
device. This increase in mobility could be attributed to the formation of percolation 
pathways, which facilitate the charge carrier transport through the blends. The increase in 
the charge carriers’ mobility is thought to be a key factor in increasing the current and 
reducing the charge carriers’ recombination. Moreover, the nanostructured morphology 
with the well-distributed components of the blends is thought to reduce the hopping 
distance and increase the charge carriers' mobility. In order to determine the recombination 
rate within the active layer o f the solar cell devices, the dark J-V characteristics are re­
plotted in the form of LnJ versus applied voltage as shown in Fig.7.15. The obtained 
values o f n from the gradient o f the linear part o f the LnJ-V curves are summarised in 
Table 7.2. P3HT:PCBM reference device has exhibited higher recombination rate as 
indicated by the device ideality factor o f  2.52. The estimated ideality factor has shown  
a good agreement within experimental error with those derived using transient 
techniques for OSC based on P3HT:PCBM [40]. The lowest ideality factor o f  1.99 was 
obtained for P3HT:PCBM :ZnPc:SW CNTs-co based devices indicating the low est 
recombination rate in these blends.
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-2 -
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log(V)
F ig .7 .14: Dark J-V  characteristics in the form  o f double log scale o f the studied 
P3HT:PCBM  blend-based solar cells; the inset represents the TFSC LC  region
-2 -
-4 -c
_ i
-6 -
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F ig .7 .15: Dark J-V  characteristics in the form  o f LnJ vs. applied voltage o f the studied
P3HT:PCBM blend-based solar cells
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Table 7.2: Dark J-V characteristics of the studied P3HT:PCBM  blend-based solar cells
Devices Rs (fl) Rsh(MQ) p (cm^.V^.s*1) n
P3HT:PCBM 48.3 0.5 4.65 2.52
P3HT :PCBM:ZnPc:rGO-non-co 47.8 1.25 4.72 2.07
P3HT:PCBM: ZnPc:rGO~co 24.8 3.33 9.1 2.05
P3HT:PCBM: ZnPc:SW CNTs-non-co 36.2 2.5 6.19 2.04
P3HT:PCBM: ZnPc:SW CNTs-co 24.8 3.33 9.34 1.99
7.2.7 Solar cell performance
P3H T:PC B M  as well as P3H T:PC B M :ZnPc-hybrids solar cells have been investigated 
under illum ination o f lOOmW.cm' and the J-V  characteristics o f the hybrid O SCs are 
presented in F ig .7 .16 (A for thick film  and B for thin film ). Solar cell devices prepared 
with P3H T:PC B M :ZnPc-hybrids as active layers have exhibited significantly  im proved 
PCE with values at least 35% higher in com parison with the reference P3H T:PC B M - 
based device as shown in Table 7.3. The highest perform ance was observed for 
P3H T:PC B M :ZnPc-SW C N T s-co based device with PC E o f 5.3%  and F F  o f 6 8 %. This 
increase in the device perform ance could be assigned to the ZnPc-hybrids inducing the 
nanostructured P3H T:PCBM  blends in enhancing photon harvesting as well as 
im proving charge carriers transport. The latter could be attributed to the efficient 
charge transfer betw een the P3H T:PC B M  and ZnPc-SW C N Ts-co hybrids w ith the new  
blends. Fig.7.17(A ) shows the energy level alignm ent o f the m aterials under study; the 
band bending o f the P3H T:PC B M :ZnPc-SW C N T s-co is dem onstrated as an exam ple in 
F ig.7.17(B ), show ing the charge transport through this blend. The obtained higher FF  
could be ascribed to the low er recom bination rate in these devices as dem onstrated  by 
the low er ideality factor values as well as low R s and high R Sh as show n in Table 7.2; 
FF represents the efficiency o f charge collection before they recom bine inside the cell, 
which basically depends on the charge carriers’ m obility, Vbi and the charge carrie rs’ 
recom bination rate [41] as well as the im provem ent in the series resistance (Rs) [42].
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As revealed in Fig.7.17(B ), it could be alleged that electrons could easily be injected 
from  the LU M O  o f PC BM  to the respective electrode (Al) w hereas the holes transfer 
takes p lace from  the H O M O  level o f the P3H T or ZnPc-hybrids to the respective 
electrode w hich is the PED O T:PSS/ITO  front. This could be attributed to the 
d ifference in the w ork functions at the m etal/organic sem iconductor interface [43]. It 
has also been shown that ZnPc-hybrids energy levels are located betw een the H O M O  
and the LU M O  o f both the donor and acceptor m aterials. Several reports have 
dem onstrated that changes in the active layers’ m orphology are unlikely to have 
significant effect on the value o f V oc [44, 45].
The enhancem ent in OSC device perform ance after doping P3H T:PC B M  blends with 
ZnPc-hybrids could be ascribed to the enhancem ent in the electrical conductivity  o f the 
new blends as well as the increase in charge carriers' m obility, w hich in turn im proves 
the short circuit current density. The effect o f the distribution o f Z nPc-hybrids w ithin 
the P3H T:PCBM  blend (nanoscale interpenetrated netw orks) as dem onstrated by the 
m orphological analysis could increase the interface area within the blend, and thus 
result in im proved charge carriers generation (larger Jsc) and charge transport (larger 
FF) [46]. Film s o f low er thickness o f about 100 nm have been exam ined (see 
F ig.7.17(B )), w here such thickness was earlier show n to be an optim um  active layer 
thickness that was associated with im proved OSC perform ance [47]. H ow ever, the 
thinner film s have show n slightly sm aller PC E but m uch im proved FF. The sm aller 
values o f Jsc could be attributed to the thinner active layer, which is thought to provide 
low er photons absorption intensity com pared to the thicker one; the V oc has 
dem onstrated no significant change. These results provide further confirm ation o f the 
reproducibility o f these devices.
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Fig.7.16: Solar cells characteristics of P3HT:PCBM  and P3HT:PCBM :ZnPc-hybrids films; 
(A) Thick active layer of ~150nm and (B) Thin active layer of ~100nm
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Table 7. 3: Photovoltaic parameters of P3HT:PCBM  and P3HT:PCBM :ZnPc-Hybrids films
Thicker active layer (~150nm) 
(Fig.7.16(A))
Thinner active layer (~100nm) 
(Fig.7.16 (B))
P3HT:PCBM -based 
Devices
J s c
(mA.cm'2)
V o c
(V) FF
PCE
(%)
J s c
(mA.cm2)
V o c
(V) FF
PCE
(%)
Reference 9.3 0.62 0.60 3.46 7.8 0.62 0.65 3.15
ZnPc:rGO-non-co 12 0.63 0.62 4.7 10.2 0.64 0.66 4.3
ZnPc:rGO—co 12 0.62 0.63 4.7 10 0.64 0.69 4.4
ZnPc:SWCNTs-non-co 12 0.63 0.65 4.9 9.5 0.64 0.68 4.15
ZnPc:SWCNTs-co 12.6 0.62 0.68 5.3 10.3 0.64 0.71 4.65
3 85 eV
6 t eV
(B)
F ig .7 .17: (A) Energy level alignm ent for the m aterials under study, w here only one o f 
the ZnPc-hybrids is involved at a tim e; (B) proposed band diagram  for the 
P3H T:PC B M :ZnPc-SW C N Ts-co based device as an exam ple for the energy levels 
position and the flow direction o f both charge carriers
P3HT
ZnPc
SWCNTs
co
Cathode
PCBM
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7.3 Summary
The effect o f using novel ZnPc hybrids covalently and non-covalently bonded to 
SW CNTs or rGO within the P3HT:PCBM active layer as ternary blends has been 
investigated using different measurement techniques. The electrical conductivity o f  
such hybrids are shown to be high and their effects on the P3HT:PCBM blend's 
conductivity is clear. Light absorption o f  these ternary blends has demonstrated red 
shift in the case o f adding rGO hybrids to the P3HT:PCBM blend, however, the energy 
band gap estimation has shown that the band gap o f  P3HT:PCBM has decreased after 
being doped with these hybrids separately. The morphological study has shown that 
addition o f these hybrids has induced a better distribution o f the materials involved  
within the active layer and that was thought to assist in the formation o f  an 
interpenetrating network that can facilitate the charge carriers’ transport. Besides, the 
charge carriers’ mobility has exhibited an increase in its value, which is believed to 
result in higher Jsc in the studied solar cell. The overall device performance has shown 
a significant improvement with an increase o f about 35% in the PCE after doping the 
active layer o f  P3HT:PCBM blend with ZnPc-SW CNTs-co hybrid compared to the 
basic (reference) device made o f an active layer o f undoped P3HT:PCBM blend.
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8.1 Conclusion
This thesis has presented the development and characterisation of low-cost, high efficiency 
OSCs based on BHJ of P3HT:PCBM blends. The research programme is firstly focussed 
on investigating P3HT:PCBM blend properties such as the blend morphology as well as 
electron transport properties pertained to the interface properties within the blend itself as 
well as those related to the metallic charge collecting electrodes. Different strategies were 
carried out in order to improve the performance o f P3HT:PCBM-based solar cells; these are 
employing different solvents and their co-solvents, preparing different active layer 
thickness, selecting the optimum PCBM among different PCBM's derivatives and finally 
post-annealing treatments for the optimum combined devices. In a separate chapter, the 
effects of the hole and electron transport layers have been investigated. Finally, The effect 
of using novel ZnPc hybrids covalently and non-covalently bonded to SWCNTs or rGO 
within the P3HT:PCBM active layer as ternary blends has been investigated.
Firstly, using mixed solvents has resulted in significant improvements in the P3HT:PCBM  
morphology and crystallinity. The co-solvents CB:CF has revealed a noticeable increase in 
its performance with improved PCE from 0.83% in the CF-based device to 2.73%. This 
was ascribed to the improvement in the interpenetrating network, which facilitates charge 
carriers' transport properties, and hence improved solar cell performance. Moreover, 
thickness dependence o f the charge carriers' mobility using SCLC theory was carried out to 
estimate the charge carriers' mobility; the mobility was found to decrease with increasing 
film thickness. The photovoltaic performance was evaluated for these devices as a function 
of active layer thickness and the maximum PCE of 3.84% was evaluated for the device with 
95nm active layer thickness. In addition, using different PCBM derivatives with different 
HOMO and LUMO positions has resulted in improving the open circuit voltage.
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Optimum device performance was associated with PC6 1 BM as the acceptor material with 
higher LUMO energy level with PCE of 4.2%. Further treatment were carried out by 
subjecting the P3HT:PCBM-based devices to post deposition annealing at different 
temperatures in the range 100-180°C. The heat-treatment has shown to result in significant 
improvement in the PV performance with PCE reaching 5.5%. This was attributed to the 
significant impact on Rs as well as the morphology of the BHJ which facilitates the charge 
carriers' percolation pathways and hence increased Jsc.
Additionally, the effects of the hole and electron transport layers have been studied. 
Typically, the device based on the typical hole transport layer (PEDOT:PSS) has shown 
PCE of 3.92; this value has improved to 6.82 as a result of doping the PEDOT:PSS layer 
with LiCl metal salts in aqueous solutions o f the concentration of lOmg.ml'1. On the other 
hand, using solution processed electron transport layer (Alq3) has resulted in enhancing 
PCE reaching 4.25% compared to the reference device without modifying the PEDOT:PSS 
layer. Using these two modifications layers as a complete device has increased PCE to 7% 
with a FF of 71% which are o f the highest reported parameter for P3HT:PCBM-based 
OSCs.
The effect o f using novel carbon based materials (ZnPc covalently and non-covalently  
bonded to SW CNTs or rGO) within the P3HT:PCBM active layer as ternary blends has 
been carried out. The electrical conductivity o f such hybrids are shown to be high and 
their effects on the P3HT:PCBM blend's conductivity is clear. The overall device  
performance has shown a significant improvement with an increase o f  about 35% in 
the PCE after doping the active layer o f  P3HT:PCBM blend with ZnPc-SW CNTs-co  
hybrid compared to the basic (reference) device made o f  an active layer o f undoped 
P3HT:PCBM blend.
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8.2 Future work
The current study has focused on P3HT:PCBM-based OSCs. The efficiency o f the solar 
cells is mainly determined by three parameters; V 0c, JSc and F F  of the device. Therefore 
various factors can affect these parameters during the fabrication process. In the following 
section, few recommendations are suggested to improve the efficiency o f the OSCs.
1. Spray coating method is considered as one of the commercial method to be used in 
organic solar cells, the use of the optimum parameters in spray coated OSCs is highly 
recommended.
2. Using low band gap polymers to improve the absorption properties of the active layer; 
this improvement is a key factor to enhance the final performance o f the solar cell.
3. Using Aluminium doped zinc oxide (AZO) as an alternative to ITO with ZnO as an ETL 
in an inverted structure is thought to increase the device stability and efficiency.
4. Employing different polymers, such as (PVA and PMMA), to be used as capsulation 
layer instead of epoxy which is currently used with some degradation issues.
5. Using hybrid solar cells based on organic and perovskite materials could significantly 
improve the solar cell efficiency; the main challenge o f this research is the stability.
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Appendix A: Preparation and characterisations of the ZnPc-
Hybrids
I. M aterials
All the reagents and solvents were of reagent grade quality and obtained from commercial 
suppliers. 4-pentynoic acid and sodium L-ascorbate were purchased from Alfa Aeser. 
SW CNT was purchased from Aldrich. Sodium azide and copper(II) sulphate pentahydrate 
were supplied from Merck. Reduced graphene oxide (rGO) was obtained from Hazerfen 
Chemistry and Materials Company, Turkey and it was used as graphene nanomaterial. The 
surface area of this rGO was 565 m /gram and ratio of C :0  was 4.77. The number of layers 
was in the range of 4-7 sheets. l-{[2-am inoethoxy]ethoxy}-8(l 1),15(18),22(25)-tris-{2-[2- 
(2-ethoxyethoxy) ethoxy]-l-[2 -((2-ethoxyethoxy) ethoxymethyl] ethyloxy}
phthalocyaninato zinc(II) (1) was synthesized and purified according to published 
procedure [ 1 ].
II. Preparation of l-[N -(2-ethoxyethyl)-4-pentynam ide]-8(ll),15(18),22(25)-tris-{2- 
[2 -(2 -ethoxyethoxy)ethoxy]-l-[2 -((2 -ethoxyethoxy)-ethoxy)m ethyl]ethyloxy} 
phthalocyaninato zinc(II) (ZnPc)
The solution of compound 1 (50 mg, 0.031 mmol) in 1 mL dimethylformamide (DMF) was 
added to 6.1 mg (0.062 mmol) 4-pentynoic acid and stirred 48 h at room temperature. The 
resulting mixture was treated for three times using 30 mL portions of ethyl acetate and 
water; the obtained organic phase was separated by liquid-liquid extraction. Ethyl acetate 
phase was dried with anhydrous Na2SC>4, filtered off followed by removing the solvent 
under reduced pressure; the desired product (ZnPc) was dried under vacuum. Yield: 44 mg 
(85%). FT-IR (vmax/cm '): 3281 (NH), 3259 (C^CH), 3070 (Aromatic CH), 2973-2863 
(Aliphatic CH), 2027 (C^CH), 1652 (C = 0), 1607 (C=C), 1486 (NH), 1337 (Aliphatic CH), 
1218 (Aromatic CH), 1089 (C-O-C); U V -V is (DMSO): /imax nm (log s) 357 (4.57), 616 
(4.52), 683 (5.12); lH NMR (DMF-d7): 5 (ppm) = 9.26-9.12 (m, 4H, ArCH), 9.01-8.87 (m,
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4H, ArCH), 8.85-8.75 (m, 4H, ArCH), 8.12 (bs, 1H, NH), 5.49 (m, 3H, CH), 5.18-5.07 (m, 
2H, CH2N), 4.80-4.72 (m, 2H, CH2C =0), 4.13-3.95 (m, 24H, OCH2), 3.92-3.80 (m, 24H, 
OCH2), 3.75-3.67 (td, 24H, OCH2), 3.65-3.60 (dd, 2H, OCH2), 3.03-2.92 (t, 2H, CH2C=C), 
2.84 (s, 1H, C=CH), 1.14-0.97 (m, 18H, CH3); Elemental analysis, Calcd. for 
C 84H ii5N90 23Zn: 59.90 C, 6.88 H, 7.48 N%, Found: 59.52 C, 6.75 H, 7.68 N%; MS 
(MALDI-TOF) m/z: Calc, for C84H ii5N90 23Zn: 1684.24; Found: 1684.42 [M]+.
III. Synthesis of SW CNT-N3 and rGO-N3
SW CNT-N3 and rGO-N3 were synthesized via modified method given in the literature [2]. 
250 mg (3.84 mmol) NaN3 and 165 mg (1.01 mmol) iodine monochloride were dissolved in 
25 m F of acetonitrile (ACN) under nitrogen atmosphere. This mixture was magnetically 
stirred for 15 min at 0°C followed by adding 20 mg SW CNTs or graphene to the solution; 
the reaction was stirred at room temperature for 24 hours and filtered off. The solid 
products were washed with DMF and ethanol to remove excess unreacted compounds and 
dried under vacuum.
IV. Preparation of covalently bonded ZnPc-SW CNTs (ZnPc:SW CNTs-co) or ZnPc- 
rGO (ZnPc:rGO-co) hybrids
20 mg (0.012 mmol) of zinc(II) phthalocyanine (ZnPc) was dissolved in 2 mL DM F and 
then sonicated for 15 min at room temperature. On the other side, 5 mg SW CN T-N 3 (or 
rGO-N3) was suspended separately in 2 mL DM F and sonicated for 30 min at room 
temperature; ZnPc solutions were then added to SW CNT-N3 (or rGO-N3) suspension by 
drop wise. To this suspension, 1.0 mol% copper(II) sulphate pentahydrate and 5.0 mol% 
sodium L-ascorbate were added as catalysts at room temperature and resulting mixture kept 
in the microwave oven (400 W) at 60°C for 2 hours. Finally, the reaction m ixture was 
centrifuged twice with water, ethanol and dichloromethane in sequence and dried in 
vacuum. ZnPc:SW CNTs: FT-IR (vmax/crn J): 3281 (NH), 3250 (Triazole ring CH), 3070 
(Aromatic CH), 2973-2863 (Aliphatic CH), 1650 (C =0), 1576 (C=C), 1472 (NH), 1337 
(Aliphatic CH), 1228 (Aromatic CH), 1089 (C-O-C). ZnPc:rGO: FT-IR (Vmax/cnT1): 3305 
(NH), 3283 (Triazole ring CH), 3070 (Aromatic CH), 2975-2862 (Aliphatic CH), 1645 
(C =0), 1580 (C=C), 1486 (NH), 1348 (Aliphatic CH), 1240 (Aromatic CH), 1079 (C-O-C).
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V. Preparation of non-covalently bonded ZnPc:SWCNTs (ZnPc:SWCNTs-non-co) 
or ZnPc:rGO (ZnPc:rGO-non-co) hybrids
20 mg (0.012 mmol) o f zinc(II) phthalocyanine (ZnPc) was dissolved in 2 mL DMF and 
then sonicated for 15 min at room temperature. On the other side, 5 mg SWCNT-N 3 (or 
rGO-Ns) was suspended separately in 2 mL DMF and sonicated for 30 min at room 
temperature. After sonication, the solution of zinc(II) phthalocyanine (ZnPc) was added 
separately to SWCNT-N3 (or rGO-N3 ) suspension by drop wise. Zinc(II) phthalocyanine 
(ZnPc) which was green in colour became colourless after the addition o f SWCNT-N 3 (or 
rGO-N3 ) suspension in DMF due to adsorption of phthalocyanine onto the SWCNT-N3 (or 
rGO-N3 ). Then, the solution was stirred for further 1 h. The obtained solid product was 
washed several times with DMF, centrifuged and dried in the vacuum [3].
VI. Results and discussion
The novel asymmetrical zinc(II) phthalocyanine (ZnPc) containing three {2-[2-(2- 
ethoxyethoxy)ethoxy]-l-[2-((2-ethoxyethoxy)-ethoxy)methyl]ethyloxy} and one N-(2- 
ethoxyethyl)-4-pentynamide groups were used for the preparation of hybrid materials. It 
was synthesized by the reaction of mono amino functionalized zinc(II) phthalocyanine (1)
[1] with 4-pentynoic acid in DMF (Scheme 1). SWCNTs and rGO bearing azido groups 
were synthesized by the reaction o f SWCNTs or rGO with sodium azide in the presence o f 
iodine monochloride in acetonitrile (Scheme 2). The target SWCNTs and rGO hybrid 
materials covalently bonded phthalocyanine moieties were also prepared by the reaction of 
azido substituted SWCNTs or rGO with newly synthesized asymmetrical zinc(II) 
phthalocyanine (ZnPc) via “Click” reaction in DMF using copper(II) sulphate pentahydrate 
and sodium L-ascorbate as catalysts (Scheme 3). The non-covalently bonded 
ZnPciSWCNTs or ZnPcirGO materials were prepared by mixing SWCNTs or rGO with 
asymmetrical zinc(II) phthalocyanine (ZnPc) in ultrasonic bath.
VI. 1 1H NMR spectrum
*H NMR spectrum of phthalocyanine (ZnPc) showed good resolved bands as revealed in 
F ig.l. However, some signals were observed as multiplets due to formation of isomer 
mixture. The aromatic protons belonging to phthalocyanine ring were observed in the range 
of 9.26-9.12, 9.01-8.87 and 8.85-8.75 ppm integrating four protons for each peaks. These
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protons were observed as multiplet peaks due to formation of isomer mixture. The NH 
proton was observed at 8.12 ppm as a broad singlet. The CH protons on the polyoxy 
substituents were observed at 5.49 ppm as a multiplet integrating three protons. The signals 
belonging to CH2 protons were observed in the ranges of 5.18-5.07 ppm for CH2N 
integrating two protons, 4.80-4.72 ppm for CH2C= 0  integrating two protons, 4.13-3.95 
ppm for OCH2 integrating twenty four protons, 3.92-3.80 ppm for OCH2 integrating twenty 
four protons, 3.75-3.67 ppm for OCH2 integrating twenty four protons, 3.65-3.60 ppm for 
OCH2 integrating two protons and 3.03-2.92 for CH2C=C integrating two protons. The 
terminal alkyne proton was observed at 2.84 ppm  as a singlet peak integrating one proton. 
The methyl protons were observed at between 1.14-0.97 ppm as a multiplet peak 
integrating eighteen protons.
CHj
Dl IF -d ,
i  F -d ,
CH,
CH,
_Al
Fig .l. The NMR spectrum of phthalocyanine compound (ZnPc).
VI.2 M ALDI-TOF mass spectrum
The M ALDI-TOF mass spectrum of the ZnPc showed molecular ion peak at m/z = 1684.42 
as [M]+ supporting the proposed structure of this compound (Fig.2). The elemental analysis 
results were also consistent with the predicted structure of asymmetrically substituted 
phthalocyanine (ZnPc) shown in Scheme 1.
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Fig.2. The MALDI mass spectrum of phthalocyanine compound (ZnPc).
VI.3 FT-IR spectra
Fig. 3 shows FT-IR spectra o f free ZnPc, SWCNT-N3 and covalently bonded SWCNTs 
with ZnPc hybrid (ZnPc:SWCNTs-co). This figure also shows rGO-N3 and covalently 
bonded rGO with ZnPc hybrid (ZnPc:rGO-co). The phthalocyanine compound (ZnPc) 
exhibited vibration peaks at 3281, 3259 and 1652 cm ' 1 assigned to NH, =CH and C =0  
stretching vibrations. On the other hand, the addition o f N 3 groups to SWCNTs or rGO was 
identified with observation of a peak at 2100 cm ' 1 for -N=N=N+ (azide) vibration in the FT- 
IR spectra o f SWCNTS-N3 and rGO-N3 . The =CH peak in the FT-IR spectrum of ZnPc and 
N 3 peaks for SWCNT-N3 or rGO-N3 compounds were disappeared after bonding this 
phthalocyanine to SWCNT-N3 or rGO-N3 (Fig.3). Additionally, the vibration peak for CH 
stretching of triazole ring observed at 3250 cm ' 1 was another proof for the functionalization 
of SWCNTs or rGO with phthalocyanine compound (ZnPc).
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Fig.3. FT-IR spectra of free ZnPc (a), rGO-N3 (b), SW CNTs-N3 (c), ZnPc:rGO-co (d) and
ZnPc-SW CNTs-co (e).
VI.4 Raman spectra
The non-covalent adsorption and covalent functionalisation of SW CNT with ZnPc 
confirmed by Raman spectroscopy and spectra were shown in Fig.4. The Raman spectra of 
rGO and its hybrids obtained by covalent and non-covalent attachment of ZnPc were 
presented in Fig.5. The spectra of both pristine SW CNT and hybrids (Fig.4) contain the 
following characteristic peaks: the D band located at about 1340 cm ' 1 (disorder mode) [4-6] 
and the G band (tangential mode) centred at 1590 cm "1 [7]. Comparing SW CNTs (Fig.4-a) 
and ZnPc:SW CNTs-non-co (Fig.4-b) spectra, only small variation of the ratio of the D 
band to the G band (Id/I g) could be observed which suggests that ZnPc derivative was 
attached to the surface of SW CNT through a non-covalent modification. The Id/I g ratio had 
a value of 0.044 in the spectrum of pure SW CNT, while the value of 0.052 was obtained 
from the spectra of ZnPc:SW CNTs-non-co. In the case of ZnPc:SW CNTs-co (Fig.4-c) the 
ratio Iq/I g was much higher and equal to 0.077. The inset of Fig.5 shows an enlarged 
section of the spectrum from 70 to 1200 cm"1. The intensities of characteristic vibrations of 
phthalocyanine macrocycle were very low in the spectrum of ZnPc:SW CNTs-non-co 
(Fig.4-b, inset), while the bands corresponding the ZnPc vibrations were more noticeable in 
the spectrum of ZnPc:SW CNTs-co (Fig.4-c, inset). A comparison of the hybrid spectra
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with those of pure ZnPc (Fig.5-d) shows that some characteristic vibrations of 
phthalocyanine macrocycle were shifted noticeably due to interaction with SWCNT. The 
RBMs of SW CNT in the range 158-304 cm"1 (Fig.4-a) were ascribed to a distribution of 
diameters in the SW CNTs [8,9], which corresponds to nanotube diameters in the range 0.7 
to 1.4 nm. The RBMs at 158, 179, 200, 225 cm "1 of SW CNT were shifted to 160, 184, 203, 
227 cm ' 1 after the adsorption of ZnPc (Fig.4-b, inset). The n-n  stacking interaction between 
SW CNTs and the phthalocyanine macrocycles gives rise to a higher frequency RBM shift 
due to a “hardening effect” [10]. In particular, the higher frequency shift indicates that 
SW CNTs becomes stiffer when they are coated with aromatic cores. The more noticeable 
changes were observed with the range of RBM modes in the case of ZnPc:SW CNTs-co 
(Fig.4-c, inset). In this case, the intensities of the most RBMs decreased and only one band 
at 207 cm ' 1 remained pronounced in this spectral region. rGO sample displayed two 
characteristic peaks at 1358 cm"1 and 1598 cm"1 corresponding to D band and G band, 
respectively (Fig.5-a). Both bands were broadened and the intensity of D band increased 
substantially in comparison with those o f graphene [ 11] because of the significant reduction 
in size of the in-plane sp“ domains and functional groups [12]. In contrast to the case of 
graphite, the G and D bands of ZnPc:rGO-co and ZnPc:rGO-non-co appeared at 1585 and 
1353 cm"1, respectively. The low-frequency peak shift could be assigned to electron transfer 
interaction between the donor molecules (ZnPc) and the acceptor molecules (rGO) in the 
hybrid systems [13,14] and the increased abundance of charge carriers [15,16] provided by 
the ZnPc molecules on the rGO plane. The variation of I q / I g  ratio provide further indication 
of graphene nanomaterials modification [4]. The I q / I g  intensity ratios of rGO (1.46) and 
ZnPc:rGO-non-co (1.52) showed no significant difference, which is indicating that the 
conjugations of rGO was not destroyed, and demonstrated the non-covalent modification. 
However Id/Ig ratio visibly changed to 2.31 in the case of ZnPc:rGO-co. In comparison 
with ZnPc (Fig.5-d), characteristic vibrational peaks of ZnPc were also evident in the 
ZnPc:rGO-co hybrid spectrum (Fig.5-c), thus indicating that ZnPc has indeed bound to 
rGO.
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Fig.4. Raman spectra of (a) SW CNTs and their ZnPc hybrids obtained by (b) non-covalent
and (c) covalent functionalization.
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Fig.5. Raman spectra of (a) rGO, and their ZnPc hybrids obtained by (b) non-covalent and 
(c) covalent functionalization and (d) pure ZnPc.
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